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Preface
This report is the master thesis about the design, realization 

and material properties of the Sagrada Familia in Ice. It is an 

investigation into reinforced ice at the Eindhoven University 

of Technology (Master Architecture Building and Planning, 

department Building Technology), following on the Pykrete 

Dome project of 2014. 

After the Pykrete Dome project, which has been a great 

success for both Juuka and the Eindhoven university of 

Technology, the goal was set to realize a new ice project. 

By realizing the Sagrada Familia in ice in January 2015, the 

officious world record for highest ice dome has been achieved. 

Many companies have  contributed to the Sagrada Familia in 

Ice, by sharing materials, equipment and expertise during the 

preparations and construction. We would like to thank all the 

sponsors and partners for their support.

Due to the size the project, it was clear from the beginning 

that we could not do the total elaboration by ourselves. From 

September 2014 till the end of the project, a group of 12 

master students helped with the technical design, production 

and realization of the project. We are very grateful for the 

commitment and determination of the project team, in order 

to achieve the realization of the Sagrada Familia in Ice. 

In addition to the project members, several volunteers 

signed up for the project; including family, friends and fellow 

students from the Eindhoven University of Technology and 

other universities. In total the building team consisted of 

about 80 people to realize the design. It was very satisfying 

to see the commitment of everyone in Finland, and we would 

like to thank everyone who was has been involved during the 

realization. 

To realize the final construction of the ‘Sagrada Familia in 

Ice’,  the municipality of Juuka, Finland and its community, 

also played an important part. The open attitude, fast acting,  

organization and commitment during the construction have 

been of great importance for the success of the project.

Special thanks goes to Patrick Teuffel, Arno Pronk and Arjan 

Habraken for their supervision of the process of this master 

thesis. 

August 28th, 2015
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Abstract
The Pykrete Dome (2014) was the first ice building ever 

realized with pykrete. Pykrete is an ice composite, reinforced 

through the addition of sawdust, which is three times stronger 

than plain ice. The investigation into other reinforcement 

materials and techniques can improve the design flexibility of 

ice structures. During the construction phase of the ‘Pykrete 

Dome’ project several side projects based on the work of Heinz 

Isler were conducted, especially his work on frozen textiles. 

The designs consist of a pavilion made of frozen textile fabrics 

and frozen rope structure.

Heinz Isler is a Swiss structural engineer who has done a lot of 

research into (ice) shell structures. The designs of Isler often 

arose by experimenting with suspended models using textile 

cloths or chains. This so called catenary design will result in 

a shape in which, when the shape is turned upside-down, no 

tensile stresses will occur.  Heinz Isler isn’t the only one who 

designed according to this principles. Antoni Gaudí already 

used this methods at the end of 19th century. His most 

well-known structures that were designed according to the 

catenary design principles, are e.g. The Crypt of the Church 

of Colonia Güell and the Sagrada Familia.

The goal of this research was to investigate the structural 

properties of a reinforced ice structure using ropes, textile 

fabric or inflatables as a building method. Investigation were 

done by means of literature studies, experiments and a case 

study. The case study was an ice structure with a design based 

on the Sagrada Familia. The research is divided into three 

main aspects:

1. Structural Design

2. Building method

3. Material properties

The design of the Sagrada Familia in Ice is based on Gaudí’s 

design philosophy. The design is not an exact replica of the 

original Sagrada Familia. Only the most important structural 

elements are implemented in the design; 5 towers (2x18m, 

2x21m, 1x30m) a nave and an entrance. In the realization of 

these different aspects, the different building methods are 

implemented;

• Inflatables (Domes)

• Ropes (Nave)

• Cloth (Entrance)

The design of the domes is based on the catenary design 

method of Gaudí. By applying loads, generated by only the self-

weight of the shell, it is possible to form-find the most ideal 

shape for the applied set of loads. The final inflatable used 

to construct the domes of the Sagrada Familia in Ice should 

have the exact same shape as derived from the form-finding. 

Several physical models has been constructed and validated 

to find the ideal production method to make the inflatable. 

  

The design of the nave is based on arches formed by ropes and 

was designed using a physical elastic band model to form-find 

the initial shape. Next, the final shape of the nave is derived 

true structural calculations and form-finding with use of the 

program ‘GSA’.

The nave is realized by suspending a rope structure and 

spraying water and pykrete onto it. Ice will form around the 

ropes, resulting in an ice beam structure. On top of the column-

beam structure textile fabrics should be place to form the roof. 

The entrance of the Sagrada Familia is based on parabolic 

arches. The entrance of the Sagrada Familia in Ice is entirely 

designed in textile fabric. The shape of the entrance is 

not form-finded like the domes and entrance, resulting in 

less optimal structural shape. The textile fabric in the shell 

structure of the entrance is assumed to withhold the extra 

occurring stresses.

Experimental research has been performed to investigate the 

structural properties of reinforced ice by addition of textile 

fabrics and ropes. These experiments showed an increase 

of approximately 50% of the tensile strength. Moreover, 
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the experiments showed an increased post failure strength, 

which indicates that the textile fabrics could work as a kind 

of safety net.

In January 2015 the Sagrada familia was realized in Juuka, 

Finland, with the help of the municipality of Juuka several 

companies and lots of volunteers. There was worked in shifts 

to have a continues process on the building site. This because 

of the short building time, but mostly to prevent equipment 

from freezing by keeping them in motion.

The pykrete was mixed in a big open container with 

submergible pumps. It was sprayed onto the domes with high 

pressure centrifugal pumps. Big sawdust particles are fatale 

for the building process, because this could clog the pumps 

which causes a delay in the construction planning.

The inflation of the domes was done in steps, to prevent 

the wind from having too much influence on the stability of 

inflatables. First the foundation was made and after that the 

inflatables were fully inflated. 

The domes were not ready at the end of week three, so the 

nave was suspended in between 7 poles that were placed 

against the unfinished domes. Because the ground surface 

came up and the domes where also not totally finished the 

nave could not be created as designed. Because the shape of 

the nave did not have the designed optimal form, the nave 

was already removed after a few days, because of collapsing 

due to creep. The rope method does show potential to create 

ice constructions. The planning of the realization was greatly 

delayed by unfavorable weather conditions, which caused the 

entrance not to be realized.

The delay also caused the big dome not to be completely 

finished, but nevertheless the record of world’s highest ice 

dome was achieved with a height of 21,1 meter. 

Validation

The pykrete in the domes was analyzed by taking samples 

out of the domes. The pykrete samples show an increase 

of compressive strength of 126% compared to the plain ice 

samples derived from the Sagrada Familia in Ice. However, the 

absolute values of the pykrete samples only show a 60% value 

of the theoretical value. But the design values, used for the 

structural analysis, were still met.

In addition to the pykrete samples, the compressive and tensile 

split strength of cellulose pulp was tested. These samples 

showed a relative increase of 224% of the compressive 

strength and 312% of the tensile split strength, compared to 

the tested plain ice samples. Also the processability showed 

potential. The small cellulose fibers are easily processed by 

small submersible pumps. This material shows potential for 

future reinforced ice structures.

eValuation

The equipment and structural properties of the construction 

material have proven to be feasible for the construction of ice 

domes with great height. Because of several setbacks during 

the realization, the feasibility of the application of textile 

fabrics and ropes into ice structures could not be validated 

and should be further investigated. Ropes and textile fabrics 

do show a lot of potential. 

Large particles in the sawdust mixture are a big problem for 

using the spraying method and can be this can be fatal for 

the construction method. Cellulose pulp could be a great 

alternative for the reinforcement material of ice structures, 

because of the small fibers.
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1.  Introduction
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1.1 Motivation
Ice is a well-known material, but it is not directly 

thought of as a building material. Ice has relative pore 

structural properties and is mostly only suitable when 

subjected to compression. Another big disadvantage 

of the material is that it is very sensitive to creep. 

Because of these material properties the load distri-

bution within the structure has to be ideal, resulting 

in limited design freedom. 

By adding fibers to the ice, the structural properties can be 

greatly enhanced. Since the Second World War research has 

been done into fiber reinforced ice, so called Pykrete, and the 

application of it. Recent investigation by A. Pronk, R. Houben 

and F. Jansen into reinforced ice indicates that the addition of 

wooden sawdust can enhance the strength of ice by a factor 3.

In 2013 A. Pronk, R. Pluijmen and J. Hijl started the ‘Pykrete 

Dome’ project which has led to the realization of world’s 

largest ice dome in the beginning of 2014. The dome had a 

span of 30 meters and a height of 10 meters. The Pykrete 

Dome project was the first project were reinforced ice was 

used as a building material. The dome has been constructed 

with the construction method developed by T. Kokawa, who 

has done research into ice dome structures since 1985. 

During the construction phase of the ‘Pykrete Dome’ project 

several side projects has been conducted, designed by 

students of the Eindhoven University of Technology. The 

designs were based on the work of Heinz Isler, especially his 

work on frozen textiles. The designs consist of a pavilion made 

of frozen textile fabrics and frozen rope structure.

Fig 1. The Pykrete Dome
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Heinz Isler is a Swiss structural engineer who has done a lot 

of research into shell structures, also ice shell structures. The 

designs of Isler often arose by experimenting with suspended 

models using textile cloths or chains. This so called catenary 

design will result in a shape in which, when the shape is turned 

upside-down, no tensile stresses will occur.  Heinz Isler isn’t 

the only one who designed according to this principles. Antoni 

Gaudí already used this methods at the end of 19th century. His 

most well-known structures that were designed according to 

the catenary design principles are e.g. The Crypt of the Church 

of Colonia Güell and the Sagrada Familia.

The work of Heinz Isler and the previous realized ice structures 

and experimental studies provide a good start for research on 

the behavior of ice and new improved construction methods 

using ropes and textiles. The design method of Antoni Gaudí 

and the design of the Sagrada Familia are a perfect starting 

point to explore the possibilities of these new materials and 

methods.

Fig 3. Experiment with cloth (J. Kern)

Fig 2. Experiment with a net structure (T. Verberne)
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1.2  Previous Research
Ice and snow structures are commonly used for temporary 

shelter and cultural events in arctic regions. The most common 

used construction technique is stacking, like the traditional 

igloos. Another technique is based on casted snow/ ice, using 

some kind of formwork to create the ice structure. Both 

techniques usually result in massive and heavy structures. (F. 

Anderes et al., 1983) (D. Cruickshank, 2008)

From 1985 till 2012, Tsutomu Kokawa performed research into 

ice dome structures. He developed a method for creating thin 

ice shells by alternately spraying layers of snow and water onto 

a pneumatic formwork. The snow works as a sponge and will 

absorb the water, which is quickly turned into a solid ice layer.  

The process is repeated to create an ice dome structure with 

a span of up to 25 meters. (T. Kokawa, 2012)

In addition to the inflatable formwork method, Heinz Isler 

did experiments with textile fabric and net structures. These 

experiments had no particular cause, they were intended 

to only give insights in building opportunities with unusual 

materials and methods. Although the experiments didn’t had 

a particular goal, they did show the potential of incorporating  

textile fabrics and net structures in ice buildings. (H. Isler et al., 

1986) Experiments conducted by J. Kern (textile fabric) and 

T. Verberne (net structure) during the Pykrete Dome project 

(2014) show the same potential.

The Pykrete Dome project was the first project that applied 

pykrete, reinforced ice by adding sawdust, as a building 

material. (J. Hijl and R. Pluijmen, 2014) Pykrete was discovered 

by Geoffrey Pyke in the Second World War. (M.F. Perutz, 

1946) Since then various experiments has been conducted 

to investigate the structural properties of the material. The 

latest research conducted by F. Janssen and R. Houben (2013) 

resulted that the diameter of the sawdust particle should be 

as small as possible to obtain the best structural properties.  

The structural strength of ice can be enhanced by a factor 

three by adding sawdust to the ice.

In order to use pykrete as a building material together with 

Kokawa’s innovative building method, the processability 

should be investigated.  The wet shotcrete method has been 

investigated and proven feasible for application of pykrete. 

(J. Hijl and R. Pluijmen, 2014)

1800

1825 1875

1850 1900

1739, Russia: 
The first ice palace was constructed 

using the same building technique as 
used for the traditional igloos.

1887:
Realizing St. Paul Castle which had a height 
of 42,5 meters.
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1975 2025

1950 2000 2050

2000, Matt Orpana
Iglo shaped ice hotels with a span and 

height of 15 meters

1963, Coble en Kingery:
Scientific research on reinforced ice (Wood, 
Fibreglass, Asbestos). 

2001, Kokawa
Realization of a 25 meter span icedome with 
the use of an inlatable membrane under a 
predefined rope structure.

2013, F. Janssen and R. Houben:
Investigated that ice reinforced with 
sawdust can be three times stronger than 
plain ice

2014, J. Hijl and R. Pluijmen:
Realization of the Pykrete Dome with 
a span of 30 meters. The first use of 
pykrete as building material and till now 
the largest ice dome in the world.

1986, Heinz Isler
Experiments inflatables and textile 
fabric with ice.

1946, M. Perutz:
Discovery of reinforced ice during 
the Second World War by Geoffrey 
Pyke.

1989:
World’s first 

constructed ice hotel  in 
Jukkasjärvi, Sweden.
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1.3  Problem area
The problem area is divided into three main subjects;  

1) structural design, 2) building method and 3) ma-

terial. 

Structural deSiGn

T. Kokawa has done research into ice-dome structures since 

1985. During his research he experimented by building several 

ice dome structures according to his own developed building 

method. The biggest dome he constructed with this method 

had a span of 25 meters.

J. Hijl and R. Pluijmen (2014) made an ice dome, constructed 

according to Kokawa’s method, with a span of 30 meters. The 

ice dome had to be demolished prematurely due to safety 

issues caused by the collapse of a part of the top shell section. 

J. Hijl and R. Pluijmen stated the following: 

“Ten days after the completion of the Pykrete Dome, part 

of the top shell section collapsed. The remaining hole in 

the roof caused a severe weakness in the structure. The 

location of the collapse occurred exactly at the weakened 

deformed section of the shell structure. ...” (J. Hijl and R. 

Pluijmen, 2014)

The roof collapsed because of a small deformation, caused by 

a technical malfunction during the construction phase. This 

indicates the importance of the shape of the ice structure, 

because even a slight deviation of the ideal shape can have a 

big influence on the structural behavior of the entire structure.

BuildinG method

The method Kokawa has developed has proven to be suitable 

for domes with a span up to 25 meters. The 30 meter Pykrete 

Dome already needed some adjustments of the construction 

methods, because of the scale of the dome. The equipment 

used to construct the 30 meter dome were only just suitable 

for the height of 10 meters. 

For bigger, especially higher, ice structures there is no fully 

applicable construction method available. Construction 

methods for higher ice structures has to be investigated in 

order to  minimize the design limitations of ice structures.

material

Although it was already known that fibers could enhance 

the structural properties of ice since the Second World War, 

it has never really been applied as a building material. The 

research of F. Jansen and R. Houben (2013) into the structural 

properties of reinforced ice have led to the first application of 

pykrete as a building material. The pykrete dome project has 

proven the strength and possibilities of pykrete as a structural 

building material.

The pykrete used in the ‘Pykrete Dome’ project was a mixture 

of water and wooden sawdust. Other fibers could also be 

used to reinforce the ice, like cellulose pulp or textiles fabrics. 

The later has been explored by the Swiss structural engineer; 

Heinz Isler. 
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1.4  Goals
The goal of this project consists of four aspects; the 

research goal, the scientific relevance, the social re-

levance and our ambition.

reSearch Goal

The goal of the research is to investigate the properties 

of a reinforced ice structure using ropes, textile fabric or 

inflatables as a building method. Investigation will be done 

by means of literature studies, experiments and a case study. 

The case study will be an ice structure with a design based on 

the Sagrada Familia.

The research will focus on three main aspects; the structural 

shape, the material and the construction method. The research 

will result in an analyses of the structural shape, based on the 

catenary design principles. It will also result in an experimental 

research regarding the structural properties of ice reinforced 

by adding textiles and ropes. At last the research will result in 

a construction method for building ice structures which are 

based on catenary design.

amBition

Our ambitions is to increase the application of (reinforced) ice 

as a building material, by constructing an ice structure based 

on the Sagrada Familia. We hope to prove the possibilities of 

ice as a building material, especially suitable for temporary 

structures, by realizing the highest ice dome in the world within 

the design of the Sagrada Familia in Ice.

ScientiFic releVance

The research will involve an experimental research into the 

structural properties of reinforced ice by adding different 

materials. The use of for example textile fabric as a mold is 

often used to construct ice structures, but the actual structural 

and construction properties of the method have never 

really been investigated. The research will also gather more 

information about the application of pykrete into ice buildings.

Social releVance

Sustainable building has been an important topic the last 

decade, and it still is. This project aims on giving a sustainable 

alternative for temporary structures in cold regions. In addition 

to the ‘Pykrete Dome’ project, that already proved ice to be 

a good alternative, this project aims on developing a method 

that will give more design freedom. 
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1.5 Research question
main reSearch QueStion

The research into ice structures based on catenary design can 

be divided into three research questions focusing on structural 

design, construction method and materialization. The subject 

‘structural design’ will focus on the optimization of the force 

distribution within the ice shell by optimizing the shape of 

the structure. The subject ‘construction method’ will focus 

on analyzing and improving existing methods and developing 

methods for constructing the shape and dimensions of 

the desired ice structure. The last subject will focus on 

the materialization of the ice structure. All three research 

questions will result in answering the main research question;

What are the structural properties of a reinforced ice 

structure using ropes, textile fabric or inflatables as a 

building method? 

research question 1: structural desiGn

Which geometrical design, based on Sagrada Familia, gives the 

optimal internal force distribution in an ice shell construction?

Sub questions:

1.1 How is the structural design of the Sagrada Familia  

 constructed?

1.2 What is the optimal structural design of a reinforced  

 ice structure based on the design of the Sagrada Familia?

research question 2: construction method

How to optimally construct a reinforced ice structure using rope, 

textile fabrics or inflatables?

Sub questions:

2.1 Which construction methods are commonly used for  

 (ice) shell structures?

2.2 How can textiles and ropes be used as molds for an 

 ice shell?

2.3 What is the influence on the construction method

  using rope, textile fabric or inflatables in an ice  

 structure?

research question 3: materialization

How does the use of rope, textile fabric, sawdust or cellulose 

influence the structural properties of reinforced ice?

Sub questions:

3.1 What is currently known about reinforced ice?

3.2 What is the structural performance of pykrete used in  

 an ice structure?

3.3 What are other potential materials that can be added  

 to ice, besides sawdust, to construct an ice structure? 
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1.6 Theoretical framework

















The research is divided in two main areas: Free form design 

and Sustainable buildings. 

In the scope of freeform design, the use of an inflatable can be 

categorized as a flexible mold. Traditional ice/ snow buildings 

are usually made of thick bulky walls, and an inflatable mold is 

not able to carry this weight. The structure should rather be a 

light weight shell made of high quality ice. By adding reinforced 

to the ice it is possible to create a thin shell structure. 

Ice is a sustainable building material, because it is a natural 

material. However, to make snow it has to be cold enough and 

there are little places in the world where it freezes constantly. 

Therefore,  ice buildings are categorized as ‘Temporary 

Structures’. With the use of reinforced ice it is possible to make 

those structures more durable and safe. The reinforcement 

material that is added is sawdust, which is a waste product 

derived from a natural material, having little to no impact on 

the environment. 

Fig 4. Theoretical framework
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1.7 Boundaries and conditions
The research questions can be interpreted in many 

ways. The boundaries and conditions will frame the 

scope of our research.

 

Structural deSiGn

The research of the structural design will be limited to shell 

structures with a focus on ice shells and catenary design. In 

order to construct a scale model of the Sagrada Familia a full 

understanding of its structural design is needed. Therefor an 

analyses of the Sagrada Familia will be important subject of 

our research.

conStruction methodS

In context of the realization of the ‘Sagrada Familia in Ice’, only 

the construction method of the concerning ice structure will be 

implemented in this research. The construction methods used 

in the ‘Pykrete Dome’ project will be analyzed and, if possible, 

optimized to meet the method needed for the construction of 

the ‘Sagrada Familia in Ice’. New methods for constructing the 

ice structure regarding textile fabrics and rope net structures 

are also investigated.

materialization

Research into new compositions of reinforced ice will be 

focused on freezing textile fabrics and reticulated rope 

structures. The combinations of different fibers added to the 

ice will also be investigated.
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1.8 Research methods
literature reSearch

A literature research is done to inventory, categorize and to 

analyze the information that is relevant to the research. The 

literature research will contain subjects like the work of T. 

Kokawa, H. Isler, A. Gaudí, the structural design of the Sagrada 

Familia and reinforced ice. The most subjects were already base 

for the ‘Pykrete Dome’ project so this will also be an important 

part of the literature.

exPerimental reSearch

In order to investigate the structural behavior and construction 

technique of ice shell structures, some experimental research 

is needed. The experimental research involves various test 

setups regarding the structural behavior of fabric reinforced 

ice and combinations of different fibers. Experiments are also 

executed to test the construction methods used to construct 

the ‘Sagrada Familia in Ice’.

model reSearch

The model-based research focuses on the structural behavior 

of the design. A digital model with specific materialization will 

be used to calculate the structural behavior of the design of 

the ‘Sagrada Familia in Ice’. As a result of the calculations the 

design can be adjusted to optimize its materialization and 

structural behavior.
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1.9 Research model
The research model shows the research organization. 

The emphases lies on the structural behavior of the 

design, the construction method and materialization. 

These subjects together will result in the design and 

realization of the ‘Sagrada Familia in ice’.

The literature study is separated into two parts. The first 

part is a research into ice structures, which also led to the 

realization of the ‘Pykrete Dome’ project. The second part is 

an investigation of the work of Antoni Gaudí and the Sagrada 

Familia. These parts are combined to make a design that 

is based on the design of the Sagrada Familia, but can be 

realized in ice.

The design will be a balance between three aspects: Structural 

Design, Building Method and Materialization. After finishing 

the main building there will be some tests regarding the 

structural properties. The test results are validated to our 

predictions of the structural behavior gained by previous 

experiments and calculations. 
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Fig 5. Research model
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2.  Literature
Research
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2.1 Ice Structures
This paragraph gives an overview of the most com-

mon used ice and snow buildings, together with the 

construction techniques used to construct them. 

Moreover, an overview of different ice and snow 

churches is provided.

aPPlicationS oF ice and Snow StructureS

traditional iGloos

The most well-known type of ice building is the igloo. 

The original inhabitants of northern Canada use igloos as 

temporary winter dwellings. Igloos can be constructed very 

rapidly with using only primitive construction materials and 

equipment, which makes the igloo utterly suitable as a shelter 

during blizzards. The span of a traditional igloo can be as large 

as 6 meters. 

The first step of constructing an igloo is picking a suitable spot 

for the igloo. A flat solid space is required for the foundation 

of the igloo. The area should contain high compressed snow 

(wind slab snow) which will be used to make snow blocks. The 

snow blocks are prepared using a saw or a big knife. 

Larger blocks are used at the foundation of the igloo and  

smaller blocks are used towards the top, with a ranging 

thickness between 150mm and 400mm. The Lower blocks are 

arranged hemispherical and the next layers should be placed 

like a spiral. The edges of the blocks have to be smoothened 

and given the right angle to fit perfectly next to the adjacent 

blocks. The igloo is finished by placing the keystone. The 

cracks between the blocks can be filled and smoothened with 

snow, resulting in smooth and stable igloo. (F. Anderes and A. 

Agranoff, 1983)

Another variant of the igloo is the Japanese “Kamakura”. A 

”Kamakura” is a Japanese traditional snow hut, which has been 

built since the beginning of the 20th century. The snow hut is 

formed by digging out snow from a small pile of natural wet 

snow. The Kamakura is usually constructed with uncompact 

snow, resulting in small dimensions because of the low 

mechanical properties. (T. Kokawa, 2003) (T. Kokawa, 2012)

ice hotels

Ice Hotel Jukkasjärvi, Sweden

Tourism in high altitude regions is commonly based on nature 

based experiences involving snow and ice. Cultural activities 

like winter sports, events and cultural structures in snow and 

ice are often affiliated with these kind of regions. The most 

famous ice and snow structure is probably world’s first ice 

hotel constructed in Jukkasjärvi, Sweden in 1989. Since then 

it has been a yearly activity copied in cold regions around the 

world. (Discovery Channel – Mega Structures) (H. Gelter, 2008)

The ice hotels are constructed using a patented arched steel 

mold with a height up to 5 meters and a span of 6 meters. 

Multiple molds are connected to create a long tunnel. 

At first natural snow was used to create the snow walls of the 

structure, but later the construction material was replaced 

by artificial snow. Special wet snow, called “Snice”, is sprayed 

on the mold using front loaders, snow canons, snow blowers 

and snow throwers. 

After two days of freezing time the molds are removed by 

slightly lowering the mold and sliding them from under the 

structure. This is possible because of special skies located at 

the bottom of the mold. 

Fig 6. Mold Ice Hotel, Jukkasjärvi
 Steel mold for the construction of an Ice hotel in Jukkasjärvi, Sweden.

(Photo: Discovery Channel- Mega Structures)
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The structure gets stronger over time. During the day time the 

snow will slightly meld, which will freeze to solid ice during the 

night. Because of the arched shape the structure will slowly 

meld from the top, without collapsing.

Ice Hotels Finland

In the north of Finland, Matti Orpana developed a method 

for creating igloo-shaped ice hotels with a span and height 

of 15 meters (Figure 7-9). They are the biggest one-surface 

igloos made with an inflatable mold. The vertical section of 

the igloo is formed like a catenary. The inflatable is covered 

with ice or snow. In ice the shell thickness at the foundation 

is approximately 900mm and in snow the walls are 3000mm 

thick. Due to the shape of shell (catenary) and the thickness 

and dead load of the material the structure is only subjected to 

compression. The igloos are constructed in an average outdoor 

temperature of approximately -15 ˚C. The life-span of the 

structures is one season; 6 months, from November to April. 

Fig 8. Ice Dome
 Ice Dome with a height and span of 15m, by Matti Orpana.

(Photo: www.tensinet.com)

Fig 7. Snow Dome
 Snow Dome with a height and span of 15m, by Matti Orpana.

(Photo: www.tensinet.com)

Fig 9. Ice Hotel
 Ice Hotel constructed of various domes, by Matti Orpana.

(Photo: www.tensinet.com)
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ice Palaces

Ice palaces were first constructed in Russia in the 18th century. 

The lifespan of the structures were intended last 3 months at 

most. The ice palaces were impressive structures. The 1887 St. 

Paul Castle even had a height of 42,5 meters. In the late 19th 

century the development of the ice palaces peaked in Canada 

with the introduction of casted snow.

Traditional Russian method

In 1739 the first ice palace was constructed using the same 

building technique as used for the traditional igloos; stacking. 

Instead of creating little domes with compacted snow, the 

Russians created high walls using natural river ice blocks. 

The ice blocks were harvested by first removing snow and soft 

ice from the frozen river. By scraping a checkerboard grid in 

the ice, guidelines were created for the sawing of the ice. The 

blocks had dimensions of approximately 1060mm x 620mm x 

400mm weighing around 450kg. The blocks are transported 

to the construction site on a sled puled by a horse.

Horse-powered pulley lifts are used lift the blocks on top of the 

previous placed ice blocks. The blocks are trimmed an stacked 

to form a masonry wall. The blocks are cemented using hot 

water. (F. Anderes and A. Agranoff, 1983)

Alternative method: Casted snow

The construction of ice palaces using natural river ice blocks 

became too expensive, which led to a new development in the 

1980’s regarding casted snow. Wooden molds were used to 

create compacted snow walls, which are then sculpted to make 

different kinds of structures. Sometime reinforcement is used, 

by incorporating wooden branches into the compacted snow. 

The palaces were mostly made out od solid snow and therefor 

were not able to be used as actual buildings. The acted merely 

as aesthetic sculptures. (F. Anderes and A. Agranoff, 1983)

Fig 10. Russian Ice Palace
 The ice palace of 1888, with a central tower of 39 meter.

(F. Anderes and A. Agranoff, 1983)

Fig 11. Casted Snow - Ice Palace 
Ice palace made of casted snow.

(www.architizer.com)

Fig 12. Harbin Festival
 Harbin International Ice and Snow Sculpture Festival, China.
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Fig 13. Ice church 2006/ 2007 
Ice Church Jukkasjärvi, Sweden 2006/ 2007. 

(Photo: www.icehotel.com)

Fig 14. Ice church 2007/ 2008 
Ice Church Jukkasjärvi, Sweden 2007/ 2008. 

(Photo: www.icehotel.com)

Fig 15. Ice church 2015 
Ice Church, Romania 2015. 

(Photo: www.theguardian.com)

ice churcheS

ice church JukkasJärvi, sweden

The Ice Hotels in Jukkasjärvi, Sweden are annually 

complemented with Churches made of ice. The churches are 

constructed using the same method as the ice hotels and are 

sculpted to accordingly to act as a church.

ice church on mountain, romania

The church is made entirely from ice. Water from Balea Lake, 

300km northwest form Bucharest, is blessed by priests. 

Ice from that lake is then cut into ice blocks and stacked to 

construct the ice church.

The ice structure with an height of 6m, a width of 7m and a 

length of 14m is replica of an old church located in Transylvania.

snow church mitterfirmiansreut, Germany

in 2011 a snow church has been constructed using casted 

snow. The church had a height of approximately 18m, a width 

of 11m and a total length of 26m. The tower of 18m in height 

is made of solid snow reinforced with a wooden structure.

Fig 16. Snow church 2015 
Snow Church, Mitterfirmiansreut, Germany 2015. 

(Photo: www.theguardian.com)
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2.2 Heinz Isler

Fig 17. Foorm-finding observations
Isler’s three form -finding observations. 

(E. Ramm, 2012)

natural ShaPed Shell StructureS

Like Antoni Gaudí, Heinz Isler (1926-2009) was an architect 

who used natural form as a reference for his designs. Isler is 

mostly known for his thin shell structures, where he used the 

physical principles of nature as his starting point. His opinion 

was that structures in nature have an ideal shape and force 

distribution and shouldn’t need any other elements.

“A well-shaped shell is such a dominant structure, that 

it needs no addition of other dominant elements.  On 

the contrary it forbids them. The shell is the supporting 

structure and the space enclosure at the same time.” – 

Heinz Isler

desiGn PrinciPles

Isler designed his structures according to an experimental 

physical design process which consists of three elements; 

• The relationship between model and reality and the 

problem of scale;

• The difficulty of describing the resulting form and the 

associated problem of economic feasibility;

• The self-sufficiency of the form-finding methods with 

respect to architectural demands.

The later element was mostly not considered by Isler. The 

forming of shells was a technical problem whose solution 

would give way to the necessary architectural effect. In Isler’s 

desiGn methods

To create the shape of his designs, Isler used three different 

techniques; 1) Inflated membrane, 2) Hanging reversed 

membrane and 3) Flow forms. 

The inflated membrane is based on the shape of a pillow which 

has a pneumatic form. This pneumatic form represents the 

ideal shape for a shell over a rectangular plan, it is  aesthetically 

pleasing and leads to a structure with (almost) pure tension.   

The hanging reversed membrane is based on an older method 

of the inverted hanging chain. Isler did many experiments 

with hanging membranes. The shells resulting from those 

experiments are only subjected to tension. When such a 

model is turned upside down, the shell is only subjected to 

compression. The hanging membrane does not revealing 

any possible buckling incidences, which results in necessary 

modification of the model. In many cases it was needed to 

modify the models by enlarging the thickness close to supports 

and increasing the curvature near free edges.  

The flow forms technique uses swelling foam which forms a 

dome-like shape in a tube, because of the friction against the 

walls. This shape has no direct relation with the mechanics 

of a shell, so for the final design the shell needs some 

modifications.(E. Ramm, 2012)

design concepts, architectural aspects arise as a result of a 

focus on the technical aspects. (T. Kotnik and J. Schwartz, 2012)
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exPeriments

Isler experimented in and with nature. The materials he 

experimented with are plastics, ice and biotopes. Isler did 

not have a direct cause for those experiments, he just played 

with shapes and material which could lead to new ideas for 

his designs. 

The experiments with plastics were mostly based on the 

hanging reversed membrane method. Hanging ropes or fabrics 

were dropped in liquid hot plastic and were placed upside 

down after hardening. 

Ice structures can be made by spraying water on fabrics 

or inflatables. By applying multiple layers of water, a shell 

structure is formed with a thickness of only a few millimeters. 

Fig 21. The Chapel
By a point and arch supporting structure 1980 .

(H. Isler, et al., 1986)

Fig 20. Pneumatic Shell
(H. Isler, et al., 1986)

Fig 19. Outdoor Theatre 
(H. Isler, et al., 1986)

Fig 18. Gips Union Shell
Gips Union Shell in Bex, Switzerland. (E. Ramm, 2012)

Fig 22. Six meter high Ice structure 
A by a mast supported bird netting forms a tower of ice. After removing 
the supporting mast the 20mm thick shell is self-supportive. (H. Isler, 1986)
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2009 (Ice Pantheon)
Realization 10 meter ice dome

2.3 Tsutomu Kokawa Ice Domes
1980

1990

2000

2020

1985

1995

2005

2015

1986
Experiments 
5, 10 and 20 meter ice domes
and collapse due to creep 

1985
Start experiments with 5 

and 10 meter icedomes

1988
Experiments creep on a 

15 meter ice dome

1997
First use of ice shells during 
the Tomamu winterfestival

2001
Start experiment and testing

 on a 30 meter ice dome 

2001
Redesign and 
research 20 meter ice dome

2008
Start Ice Pantheon project 

under supervision of Tsutomu 
Kokawa

2011
Realization 20 meter ice dome

2010 (Ice Pantheon)
Realization 15 meter ice dome

2012
Realization 25 meter ice dome

2010

Tsutomu Kokawa did research into Ice domes from 

1980 until 2013. He is known for his inflatable mem-

brane with rope cover method to create an ice dome. 

This method consist out of three parts:

• Foundation ring

• Inflatable and rope cover

• Realization of the ice dome

Kokawa constructed several domes out of ice. His goal 

was to build an ice dome with a span of 43 meters, the 

same as the pantheon in Rome, but because Kokawa 

retired in 2013 he was never able to reach this goal. 

The biggest dome he realized was built in 2001 and 

had a span of 25 meters, which was a world record at 

that time. (T. Kokawa, 2012)

deSiGn

The design of the domes is based on a geodesic shape. In 

this shape almost only compressive forces will occur. When 

a spherical dome gets bigger, also tensile forces will occur at 

the bottom of the shell. Therefor the foundation of the dome 

is quit thick, but the top can be relatively thin. 

The realization is done with an inflatable membrane which 

is formed by a reticulated rope cover. The rope cuts into 

the membrane causing the membrane to bulge between 

the ropes. This creates a characteristic rib like shell. Those 

ribs effect the architectural appearance, so by changing 

the pattern from triangular to rectangular or hexagonal the 

appearance will change as well.
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Fig 23. Image of an Kokawa  ice dome
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Fig 26. Membrane; Testing
Testing and checking the membrane on air gaps in the membrane bag.

Fig 25. Membrane; Connection
Connection of the circular sheets by means of an adhesive connection.

Fig 24. Membrane; Dimensions
Cutting the flat circular sheets from the desired material.

Pneumatic Formwork

The building method is based on a pneumatic formwork 

which created with a membrane covered by a reticulated 

rope structure. The rope cover will form the membrane into 

its desirable shape. The membrane itself will act as mold for 

the ice.

membrane

Because the mold most be completely removable, the 

material of the rope and membrane has to be water repellent. 

Otherwise the mold will be permanently part of the ice 

structure. The membrane is mostly made of a PVC-textile, and 

a hydrophobic type of rope is used for the reticulated cover. 

Because the rope cover is meant to absorb the forces, the 

membrane can be made of a relatively light material. The ropes 

have to be strong enough to handle the forces so the thickness 

of the ropes depends on the pressure in the membrane.

The membrane stresses get bigger once the diameter of 

the inflatables increases. In a geodesic dome, which has a 

circular-shaped curve, the pressure is evenly divided over the 

entire surface. Because of that the membrane can be based 

on a simple shape were a rope cover will create the more 

difficult 3-dimensional shape. The inflatable consists out of 

two 2-dimensional circles, which are connected together 

by a mechanical, adhesive  or welded connection. Making 

the membrane 2-dimensional is much easier and more time 

efficient during the production process.

After connecting the two circles to each other, the membrane 

is inflated to test the connections and the airtightness. Gaps 

and weaknesses in the connection can be indicated and 

repaired. Air leaks can cause little bubbles in the ice what 

could weaken the ice structure. When the inflatable is not 

completely airtight, the pressure of the membrane could 

be greatly reduced, which could cause problems due to the 

weight of the ice shell before it is self-supportive. 
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Fig 27. Rope Cover; Connection
Connecting the rope cover pattern with connection nodes.

Fig 28. Rope Cover; Storage
Folding the rope cover to store and transport to the construction site.

roPe cover

The rope structure is made in a pattern what stays visible in 

the ice dome. Because the membrane is a little bigger than 

the needed diameter of the dome, the ropes will cause ribs in 

the ice structure.  The rib structure seems to be positive for 

the stability of the ice dome. 

When a dome is bigger the pattern can be made in a different 

division. This means that for example more triangles are made 

in the pattern. In domes with a span of up to 15 meters,  a four 

division rope cover is used mostly. Domes with a span between 

15-30 meters an eight division rope cover is used.

By choosing a pattern, the intersections of the ropes are 

also determined. This intersections are joined with a loos 

connection, because the inflatable will find the positions of the 

intersections automatically, if the pattern is made correctly. 

When the rope cover needs to be stored, it is important to 

label all the ropes and ensure that the ropes don’t get tangled.
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Fig 29. Foundation Ring; Section Design 
Conceptual section of the relation between foundation ring, anchor 

placement and the inflatable structure

Fig 30. Foundation Ring; Measuring
Measuring total construction dimensions by using a fixed center point.

Fig 31. Foundation Ring; Prepare anchoring
Placing the foundation panels with rope anchoring.

Foundation

The foundation of the domes is made by placing wooden 

panels in a circle and fill the space in-between with snow and 

water. Anchor points to connect the rope structure are also 

made between those panels. After filling the space between 

the wooden panels with snow and water those anchor points 

are fixed and is it possible to inflate the membrane. The weight 

of the foundation ring has to absorb the forces generated by 

the inflated membrane.

Before making the foundation ring, the construction site has to 

be flat and levelled to create the best force distribution in the 

dome structure. After this, the location of the anchor points 

is determined. With a fixed center point, a circle can be drawn 

by walking around with a rope. One rope has the radius of the 

dome and a another rope has the radius of the outer edge of 

the foundation. The wooden panels can be placed on those 

drawn lines and in between those panels the anchor points are 

placed. The anchor points are connected to the bottom of the 

outer edge panel and the top of the inner edge panel (figure..). 

After filling the space with snow the panels can be removed.

The anchoring ropes are located very precise in the circle 

and must be able to handle the occurring forces. Even a little 

deviation can cause problems, like; cracks in de foundation 

ring, a gap between inflatable and foundation ring or a broken 

anchor rope. The gap between the foundation ring and 

membrane for example, can cost a lot of time, because that 

space has to filled with extra water and snow. (T. Kokawa, 2012)
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Fig 36. Foundation Ring; Result 
The result of the foundation ring.

Fig 34. Foundation ring; Foundation panels
Placing the wooden panels in the measured circle to create the foundation 

ring.

Fig 32. Foundation; Anchoring Block
View of the anchoring block to anchor the rope cover.

Fig 33. Foundation Ring; Repetition
Repetition of the foundation construction process until the desired result 

has been reached.

Fig 35. Foundation Ring; spraying
Spraying water on the foundation ring to create a stronger foundation.
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Fig 37. Spraying method
Outline of the ice layer construction method.

realization

inflation

Before inflation of the membrane everything must be 

prepared. The membrane and rope cover must be placed into 

the foundation ring and the rope cover has to be connected to 

the anchor points in the foundation ring. To make it possible 

to measure the thickness of the ice, spacers are connected to 

the membrane.  When this is done the inflation can start, by 

connecting an air blower with a capacity of around 45m³/h. 

The inflation will take approximately 30 minutes, depending 

on the size of the membrane. The membrane pressure that is 

needed is 0,686kN/m². No more pressure is needed, because 

only the first layers of ice will be supported by the membrane. 

When a certain thickness is reached, the ice shell will be self-

supportive. Before starting spraying, it is needed to put a 

wooden framework at the spot of the entrances. The location 

and shape of the entrances is defined with calculations and 

after realizing the dome the framework can be removed.

buildinG method

Snow and water are the main building materials of the ice 

dome. It is important to have good quality snow which has a 

low density. First a layer of snow is sprayed on the dome, after 

which water is sprayed on this layer with a spraying nozzle, till 

the snow is saturated. Once this layer is frozen it will form a 

layer of ice of less than 1cm. This process is repeated until the 

desired thickness is reached. The thickness in the top depends 

on the size of the structure and can be roughly calculated with 

the formula: 

With:

d = Thickness of shell [mm];

D = Diameter of the dome [mm].

Making one layer of ice costs approximately 1,5 hours with 

a temperature of -10°C. With this knowledge it is possible to 

calculate construction time, but this depends on temperature 

and the amount of supply of snow and water. These are very 

unreliable variables, which makes it difficult to predict the 

construction time. (T. Kokawa, 2002)

The regulation of the snow application on the dome is very 

important. When too much snow is applied in one layer, the 

water will only saturate the upper snow layer. This will cause 

a sandwich snow layer which will result in a weak spot in the 

structure. 

The freezing time (tf) of the water can be calculated with the 

following formula:

With:

tf  = Freezing time of water [s];

ρs = Snow density [g/cm³];

ρi  = Ice density [g/cm³];

Ta = Air temperature [°C].

(T. Kokawa, 2004)

d = 
D

100

tf = 
ρi - ρs

50,95 - 7,225 ∙ Ta
8,724 ∙ 105 ∙
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water and snow amount

By spraying only water there is no risk in making weak ice layers 

due to too much snow. However, only building with water takes 

a lot of time. The snow that is sprayed on the dome works 

as a sponge and cools down the freshly sprayed water. The 

snow has the same temperature as outside air temperature. 

The water will not flow downwards, because it saturates the 

snow. This way it is possible to create faster, thicker layers of 

ice. The amount of water and snow can be calculated with the 

following formula:

With:

Wv = Amount of water and snow [l/min];

Ad  = Surface area of the structure [m²];

Ta  = Outside air temperature [°C].

Two variables influence the amount of water that is needed. 

The surface area, because a bigger building needs more 

material. But also the air temperature, because not all the 

water will freeze on the shell at higher temperatures. The 

water that will freeze to the dome is 30% to 70%, depending 

on the outside air temperature. Research indicates that 

spraying too much water can also cause a delay in freezing 

time. (T. Kokawa, 2011)

Due to natural snowfall the layers of snow can grow too fast 

as well. In this case the layers of snow must be removed from 

the domes. This can be done by climbing on the domes but 

the layer of ice must be thick enough for this activity. The 

layer of ice of a dome with a span of up to 15 meters has to be 

approximately 5cm. The layer of the ice in a dome with a span 

between 15-30 meters must be approximately 7 cm. There is 

still not a good method explored by Kokawa to remove the 

snow before reaching those thicknesses. (T. Kokawa, 2007)

finishinG

When the definitive thickness is reached, the entrance can be 

cleared and the membrane can be deflated. The dome is now 

ready for use but some things must be taken in considerations. 

With heavy snowfall the load on the dome will increase, this 

snow must be removed due to possible deformation of the 

structure. It is also possible that the dome will melt due to high 

temperatures or sun radiation. Therefore, it is recommended 

to spray some additional layers of water regularly.

Wv = 
(38,2 - 5,42 ∙ Ta ) Ad 

500
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Fig 38. Inflatable Structure; Placement
Placing and attaching the inflatable structure to the foundation ring.

Fig 42. Construction Phase 2
Repeat process of application of snow & water.

Fig 40. Inflatable Structure; Completion
Final result of the inflated mold structure.

Fig 43. Construction Phase 3
Repeat process of application of snow & water.

Fig 39. Inflatable Structure; Inflation
Inflation of the membrane on location.

Fig 41. Construction Phase 1 
Start application of snow & water.
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Fig 46. Clearing openings
Clearing the openings in the ice shell structure.

Fig 47. Membrane deflation
Deflation of the inflatable structure.

Fig 44. Construction Phase 4
Repeat process of application of snow & water.

Fig 48. Folding membrane
Folding membrane for storage and further research.

Fig 45. Construction Phase 5
Construction maintainance; removing excessive snow due to snowfall.

Fig 49. Finished
Completion of the ice shell structure.
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Fig 50. Deformation due to creep
Before collapsing a large deformation is shown in the structure due to creep.

Structural ProPertieS

thermo-shock

Thermo-shock is a phenomenon that occurs due to rapid 

temperature fluctuations. These fluctuations cause stresses 

that can weaken the structure. Because ice has low ductility 

and is not able to handle much tensile stresses the structure 

can be weakened by cracks due to thermos-shock.

thickness

Analysis of the domes shows that the thickness of the ice shell 

can deviate. This is possible due to an unevenly distributed 

wind, that will blow more snow on one side of the dome. 

creeP

Creep has a lot of influence on ice buildings. The collapse of 

the dome will occur after a large deformation that is caused 

by creep, the raise in temperature and sun radiation. 

“In materials science, creep is the tendency of a solid 

material to move slowly or deform permanently under 

the influence of mechanical stresses. It can occur as a 

result of long-term exposure to high levels of stress that 

are still below the yield strength of the material. Creep 

is more severe in materials that are subjected to heat for 

long periods, and generally increases as they near their 

melting point. Creep always increases with temperature.” 

(T. Kokawa, 2012)

Kokawa did many experiments to investigate creep. By 

measuring deformation over time he created an overview of 

deformations of ice shells.
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2.4 Reinforced Ice

Fig 51. Habbakuk
Project Habbakuk intitiated the first investigation into reinforced ice. 

Pykrete showed potential to be used as a construction material. 
(Mondolithic Studios)

Although its mechanical properties are relatively 

poor, ice is considered to be a material which can 

be used as a construction material. In particular the 

phenomenon ‘creep’ has a big influence on ice as a 

construction material. To make the material more 

useful as a structural material, the strength and resi-

stance to creep deformation has to be improved. (W. 

Kingery, 1960)

Ice shows similarity to concrete, both materials have 

relatively high compressive strength and relatively 

low tensile strength. Adding reinforcement to con-

crete to enhance its mechanical properties is not 

uncommon. Different kind of fibers can be added to 

enhance specific properties of the concrete. Conside-

ring the similarity of ice and concrete, reinforcement 

could also be possibility to enhance to mechanical pro-

perties of ice. Higher tensile strength and reduction 

of creep could make ice more suitable as a ‘safe’ con-

struction material. (F. Janssen and R. Houben, 2013)

reinForced ice 
The effects of reinforced ice has been known for many years. 

The inhabitants of northern regions already used lichen to 

strengthen their igloos. (N.K. Vasiliev et al., 2003) 

However, the first research into reinforced ice dates from the 

Second World War, as part of the project Habbakuk. During 

the war there was a need for aircraft carriers, because the 

Allies had a lack of airpower in distant battlefields. Due to the 

scarcity of other common construction materials,  Geoffrey 

Pyke came up with the idea to make an aircraft carrier of ice. 

(M. Perutz, 1946)

The first experiment of an iceberg carrier proved that plain ice 

was not suitable for ships, mainly because the surface above 

water was too small and the ship was too thin to withstand the 

waves of the Atlantic. Therefore, investigations were done on 

the behavior and application of reinforced ice. After several 

experiments Geoffrey Pyke learned that a mixture of ice and 

wood fibers created a strong solid mass, much stronger than 

pure ice. (M. Perutz, 1946)

With similarities to concrete and in to honor the founder 

Geoffrey Pyke, the new reinforced ice mixture of water and 

sawdust was given the code name ‘Pykrete’ (W. Kingery, 1961).

The Habbakuk project was never completed, because the 

estimated construction time indicated that the carrier could 

not be finished before the spring of 1945. Overtime the tides 

of war changed and flight ranges increased rapidly. The war 

was about to be won by conventional machines (W. Kingery, 

1961).
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Fig 53. Flexural Strength
Flexural strength of different wood particle size and ratio. 

(F. Janssen and R. Houben, 2013)

Fig 52. Compressive Strength
Compressive strength of different wood particle size and ratio. 

(F. Janssen and R. Houben, 2013)

reSearch

Several researchers have investigated reinforced ice since 

the Second World War. Coble and Kingery (1963) looked at 

ice reinforced with wood products, fiberglass and asbestos. 

Dunaev (1957) investigated sea ice strengthened by 

hygroscopic agents (sawdust and slag), fresh water ice and 

algae. The properties of ice and snow reinforced with sawdust 

have been studied by Kagan et al. (1965) and Wuori (1963). 

Jarret and Biggar (1980) gave their recommendations on 

the use of geotechnical fabrics in ice, whilst Glockner (1988) 

suggested making fiber reinforced ice domes. Nixon and 

Smith (1987) studied the toughness of wood-reinforced ice, 

and Kuehn and Nixon (1988) considered both toughness and 

bending strength of wood-reinforced ice, along with some 

simple economic aspects. (N. Vasiliev et al., 1993 and 2011)

In 2013 Frank Janssen and Rémy Houben revealed new 

confirming values of the mechanical behavior of pykrete. A 

small particle size and relatively high fiber/water ratio gave 

the best results. After several flexural and compressive test 

setups the pykrete showed an increase of almost three times 

the strength compared to regular ice. These promising values 

gave a good input for new experiments to design, construct 

and realize new structures with the use of pykrete. Resulting 

in the realization of the ‘Pykrete Dome’ in 2014 by Jorrit Hijl 

and Roel Pluijmen. (J. Hijl and R. Pluijmen, 2014)

ProPertieS

strenGth

The strength of pykrete compared to plain ice has been tested 

regularly. Mainly the compressive and flexural strength has 

been analyzed of different pykrete mixtures. The latest results 

obtained by Frank Janssen and Rémy Houben in 2013 will be 

further described in this research. 

Compressive strength

The values provided by the compressive strength test of 

various pykrete samples compared to regular ice, show an 

increase in compressive strength depending on the type 

and amount of reinforcement used (figure X). Wood-based 

reinforcement materials have been tested in different size 

and ratio. The optimum sample consists of small particle size 

wood fibers (Sawdust) and has a high water/reinforcement 

ratio of 10,5% (in weight). This optimum pykrete sample has 

a compressive strength of approximately three times the 

value of plain ice. Larger fibers and lower mixture ratio still 

enhance the material compared to regular ice; however, the 

values decrease rapidly compared to the optimum values of 

the pykrete sample.

Flexural strength

The increase in flexural strength is almost similar to the 

increase in compressive strength of pykrete. Like the previous 

test in compressive strength, the flexural strength reaches its 

peak at approximately three times the strength of plain ice. 

Again, the same sample (Sawdust, 10.5%) appears to result in 

the optimum values. Compared to previous experiments (R.L. 

Coble and W.D. Kingery, 1963), the values seem to be lower 

as expected; however, the relative values compared to the 

tested plain ice samples appear to be the same. Therefore, it 

can be concluded that a pykrete sample with approximately 

11% sawdust (weight ratio) can be three times stronger in 

both compressive and flexural strength compared to plain ice.
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Fig 54. Fracture toughness
Variation of KIc with percentage reinforcement. A 10% pykrete mixture 
shows a growth of the fracture toughness of approximately 1000% 

compared to plain ice. (W.A. Nixon and R.A. Smith, 1987)

touGhness

Another important aspect of pykrete is the fracture toughness. 

The fracture toughness of pykrete was already demonstrated 

in 1943, when Lord Mountbatten performed a test by shooting 

at a plain ice sample and a pykrete sample to convince Winston 

Churchill and Franklin D. Roosevelt of its potential. The plain 

ice sample shattered immediately at impact of the bullet. 

The pykrete sample proved to be tougher and ricocheted the 

bullet.   This typical behavior decreases crack formations in the 

structure and allows the material to be flexural, thus allowing 

the structure to deform without loss of strength. Compared to 

the brittle behavior of ice, the pykrete is much more ductile. 

This allows the pykrete to be used in the construction industry 

while remaining safe building conditions.

Tests performed by W.A. Nixon & R.A. Smith (1987) on a 

number of ice composites, using wood based products as 

reinforcing agents, determined that the fracture toughness 

of such composites can be increased by up to 2000%. The 

fracture toughness of a sawdust composite with a ratio of 

10% (in weight) is increased by up to approximately 1000%.

meltinG rate

Various experiments showed that pykrete has an average 

lower melting rate than regular ice; however, the exact melting 

behavior has never been determined. One of the assumptions 

on why pykrete melts slower than regular ice is the following:

“Pykrete initially melts faster than pure ice because of 

the lower heat capacity. However, melting the outer 

pykrete layer results in a different melting behavior. The 

outer layer consists of dry wood fiber and air, insulating 

the inner frozen pykrete from high temperatures and 

solar radiation. Eventually the pykrete lasts longer than 

pure ice under the same conditions.” (F. Janssen and R. 

Houben, 2013)

Other investigations have come to a similar conclusion, proving 

that the melting rate of pykrete is indeed lower. Nevertheless, 

the exact properties of the melting behavior of pykrete 

have yet to be studied. For example, the influence of higher 

temperatures on the strength reduction and toughness of 

pykrete. (J. Hijl and R. Pluijmen, 2014)
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Fig 55. Processability
A 10% pykrete mixture is successfully sprayed using a centrifugal pump. 

(J. Hijl and R. Pluijmen, 2014)

Processability

Pykrete is mainly processed by using molds. This process 

hardly gives any problems, even dough adding sawdust to 

the mixture creates a more complex processable material. 

Making molds is a time consuming process, which is not 

favorable for making large pykrete structures. For the use of 

pykrete as a construction material in a high quantity a different 

construction method has to be designed.

In 2013 F. Janssen and R. Houben started investigations in 

the processability of pykrete using high pressurized pumps. 

Their experimental research showed that a slush mixture 

(snow, water and sawdust) caused various problems in the 

process. The compressible behavior of snow caused clogging 

in equipment. The snow was compressed under high pressure 

of the pump, resulting in an ice formation at the end of the 

hose near the nozzle. It was concluded, that a slush mixture of 

snow, water and sawdust was too difficult to process at once 

and should be applied separately.

Tests performed by J. Hijl and R. Pluijmen (2014) where 

targeted to obtain a pump that is able to process and spray 

the proper amount of mixture, the aim of the experiment was 

to test if a centrifugal pump can process and spray a mixture 

of 10% clean sawdust and water. The tests turned out to be 

successful, but only after the suction strainer was removed 

from the pump to enlarge the drainage input.

costs

Adding a second material to the construction process increases 

both the difficulty and cost of the material. Next to the cost 

of the reinforcement material (Sawdust), the complex process 

requires more specific equipment, knowledge and experience. 

Particularly, when the reinforcement is desired on a specific 

location in the structure and must be applied accurately, the 

cost increases significantly. Furthermore, if the reinforcement 

material is not available on site, transportation of the material 

is included in the process; thus, increasing the cost of the 

construction.

In summary, the additional material, equipment, knowledge, 

transport and time required to process the reinforced ice 

increases the cost of the construction and should be taken 

into account during the process. (J. Hijl and R. Pluijmen, 2014)
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2.5 Shotcrete

Fig 56. Dry shotcrete
The spraying of a dry shotcrete mixture onto a formwork. 

(antec.com)

Shotcrete is a mortar or concrete shot into place by 

means of compressed air or water. Around 1900 re-

search was conducted by Dr. Earl Akeley in order to 

design a fast production method for making statues 

out of plaster on a base of steel mesh. As a result he 

designed a process where he led the gypsum powder 

to a spraying gun with compressed air and added 

the water at the nozzle. The mixed plaster was then 

sprayed on a steel mesh base.

By replacing gypsum powder with cement, this tech-

nique also proved suitable for spraying concrete. 

The new developed process was useful for repairs 

to bridges and tunnels. (J.A. Moore, 1984) (B. Hazen-

berg, 2009)

material

Shotcrete is a construction method where concrete is 

sprayed onto a formwork. To spray the concrete, the mixture 

(water/ cement ratio) is specified to create a perfect spraying 

substance. Accelerators are added to improve the drying time, 

sulfate resistance, hydration, heat reduction, mixture control 

and processability. The reinforcements are applied to the mold 

before the concrete mixture is sprayed. This is comparable 

to traditional reinforced concrete structures, where fluid 

concrete is casted into a framework.

A different method to reinforce the concrete is to add fibers 

to the shotcrete mixture, to create a composite material. Small 

fibers in the mixture reduce cracks and enhance the durability 

of the material. The fibers are added to the concrete mixture 

and sprayed simultaneously onto the formwork. Different 

fibers (e.g. synthetic fibers, fiberglass, natural fibers, steel 

fibers) can be added to the mixture, resulting in different 

properties of the concrete depending on the type, dimensions, 

elasticity and ratio of the fiber. (F. Janssen and R. Houben, 

2013)

conStruction method

The two basic methods for applying shotcrete are the dry 

mix process and the wet mix process. (J.A. Moore, 1984) (B. 

Hazenberg, 2009)

dry shotcrete

In 1919 shotcrete was introduced in Europe by Earl Weber. At 

this time only the dry shotcrete method was used. During the 

process of dry shotcrete, the different ingredients are mixed 

without the addition of water. The dry mixture is pumped 

through a hose with the use of compressive air. At the end of 

the hose, water and possible accelerators are added through 

the adjusted nozzle. The advantage of spraying dry shotcrete 

is the large spraying distance. In addition, the mixture is unable 

to harden during the process because it cannot react with 

water. The big disadvantage of spraying with a dry shotcrete 

mixture is the large dust production.
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Fig 57. Wet shotcrete
The spraying of a wet shotcrete mixture onto a formwork. 

(ceballosconstruction.com)

Fig 57. Spraying pykrete
Wet shotcrete method used to design process for application of pykrete. 

(Photo: Bart van Overbeeke) 

wet shotcrete

Spraying of a wet mixture began after the Second World War. 

This method has been developed especially in the last twenty 

years, mainly due to an improved concrete quality and available 

accelerators. 

During the process of wet shotcrete,  water, possible 

accelerators and reinforcement fibers are added to the original 

concrete mixture. The complete wet mixture is pumped 

through the hose under high pressure. Thin homogeneous 

layers are applied onto the formwork. In addition, no dust 

is formed during the construction process, thus creating a 

better work environment. During the process of spraying a wet 

mixture clogging in the hose due to hardening of the concrete 

should always be avoided and should be given extra attention. 

ice comPoSiteS

Research performed by F. Janssen and R. Houben (2013) 

concluded that a wet shotcrete method is best suitable as a 

building method for the application of ice composites. The 

wet and dry method were compared and the wet method is 

assumed to be more suitable, mainly because the accuracy of 

the mixture can be controlled more precisely using the wet 

method. Because the water/ fiber ratio of ice composites can 

be very sensitive, this is an important aspect. 

In 2014 research performed by J. Hijl and R. Pluijmen in order 

to construct world’s largest ice dome (Pykrete Dome) proved 

that the wet shotcrete method indeed is a suitable method for 

application of ice composites. Water and sawdust was mixed 

in a basin and was successfully sprayed onto an inflatable 

formwork using a submersible pump. 
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3.  Pykrete Dome
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3.1 Introduction

Fig 58. Kokawa dome vs. Pykrete Dome
Comparison between Kokawa ice shell and the pykrete dome.

Fig 59. Pykrete foundation
Design of the Pykrete Dome.

In January 2014 the Pykrete Dome was built in Juuka, 

Finland. Different techniques of Shells, Kokawa ice 

shells and shotcrete were combined into this project. 

The goal of the project was to determine the possi-

bilities of pykrete as a building material, by building 

world’s largest ice dome with a span of 30 meters. 

(J. Hijl and R. Pluijmen, 2014)

deSiGn

dimensions

The construction method is based on the construction method 

developed by T. Kokawa. A pneumatic formwork under a rope 

cover is used as a mold for the ice shell. The span, height and 

thickness can be derived from previous ice shell designs. To 

break the world record, the dome had to be bigger than the 

25 meter span dome constructed by Kokawa. The internal 

span of the Pykrete Dome was planned to be 30 meters, with 

a height of 10 meters and a thickness of 30 cm. 

roPe cover

The pattern was made out of an eight division rope cover with 

triangles. This triangular pattern has the best properties when 

it comes to stability, compared to other patterns designed by 

T. Kokawa. This shape will also automatically form due to the 

inflatable.

foundation and anchorinG

Compared to Kokawa’s method, the construction of the 

foundation has been done differently. No wooden panels 

were used as cast for the foundation. By using earth anchors 

the rope cover could be secured in the existing soil, instead of 

needing the weight of the foundation ring. The space under 

the inflatable could be filled with snow. This solution saved 

valuable construction time. 

Pykrete

The pykrete dome was the first project that applied pykrete as 

a actual building material. Although pykrete it is three times 

stronger and ten times more ductile compared to plain ice, it 

also has negative aspects. The processability of pykrete is lot 

more difficult and pykrete is not translucent. The later aspect 

has a big impact on the design. The pykrete is only applied in 

the lower part of the dome, which is the critical part of the 

structure. The top of the ice shell will be constructed with plain 

ice, to create a translucent roof.  

entrance

The entrance is formed by a big air tube that is connected to 

the inflatable. This air tube has a diameter of 3 meters and 

will act as the mold for the entrance and will act as a sluice. 

Hereby, no wooden frame is necessary to form the entrance 

and it is possible to go inside the inflatable.
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Fig 60. Eight devision rope cover 
Rope cover design of the Pykrete Dome.
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3.2 Production

Fig 61. Membrane production
Laying out PE foil.

Fig 62. Membrane Production Sluice
Production of the sluice/ airtube.

Fig 63. Rope cover production
Production of the reticilated rope cover.

inFlataBle

The inflatable is made out of two circles of Poly Ethylene (PE) 

foil, with a diameter of 33m. Those circles are welded together 

to create an inflatable which is 110% oversized. Due to this 

oversize, the inflatable settles and fills the triangular shapes 

of the geodesic pattern.

An air tube is added to the oversized inflatable with an 

integrated double air-lock system. Hereby, it was possible to 

go inside the inflatable before construction without having 

to deflate the inflatable. The tube has an extra compartment, 

to minimize pressure loss in the inflatable. The tube has a 

diameter of 3 meters, which is big enough to serve as a mold 

for the entrance in the final structure. 

roPe coVer

The rope cover consists of 5 different lengths of rope. The 

anchor points are numbered and placed in the right grid. For 

the connection, a simple loose knot is used in order to give 

the possibility for the ropes to slide along the nodes. The 

rope cover was folded carefully to prevent tangling during 

transport and storage.
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3.3 Organization and Equipment

Fig 66. Submersible pumps
Submersible pumps used to mix and spary the pykrete.

Fig 67. Pekkaniska boom lifts
Boomlifts used for spraying and reparing.

(Photo: Bart van Overbeeke)

Fig 65. Overview of the building site
Overview of building site Pykrete Dome project.

location

The Pykrete Dome has been built in Juuka, Finland, one of 

the coldest regions in the European Union. Juuka is a small 

town in North Karelia, Finland with approximately 5.000 

inhabitants. The construction site is situated in the center of 

Juuka. The community was interested to participate in the 

project and helped with providing accommodation, services, 

transportation and construction equipment.

conStruction Site

The construction site is situated at an old sport field which 

is not in use during winter. The large open field was used to 

construct the pykrete dome. The available accommodation is 

supplemented with an additional accommodation to provide 

a complete and safe construction site.

eQuiPment

submersible PumPs

A total of three submersible pumps were used to process 

and spray the pykrete mixture onto the inflatable mold. An 

additional centrifugal pump was used to pump the water 

from the river to the snow lance to produce the artificial snow.

boom lifts

Two boom lifts were used for several aspects to ease the 

construction process. For instance, reparations of the shell 

structure, measurements and spraying water on the domes. 

Two boom lifts were used during the process. One had a height 

20m and a reach of 15m, the other was slightly smaller and 

had a height of 18m and a reach of 12m.

Fig 64. Location 
Geografical orientation of Eindhoven and Juuka. 

Juuka

Eindhoven
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Fig 70. Fire Department 
Fire Department spraying water on the Pykrete Dome.

(Photo: Joep Rutgers)

Fig 68. Snow plow
Snow plow trowing snow on the inflatable.

(Photo: Bart van Overbeeke)

Fig 69. Snow Loader 
Removing snow at the foundation.

(Photo: Bart van Overbeeke)

rotary snow Plow

A large snow plow was used to spray snow on the dome. This 

snow plow, which is connected to an excavator, has a range 

of 30m, but was not able to get high enough to reach the top. 

Therefore, the top of the dome was constructed with water 

and natural snow.

snow loader

A large amount of snow was transported on the construction 

site. The snow was placed in piles next to the structure, then 

the rotary snow plow was able to spray the snow onto the 

membrane. The loader had a large capacity to reduce the 

construction time and also had the ability to crush the snow 

to improve the quality.

fire dePartment

To gain a higher water capacity, because of the approaching 

deadline, a fire truck was provided by the local fire department. 

The fire truck had enough pressure and capacity (350 l/min) 

to reach the top of the shell structure and create a nebulized 

effect to apply a thin layer of water onto the dome.

anchors

Before starting the construction work, the location of the 

dome was determined. Important for the indication of the 

exact location is the orientation of the entrance and the 

distance to the water supply point. In addition, the heavy 

machinery requires enough working space around the dome. 

When the exact location of the dome is determined, the anchor 

points are indicated on the construction site. The anchor points 

are defined with a 15m rope. The rope is attached to a fixed 

center point. The anchoring can be determined by walking 

in a circle around this center point with the 15 meter rope. 

Important during the indication of the anchor points is the 

location of the entrance. The rope cover has been adjusted 

at one location to indicate the entrance. This exact location 

should match the appropriate anchor point.
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Fig 71. Sawdust 
Sawdust delivery.

(Photo: Bart van Overbeeke)

Fig 72. Pykrete container
Pykrete being mixed in a waste container.

(Photo: Bart van Overbeeke)

Fig 73. Snow lance
Snow lance producing artificial snow.

(Photo: Bart van Overbeeke)

Pykrete

Because of the use of pykrete, sawdust must be added on the 

building site. This was done in a big container were sawdust 

and water was mixed by two big submergible pumps. Another 

pump was used to pump it out the container and spray it on 

the pneumatic formwork. The sawdust in the mixture had to 

be as small as possible to insure the best possible structural 

properties. There should be no particles bigger than 2mm in 

diameter, because otherwise the pumps get stuck. Therefore, 

the sawdust was sifted before it was brought to the building 

site.

water

The water came from a water connection on the building 

site. With firehoses the water could fill the pykrete container 

or was sprayed on the domes. When it was not necessary to 

spray water, the capacity was slightly turned down and the 

water led to a drain to prevent freezing. At the end, when 

the deadline came closer, the fire brigade helped by spraying 

water from a fire truck.

snow

Snow was collected and crushed by heavy machinery for the 

construction. The amount of natural snow was too little, so 

artificial snow was needed. The snow apply was arranged by a 

snow lance. This snow lance needed a temperature of -10°C to 

create good quality snow. With higher temperatures the snow 

is wetter and has not the best properties for construction.
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3.4  Preparations building site

Fig 74. Ground anchors
Explanation of the working

Fig 75. Rope Cover; Connection
Connecting the rope cover pattern with connection nodes.

(Photo: Bart van Overbeeke)

anchorS

The earth anchors are placed in three steps. First the anchors 

are drilled into the ground. After reaching the right depth the 

driller can be pulled out. At last the steel rod is pulled which is 

connected to the anchor. By doing this the anchor will flip and 

will be secured in the soil. The earth anchors were placed into 

the ground on the indicated locations. By using a pneumatic 

drill, it is possible to drill through the layers of ice and the 

frozen soil. All the earth anchors were drilled approximately 

80cm into the ground, where they are permanently fixed on 

the location.

roPe coVer

When the earth anchors are fixed on the indicated locations, 

the rope cover is unfolded and attached to the anchor points. 

Due to the weight and size of the rope cover it took eight to 

ten people to unfold and place the rope cover at the exact 

anchoring points. Next, the ropes were connected to the 

anchor points. At last, the entrance location is indicated on the 

rope cover by cutting the indicated calculated rope to obtain 

enough space for the inflatable tube.
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Fig 76. Placing inflatable 
Placing inflatable under rope cover.

(Photo: Bart van Overbeeke)

Fig 77. Placing inflatable
Turning the inflatable to align entrance.

(Photo: Bart van Overbeeke)

Fig 78. Inflated membrane under rope cover
Fully inflated membrane.

(Photo: Bart van Overbeeke)

Fig 79. Tear in membrane
A tear in the membrane due to  demaged material.

(Photo: Bart van Overbeeke)

inFlataBle memBrane

The next step in the construction process is placing the 

inflatable membrane. The membrane is unfolded in one 

direction, creating a long sheet in order to obtain more surface 

to carry the membrane. Next, the rope cover is lifted with the 

boom lifts and the membrane is placed under the rope cover. 

When the membrane is placed on the indicated location, 

the membrane is completely unfolded. Due to the oversized 

design of the inflatable membrane, the edge slightly overlaps 

the anchoring points. At last, the membrane is placed exactly 

with the entrance at the indicated gap of the rope cover. Due 

to the heavy weight of the membrane (300kg), placing and 

unfolding the membrane requires approximately 15 people.

inFlation

When the inflatable structure is placed on the exact location, 

it can be inflated to complete the final mold of the Pykrete 

Dome. The inflation is done with an air blower (3000 m³/h, 

550 Pascal) and the inflation time of the dome was around 

two hours. When the membrane was inflated, the pressure 

in the membrane caused high tension near the entrance. A 

slight deviation in the design can cause high tensile stress in 

the membrane and result in local ruptures. The connection 

between the inflatable membrane and the entrance, which has 

been weakened by heating and welding the material, teared 

due to this reason. The gap was repaired by attaching a small 

sheet over the gap and welding it to the membrane. At last, 

to protect the air blower from snow and water during the 

construction process, a wooden shelter has been constructed 

around the blower. The shelter was covered with a plastic 

sheet to make it water resistant. The electrical cables were 

concealed in a slot, which was covered with snow to prevent 

cables from breaking by machinery.
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3.5 Construction
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ProceSS

The construction process of the Pykrete Dome can be divided 

in several different parts. The first three days consisted of 

applying snow to the foundation and saturating the snow 

to create a solid ice foundation. In addition, the pykrete was 

applied on the lower section of the Pykrete Dome. After three 

days the foundation of the Pykrete Dome was finished. Next, 

snow and water were applied onto the inflatable structure. To 

create a thinner top section of the dome, the structure was 

slowly constructed from the base to the top. After eight days 

of construction work, the thickness was checked on various 

locations in the shell structure and the membrane was deflated 

and removed from the structure. It was needed to work in 

shifts continually, 24 hours a day, to prevent equipment from 

freezing. Figure 80 shows the timeline of the daily shiftwork.

Snow

The snow is applied in two different ways. The foundation, 

which required a mass amount of snow with relatively low 

quality and the shell structure, which required thin layers of 

high quality snow.

foundation

First, the snow was placed around the inflatable structure 

with the use of the snow loader. Then, the large snow plow 

crushed the snow and sprayed the crushed snow at the bottom 

section of the inflatable structure. The snow is applied in 

large amounts to fill the negative curve at the bottom of the 

inflatable structure. When the snow is applied it is saturated 

with water to create a solid ice mass in the foundation.

ice shell

When the foundation is completed, the construction of the 

shell structure can start. The construction material (Snow, 

Water and Pykrete) is applied in thin layers. Too much snow 

at one place causes a weakness in the structure. This can be 

fatal to the geometry of the inflatable. The heavy weight and 

behavior of the artificial snow resulted in a lower spraying 

range of the machines. To reach the top of the shell structure, 

the artificial snow lance was placed next to the dome to apply 

the snow directly on the shell structure.

Fig 80. Timeline of the Shiftwork
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water

Water is the most important construction material because 

the quality of the ice depends on the amount of water used 

during the application.

foundation

In the foundation, the water is used to saturate the snow and 

strengthen the snow layer. To keep up with the large amount 

of snow in the foundation, the water is continuously applied 

onto the foundation structure. This quickly creates a large 

mass of snow and ice. The high mass has a lower strength than 

regular ice but a sufficient load bearing surface.

ice shell

Due to the limited reach of the snow plow, the top of the shell 

structure consists of pure ice. The water on top of the shell is 

applied with a fire truck to provide sufficient pressure in the 

water supply. However, the snow is important to decrease the 

temperature of the applied water. The relative warm water 

(5°C) is sprayed on the ice shell (-25°C) which can result in 

cracks due to sudden temperature changes: Thermo-shock. 

The snow rapidly decreases the water temperature to prevent 

thermos hock.

Pykrete

The pykrete is only applied on the shell structure to a height 

of approximately 5m. The pykrete is applied similar as the 

water in thin layers onto the layers of snow. With temperatures 

of -25°C, the layers froze quickly which made it possible to 

continuously work on the application of pykrete. Due to the 

fact that the pykrete was mixed and stored in a large container, 

the mixture had time to cool down. Therefore, the pykrete 

froze faster than normal water and the colder temperature 

and structural properties of the mixture lowered the risk of 

thermos-shock in the structure. 

deFlation

The final thickness of the dome was measured and had a 

thickness of only 15cm at the top, instead of the designed  

30cm. However, calculations show that a thickness of 15cm 

is sufficient to resist the resulting compressive and tensile 

stresses in the structure. The membrane was deflated the day 

before the official opening and the inflatable structure could 

be removed from the Pykrete Dome.

To deflate the membrane, the air blower was turned off and 

the pressure dropped automatically. To decrease the deflation 

time, a reversible air blower was connected to the inflation 

tube. However, the large hole in the membrane, which was 

cut to increase the process and decrease the deflation time, 

stagnated the deflation process. The two deflation points 

worked against each other and one opening worked as air 

entrance, so the membrane stopped deflating. 

The hole was covered to retain only one deflation point 

[Reversed Air Blower]. In addition, the inflatable membrane 

was stuck in the frozen layers of ice. While deflating, the edges 

of the membrane were teared by manually pulling at the 

membrane. This slowed down the deflation process again. At 

last, the air blower was turned off and a big hole [5m] has been 

made in the inflatable. This greatly increased the deflation 

process; moreover, reuse of the inflatable membrane was 

impossible. 

After complete deflation, the membrane was removed by 

pulling the membrane out of the entrance by a car. When the 

membrane was removed the ground surface was covered 

with 30cm of water. This water was pumped out with one of 

the submergible pumps. The temperature inside the dome 

(-8°C) was very high compared to the outside air temperature 

(-25°C). To reduce the inside temperature, warm air could go 

out through drilled holes in the top of the shell structure. 

The warm air rises and leaves the dome creating a natural air 

circulation in the dome. 
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Fig 81. Big snow plow applying snow to the membrane
(Photo: Bart van Overbeeke)

Fig 85. Spraying water on top of the dome
(Photo: Bart van Overbeeke)

Fig 84. The foundation covered with pykrete
(Photo: Bart van Overbeeke)

Fig 86. Removing pieces of ice from the top of the dome
(Photo: Bart van Overbeeke)

Fig 82. Snow foundation of the dome
(Photo: Bart van Overbeeke)

Fig 83.Spraying pykrete.
(Photo: Bart van Overbeeke)

BuildinG ProceSS Pykrete dome
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Fig 89. Spraying layers of water on top of the dome
(Photo: Bart van Overbeeke)

Fig 90. Deflation of the Pykrete Dome
(Photo: Bart van Overbeeke)

Fig 88. Removing bad ice pieces
(Photo: Bart van Overbeeke)

Fig 91. Testing the Pykrete Dome
(Photo: Bart van Overbeeke)

Fig 87. Spraying water with a fire truck
(Photo: Bart van Overbeeke)

Fig 92. Inside the Pykrete dome during the opening
(Photo: Bart van Overbeeke)
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3.6 Results

Fig 93. Testing a pykrete sample Fig 96. Samples out of the Pykrete Dome

Fig 95. Results ice samples

Fig 94. Results pykrete samples

Structural ProPertieS

The quality and strength of the construction material used in 

the Pykrete Dome are determined from theoretical data, but 

the deformation and collapse assumed that the strength of 

the construction material did not match the presumed quality. 

SamPleS

The samples were cut in five different locations and heights 

of the structure. At each location, five different samples 

were taken. Each location provided an unique composition 

of the construction material in the sample. Due to the shape 

of the structure, some samples were cut in a certain angle 

which caused a difference in the orientation of the layer 

construction in the sample. The layer orientation can have a 

high influence on the strength of the sample. In addition, the 

samples do not consist of pure pykrete or pure ice. The samples 

are a combination of layers of pykrete, snow and ice, which 

influenced the structural properties of the sample.

testinG samPles

The tests were conducted with samples of similar dimensions: 

90mm x 90mm x 90mm. The orientation of the different layers 

seem to have a large influence on the strength of the sample. 

In addition, some samples had a skew surface which resulted 

in negative strength values. It was clear that Pykrete layers 

could resist higher forces than regular ice. The ice shattered 

after high compression, while the pykrete layers remain in 

shape and slightly deform over time. 

results

The results of the experiment contain the calculations and 

properties of the construction material in the Pykrete Dome. 

An overview of the calculations has been documented (figure 

94-95). The results of the calculations provide the structural 

properties of the ice and pykrete samples.
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Fig 99. Pykrete Dome with a gap

Fig 97. First crack due to deformation Fig 98. Gap in the pykrete dome caused by creep

creeP

Due to creep the dome collapsed already in ten days. Because 

of a problem during construction with electricity the inflatable 

temporary shutdown. This caused a deformation in the top of 

the dome which was fatal for the structure. The deformation 

increased the effect of creep, which resulted in a premature 

collapse of, a part of, the Pykrete Dome.
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3.7 Side projects
During the construction phase of the Pykrete Dome 

project a few side projects has been realized, designed 

by students of the Eindhoven University of Techno-

logy. The designs were based on the work of Heinz 

Isler, especially his work on frozen textiles. 

roPe net

One of the pavilions, designed by Teun Verberne, was made 

by freezing  a rope net (Figure101). The net was suspended 

under a tree and was shaped like a hyperboloid. The net was 

slowly rigidized by freezing layers of water around the ropes. 

Once all ropes were covered in a sufficient amount of ice the 

structure was self-supportive. 

textile FaBric

Another pavilion, designed by Jordy Kern, was made by 

freezing textile fabrics (Figure 100). The fabric used was 

slightly stretchable and was water absorbent. A supportive 

structure made of construction fences was used to fix certain 

points of the fabric to construct a free-form tent-like structure. 

The fabric  was than rigidized by spraying thin layers of water 

on the fabric. Once the whole surface of the fabric was covered 

in a sufficient amount of ice the structure was self-supportive. 

The supportive structure could then be removed, leaving a 

little freeform ice-shell structure with a thickness of just a 

few millimeters.

Fig 101. The rope net structure
(Photo: Bart van Overbeeke)

Fig 100. The textile fabrice tent structure
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4.  Antoni Gaudí  and  
Sagrada Familia
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4.1 Antoni Gaudí

Fig 102. Antoni Gaudí
Portrait of Antoni Gaudí. (photo: P. Audouard, 1878)

Antoni Gaudí i Cornet was born on the 25th of June 

1852 in Reus as a son of a coppersmith. As a small child 

he already suffered from rheumatism and this would 

have a big influence on his future life. Doctors pres-

cribed a vegetarian diet and light exercise. Because of 

this Gaudí already made long walks through his region 

at young age being fascinated by the architecture.

education

Seventeen year old Gaudí started studying Architecture at the 

Provincial School of Architecture after which he was permitted 

to the Higher Technical School of Architecture in Barcelona. 

Gaudí was not a particular good student but in 1878 Gaudí was 

granted his degree in Architecture. 

Gaudí did not begin his career as a revolutionist. He mostly got 

his ideas from books and existing architecture. Gaudí began 

his search towards his own unique style in very opportune 

conditions. 

hiStorical SettinG

The European architecture was in a state of openness, 

searching for new ideas rather than the existing strict rules 

of the classicism. There was a need for romanticism, which 

expressed itself especially in the style of the English gardens. 

At the end of the 19th century history was considered as 

science and this conception also found his way into the arts and 

thus architecture. As a result the architecture of that time was 

often a combination of different (existing) styles. The dark ages 

were often an important source of inspiration which resulted 

in the neo-gothic style and the Jugendstil. 

The Spanish art was not unaffected by these innovations. Gaudí 

also studied the neo-gothic style. John Ruskin stated in 1853: 

”The ornament is the origin of architecture”.

Later Gaudí would also show his support for the ornament. 

Gaudí considered the book of Viollet-le-Duc on the French 

architecture from the 11th till the 13th century, like many 

other young architects at that time, to be like a bible. According 

to Viollet-le-Duc buildings and styles from the past should be 

analyzed to get inspired for new designs, although it should 

never be a copy of the past. This is exactly what Gaudí did to 

form his own unique style. 

After breaking down the city walls in 1854, Barcelona grew 

rapidly into a big city. In the 2nd half of the 19th century the 

population quadrupled itself and the city grew from 20 to 

200 hectares. The cotton and  iron industry grew strongly. 

Prosperity stimulated the consciousness and the cultural-life. 

The rich would surround themselves with artists and poets. 

This was an ideal situation for an architect and thus Gaudí 

never really had to leave Barcelona.
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Fig 103. Display case: Comella Glove Factory
Design for the a display case for the Comella Glove Factory which was 

showcased at the Paris World Fair in 1878. (photo: F.X. Fernàndez)

Fig 104. Casa Vicens
Gaudí was greatly inspired by the Moorish style in his design for Casa 

Vicens in 1878. (photo: F.R. Roland)

early work

Gaudís first project was the Cooperativa Obrera Mataronense. 

In 1878 Gaudís design for a display case for the Comella Glove 

Factory was showcased at the Paris World’s Fair, where it was 

noticed by Eusebi Güell I Baciglupi. This led to the beginning 

of a live lasting friendship between Eusebi Güell and Antoni 

Gaudí.

Gaudí never really got official recognition for his work. He 

never got assigned to any state projects except the assignment  

for the street light at young age. Despite the lag of official 

recognition his talent did not get unnoticed by his colleagues 

and a select group of influential people.

Although Gaudí barely realized any big projects he had more 

work than he could handle. Gaudí didn’t even finish the work 

of Casa Vicens, El Capricho and Palacio Güell when he was 

assigned to the most honorable project of that time: The 

Sagrada Familia. 

In 1881 the ‘Asociacón Esperital de Devolos de San José’ 

bought a residential block located on the city border (at that 

time) of Barcelona. At first the assignment was granted to 

Fransisco de Paula de Villar who made a neo-gothic design, 

but he stopped his work on the Sagrada Familia in 1883 after 

having a disagreement with the association. Nobody really 

knows why the unexperienced Gaudí got the assignment in 

1883. It might have something to do with the fact that Gaudí 

has worked with Villar and Juan Montarell (who declined the 

assignment for the Sagrada Familia after Villar quitted) in 

earlier projects.  But these are just speculations. 

architectural inFluenceS

Gaudí had a few periods where a certain style had the most 

influence in his work. In his early work (e.g., Casa Vicens and El 

Capricho) he was greatly inspired by  the Moorish style. 

After Eusebi Güell got familiar with the work of Gaudí at the 

Paris World’s Fair in 1878, Güell became a close friend of Gaudí. 

Gaudí would do many projects for his friend Güell. In 1883 he 

designed a (never build) pavilion with the same style as Casa 

Vicens and El Capricho. In 1884 Gaudí made the plans for the 

renovation of Güell’s residents. Still the Moorish influence was 

noticeable with hints of the neo-gothic style and Jugendstil. 

In 1886 Gaudí started on the Palacio Güell in which his typical 

method of designing came first to light. He had no strict 

building plans he just planned and designed during the 

construction process. The design showed elements of gothic 

style and the Jugendstil. 
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Fig 105. Colegio Teresiano
Gaudí introduced the parabolic arches in his design for the Colegio 
Teresiano in 1888. The design is based on the gothic style. (photo: P. Lopez)

Fig 106. Park Güell
In 1900 Gaudí started his work on Park Güell. Not his only work he 

designed for good friend Eusebi Güell. [photo: ALAMY]

In the same period Gaudí designed two other buildings that 

were mostly inspired by the gothic style. In 1888 he did the 

design of the Colegio Teresiano. Although Gaudí was inspired 

by the gothic style he did think it had its flaws, definitely 

structural. Gaudí thought the flying buttresses acted merely 

as crutches. Introducing the parabolic arches Gaudí eliminated 

the need for ‘crutches’. In the design of Astorga Gaudí found 

his answer to the structural flaw of the gothic style with his 

‘crooked’ columns.

own Style

After his short period of designing according to the strict 

gothic rules he started to develop a more profound style of 

his own. Gaudís designs increasingly moved away from any 

form of imitation. This is especially noticeable in the work of 

Casa Calvet and Casa de los Botines. 

Eusebi Güell was inspired by the English gardens and he 

wanted to have this also in Barcelona. Again he gave this 

assignment to his good friend Antoni Gaudí. Gaudí wanted 

to make a garden that was in complete harmony with the 

landscape. During his work on Park Güell, Gaudí really lost all 

boundaries when it comes to his designs. Although building 

his architectural fantasies his designs were always based on 

strict structural principles.

The designs of Casa Batlló and Casa Milà are the best examples 

where Gaudí really led his imagination go. And of course his 

work on the Sagrada Familia really appeals to the imagination. 

Gaudí always kept working on the Sagrada Familia and as of 

1914 he would not even except any new project so he could 

really focus on the Sagrada Familia.

On the 7th of July 1926 Antoni Gaudí gets hit by a tram during 

his daily walk through the city. Three days later Gaudí dies 

at Hospital de la Santa Creu in Barcelona due to his injuries. 

Although the death of Gaudí came quite unexpected, Gaudí 

always knew he would not finish the Sagrada Familia himself. 

Saint Joseph himself will finish her, is what Gaudí always said.

(R. Zerbst, 1993) (M. Burry, 1993)
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oVerView oF Gaudí’S work

1874

1880 1890

1885 1895

  1884

  Casa Güell

 1888

Companyía Transatlàntica

  1883 - 1885 

  Casa Vicens

  1883 - 1885 

  Villa Quijano

  1875 - 1882 

  Ciutadella Park

  1874 - 1885 

  Cooperativa Obrera Mataronense

  1886 - 1889 

  Palacio Güell

  1888 - 1890 

  Colegio Teresiano

  1887 - 1893 

  Epicopal Palace, Astorga

  1892 - 1894 

  Casa de los Botines

  1895 - 1900

  Cellers Güell

  1898 - 1900

  Casa Calvet

 1892 

  Franciscan Missisions, Tangiers

Fig 107. Villa Quijano (El Capricho)
The villa was built between 1883 and 1885, the works directed by 
architect Cristóbal Cascante i Colom while Gaudí supervised the whole 

process from Barcelona. (photo: IStockPhotos)

Fig 108. Casa Calvet
This block of dwellings constitutes one of Gaudí’s least bold works, with a 
symmetrical façade that recalls a modest early Modernism construction. 
Only careful attention to the details reveals the architect’s brilliant hand. 

(photo: Consol Bancells)
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1910 1920

1905 1915 1926

1895 - 1901

Bodegas Güell

  1900 - 1909

  Bellesguard

  1900 - 1914

  Palma de Mallorca Cathedral

  1900 - 1914

  Park Güell

  1898 - 1914

  Crypta Colonia Güell

  1904 - 1906

  Casa Batlló

1904

Workshop of the Badia Brothers

  1905

  Catllaràs Chalet

  1906 - 1907  

Torre Damià Mateu

  1887 - 1912

  Casa Chaplain’s

  1906 - 1910  

Casa Milà

1908 - 1909  

Schools of Sagrada

1901

Finca Miralles

  1908

Hotel, New York (Design only)

 1883 - (2026 ?)

  Sagrada Familia

Fig 109. Crypta Colonia Güell
Although never finished, the Güell village church is considered one of 
Gaudí’s masterpieces because it anticipates many of the structural 
solutions that the architect applied to the Sagrada Familia. (photo: 

ojodaigital.com)

Fig 110. Hotel, Ney York
Gaudí proposed the hotel as a monumental tourist attraction, with a giant 
central body of 360 m high. If it had been materialized it would have been 

one of the most spectacular of Gaudí’s works. (photo: Càtedra Gaudí)

Fig 111. Overview Gaudí’s work
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2000
Start ransept & Glory façade

4.2 Sagrada Familia
1850

1900

1950

2050

1875

1925

1975

2025

1866
Founding of Asociacón 
Esperital de Devolos de 
San José

1882
Placement of first stone1883

Gaudí replaces Villar

1877
Design by Francisco 
de Paula de Villar

1884 - 1887
Construction of the Crypt1891 - 1900

Nativity Sculptures 

1936
Civil War: Fire in Crypt 

destroyes Gaudí’s archive

1918
Design Passion façade 
finished

1927 - 1930
Belltowers Nativity 
façade done

1954
Foundation Passion façade 

1976
Towers Passion façade 

finished

1985
Passion façade finished

1914
Ceased  construction 

due to lack of funding

1926
Death of Antoni Gaudí, Aritect 

director: Domènec Sugrañes

1938
Architect directors: Francesc 
Quintana, Isidre Puig, Lluís Puig

1983
Architect directors: Francesc 

Cardoner, Jordi Bonet

2012
Architect director: Jordi Faulí

2000
Vaults central Nave

2026
Scheduled for completion

Fig 112. Timetable 
Work on the Sagrada Familia.

SaGrada Familia hiStory

In 1881 the ‘Asociacón Esperital de Devolos de San José’ 

bought a residential block located on the city border of 

Barcelona. This would be the location of the Sagrada Familia. 

After the work of Fransisco de Paula de Villar on the cathedral 

Gaudí was assigned as the main architect in 1883. 

In the beginning Gaudí was very optimistic about the time 

needed to finish the Sagrada Familia. He thought it could be 

finished within 10 years. Yet in 1906 the first facade was not 

even finished for 75%. 

An important reason for this is the fact that the church had 

to be funded merely with gifts. That is why the church is also 

known as the ‘Church of the Poor’. During World War I this 

caused a mayor delay on the work of the cathedral. During 

this period Gaudí himself even went on the streets to collect 

money for the project.

Not only the funding is responsible for the delay. The design 

process of Gaudí also had a big influence on that.

In 1883 Gaudí took over the assignment for the Sagrada Familia 

from Fransisco de Paula de Villar. The neo-gothic design of the 

cathedral by Villar wasn’t really what Gaudí had in mind for the 

Sagrada Familia. Unfortunately for Gaudí the work on the crypt 

was already finished according to the plans of Villar. Gaudí 

spend a lot of time and effort trying to make the crypt the 

way he wanted. He played with the thought of implementing 

extra pillars, but he eventually realized that this would not 

make the design any better.

Not only the consideration of the former architect caused 

the extra construction time. Also the typical design process 

of Gaudí is very time consuming. Gaudí didn’t built according 

to a fully completed design but he constantly kept designing 

during the construction period.

This  typical method also meant that there are many different 

drawings and models of the Sagrada Family made over the 

years.
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172,5 m

135 m

120 m

70 m

60 m

45 m

30 m

15 m

0 m

120 m

82,5 m

deSiGn

Not having a clear full design beforehand and the fact that 

most of Gaudi’s drawings and models got destroyed during 

the civil war, has made the work on the Sagrada Familia after 

the death of Gaudí very challenging.

Literature show many different drawings of the design of the 

Sagrada Familia. Especially the measurements of heights differ 

a lot. The most recent drawings were given by  Jordí Fauli, the 

present architect director, and will be used for the analysis of 

the Sagrada Familia. 

measurements

The whole cathedral is designed on a grid of 7.5m by 7.5m. 

This is most recognizable in the floorplan of the nave. The grid 

is not only used horizontally, but also vertically which means 

the heights are also based on the 7.5m grid.

Total length and width of the cathedral are respectively 90m 

and 60m. The width of the nave is 45m. The height of the 

biggest tower is 172.5m.

Fig 113. Section and Floor plan
Measurements of the Sagrada Familia.
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Fig 114. Nativity façade
The east facing façade is called the ‘Natavity façade’.

Fig 116. Passion façade
The west facing façade is called the ‘Passion façade’.

Fig 115. Glory façade
The north facing façade is called the ‘Glory façade’.

facades

The Sagrada Familia counts four façades. The west facing 

façade is referred to as the ‘Passion façade’. The east facing 

façade is called the ‘Nativity façade’. The north and south 

facing façades are called respectively the ‘Glory façade’ and 

‘Apse façade’. Each façade is dedicated to an aspect of work 

of Christ. The symbolism of the façades is described later on 

this chapter.
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15 m

7,5 m
7,5 m

Fig 117. 3D image of the Nave
A 3D drawing of the Nave of the Sagrada Familia. 

(National Geographic Society, 2010)

nave

The Sagrada Família is a church with five naves, with three 

forming a Latin cross. The interior measurements are: nave and 

apse, 90 m; crossing, 60 m; width of the central nave, 15 m; side 

naves 7.5 m, total main nave, 45 m; width of the crossing, 30m.

Gaudí had the revolutionary idea of the inclined columns 

branching out in the form of a tree. He used the forest as an 

orderly, hierarchical structure. Each tree divides into different 

branches and supports part of the vaults and when one tree 

collapses, the whole forest does not follow. 

The double roof of the nave is constructed of stone to improve 

the durability compared to wood. Even three levels are planned 

as attics. Taking advantage of those levels, Gaudí provided 

some general knots that would allow him to undertake the 

remaining small horizontal forces. Gaudí planned to use iron 

as armature as an optimal element for resisting traction. 

The classical Gothic vaults are constructed by primary and 

secondary ribs with cells in between. Gaudí used paraboloids 

and hyperboloids to construct the vaults of the Sagrada 

Familia which work as a whole and are not depended on 

other elements unlike the ribs of the typical gothic styles. 

The paraboloids and hyperboloids are self-stable, which make 

them easy to make and more cost efficient, because it is not 

necessary to construct the whole vault with a total scaffolding; 

it can be constructed in parts. (R. Zerbst, 1993) (M. Burry, 1993)

7,5 m
7,5 m
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Fig 118. Equillibrium comparison
Comparison between the equilibrium systems in the cathedral of Cologne 

and the Sagrada Familia . (D. Sugrañes, 1923)

Perfected Gothic style

Gaudí has been inspired by many different styles. The Gothic 

style was one of the most influential styles for Gaudí, but 

he always thought that it could be perfected. According 

to him, the Gothic system was an excessively complex and 

fragile structural web. Each element needed other elements 

to stabilize it, and the loads were shifted towards exterior 

elements, which were more exposed and more vulnerable.

The flying buttresses are very typical for the gothic style. 

The flying buttresses are used to shift the loads of the nave 

outwards to the actual buttress. Gaudí saw the buttresses as 

artificial wings that segmented and disfigured the plane of 

the side façade. He regarded flying buttresses as unnatural 

crutches that showed the invalidity of a building that could 

hardly stand up.

Gaudí also believed that if the Gothic ogee vault opened it 

tended to throw up the keystone, which is why the Gothic 

builders put heavy loads on the points of the Gothic keystone. 

Furthermore, when it came to making the second roof, the 

Gothic system could not handle more loads and needed a 

light wooden roof, being excessively vulnerable to fire, damp 

and rot.

The main strategy for the elimination of the Gothic “crutches” 

is to virtualize the forces to reduce the horizontal components. 

Gaudí managed to do that with an extraordinary stilting of the 

arches, placing the point of the keystone at a height two and 

a half times greater than the width of the nave. Moreover, the 

form of those arches is taken from the result of the pressures 

given by the different weights and components and take on a 

shape similar to a parabola or a catenary.

With all that, Gaudí managed to bring down the loads, not 

with exterior flying buttresses, or even the façade or skin of 

the building, but mainly with the interior pillars or columns. 

Gaudí also avoided the typical ogee arches, characteristic of 

the Gothic, by replacing them with new catenary arches. 

Due to the new catenary design the second roof of the 

cathedral, which is usually constructed of wood, could also be 

made of, more durable, stone. The resulting extra loads can 

easily be undertaken by the new perfected catenary structure. 

The design of the nave of the Sagrada Familia has been 

compared with the nave of the cathedral of Cologne, a typical 

gothic cathedral with comparable dimensions, by Sugrañes in 

1923. He compared the equilibrium systems which is shown 

in figure 118. The loads of the central nave of the Sagrada 

Familia are almost completely absorbed by the columns 

directly underneath instead of transferring the loads towards 

the façade through the buttresses like is the case with the 

cathedral of Cologne.

Cathedral of Cologne Sagrada Familia
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Mary
Luke 

(Evangelist)
Mark 
(Evangelist)

Matthew
(Evangelist)

John
(Evangelist)

Jesus

James the Lesser
(Apostle)

Bartholomew
(Apostle)

Thomas
(Apostle)

Philip
(Apostle)

Simon
(Apostle)

Jude
(Apostle)

Barnabas
(Apostle)

Mathias
(Apostle)

Andrew 
(Apostle)

Paul
(Apostle)

Peter 
(Apostle)

James the Greater 
(Apostle)

Fig 119. Symbolic towers
The symbolism of the 18 towers of the Sagrada Familia. 12 towers 
represent the 12 Apostles, 4 towers are dedicated to the 4 Evangelists 

and remaining two are dedicated to Jesus and Mary.

SymBoliSm

Even though the structure of the portals and towers initially 

act as architecture, yet at the same time each element of the 

church fulfills a second symbolic function.

All facades are dedicated to an aspect of the work of Christ. 

The east façade, also known as the ‘Nativity façade’, is 

dedicated to the birth of Christ. The different parts of the 

façade represent Joseph, Jesus and Mary.

The ‘Passion façade’ represents the passion of Jesus. The 

façade faces west and therefore receives the last rays of 

the sun before night falls. That arrangement heightens the 

symbolic effect of darkness and shadows of the story this 

façade represents. For the same reason it also shows less 

ornaments then the Nativity façade.

The ‘Glory façade’, located on the north, represents the 

situation of man in the general order of creation: his origins, 

his problems, the journey and his purpose.

The south façade, also known as the ‘Apse Façade’, is devoted 

to Our Lady. It is built on top of the crypt and follows its half 

perimeter shape. Between the walls are seven apsidal chapels 

with arches that recall Gaudi’s perfected Gothic style.

The north, west and east façade each count four towers, which 

together represent the twelve apostles. The main tower is 

devoted to Jesus himself and is surrounded by four towers 

which represent the four evangelists. The tower south from 

the main tower is devoted to Mary. The heights of the towers 

differ according to the symbolic hierarchy they represent.
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4.3 Design Method

Fig 120. Catenary drawings
Poleni’s drawing of Hooke’s analogy between an arch and a hanging chain, 

and his analysis of the Dome of St. Peter’s in Rome. 
(F. Block et al., 2006)

Hanging models, also known as catenary, enable one 

to determine the optimal form of structures carry-

ing loads purely in compression, particularly those 

consisting mainly of vaults. The optimization of the 

structural form of a single arch, loaded in compres-

sion, was used as a general principle by Gaudí and 

is most visible in his design of Crypta Güell and the 

Sagrada Familia.

catenary

In 1675 Robert Hooke (1635-1703) described the relationship 

between a hanging chain, which forms a catenary in 

tension under its own weight, and an arch, which stands in 

compression. Though he could not derive the equation of a 

catenary, Hooke knew that his intuition was right and stated 

the following: 

“as hangs the flexible line, so but inverted will stand the 

rigid arch”  - R. Hooke. (Heyman, 1998) (P. Block et al., 

2006)

It was not until the end of the seventeenth century that the 

problem was explicitly formulated and solved. The equation 

for the catenary can be written in the form we now call the 

hyperbolic cosine,

y = cosh x = ½ (ex + e-x)

in suitable choice of coordinates. (R. Osserman, 2010)

Some literature states to the effect that Galileo was the first 

to raise the question, but Galileo never poses the question 

of precisely what shape is taken by the hanging chain. He 

only contents himself with noting that it provides a close 

approximation to a parabola, especially when the parabolic 

arc that’s drawn is near to the vertex of where the shape is 

relatively flat. (R. Osserman, 2010)

Both the hanging chain and the arch must be in equilibrium, 

and the forces are simply reversed. The chain can support 

only tension, and the masonry arch acts in compression. 

Generalized, this idea signifies that the shape a string takes 

under a set of loads, if rigidified and inverted, illustrates a path 

of compressive forces for an arched structure to support the 

same set of loads. This shape of the string and the inverted arch 

is called a funicular shape for these loads. (P. Block et al., 2006)

In 1748, Poleni analyzed a real structure using Hooke’s idea 

to assess the safety of the cracked dome of St. Peter’s in 

Rome. Poleni showed that the dome was safe by using the 

hanging chain principle. For this, he divided the dome in slices 

and hung 32 unequal weights proportional to the weight of 

corresponding sections of that “arch” wedge, and then showed 

that the hanging chain could fit within the section of the arch 

(Figure 120). If a line of force can be found that lies everywhere 

within the masonry, then the structure can be shown to be 

safe for that set of loads. (Heyman, 1966) (P. Block et al., 2006)

A parabola, as Galileo demonstrated, is the shape of a path 

created by a projectile subjected only to its initial stimulus 

together with the force of gravity, in the absence of air 

resistance. A catenary is the shape assumed by a hanging chain 

or a flexible cord of undeviating density. A weighted catenary is 

the shape assumed by a hanging chain whose links vary in size 

or weight, or by a flexible cord of variable width, or variable 

density material. (R. Osserman, 2010)
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Fig 121. Parabola vs. Catenary (aspect ratio 1:1)
The parabola is the pointier inner curve and the catenary the rounder 

outer curve. (R. Osserman, 2010)

Fig 122. Catenary by Heinrich Hübsch
Investigation of form and structure of various vaults using a hanging 

chain. (H. Hübsch, 1833)

Gaudí’S innoVation

In 1748 Poleni first showed the structurally correct vault form 

by means of balls arranged in an inverted catenary and used 

this with the cross-section of the dome of St. Peter’s in Rome, 

to obtain the thrust line. By applying this one-dimensional 

method Poleni was able to make his recommendation for the 

number of tension rings required to prevent further cracking 

of the dome.

Heinrich Hubsch was the first architect to use the principle of 

the catenary in a two-dimensional suspended model for his 

designs in 1833.

Antoni Gaudí revived these ideas in his research for the true 

nature of the form in the beginning of 20th century. He was 

the first to use a three-dimensional suspended model in the 

design of the Colonia Güell church.

In the use of a three-dimensional suspended model Gaudí 

pursued the stable structural form of the proposed building. 

The suspended model consisted basically of a net-like web of 

textile threads loaded with small weighted bags corresponding 

to the loads of the various parts of the building. A stable form is 

created by the weighted web which, when turned through 180 

degrees and proportionately enlarged, results in the desired 

form of the building. (J. Tomlow, 1986)

The hanging model is determined basically by a self-forming 

process. Unlike ordinary models where the architect chooses a 

form, the hanging model independently forms a stable figure 

in equilibrium form the amounts of weight established by the 

architect. (J. Tomlow, 1986)

Where forerunners in the development of hanging models had 

remained defensively restrained out of fear of consequences 

of their studies and departed from the self-determined forms 

of the hanging model, Gaudí advanced on the offensive. He 

too did not wish to be a slave of the hanging model. Where 

he had reservations about a form generated by the hanging 

model, he adjusted it by adding specific or proportional loads 

in a way which permitted him to remain true to the principles 

of the hanging model. (J. Tomlow, 1986)

Fig 123. Model of Crypta Colonia Güell
Hanging model of the Crypta Colonia Güell. Didplayed in the basement 

of the Sagrada Familia.
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5.  Design: Sagrada 
Familia in Ice
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5.1 Introduction
This chapter focuses on the design of the Sagrada 

Familia in Ice. First the concept for the design is dis-

cussed based on the literature research. After that 

the actual design and the construction process is 

discussed. Next chapters will focus on the technical 

design, materialization and realization of the Sagrada 

Familia in ice.

concePt

The final Sagrada Familia in Ice design is a result of a 

combination of various studies. The literature research 

provides the base of the research goal. The combined studies 

in the design are Kokawa Ice Shells, Isler Shells, Pykrete, 

Shotcrete (Chapter 2), Pykrete Dome (Chapter 3) and Gaudí’s 

Sagrada Familia (Chapter 4). Parallel to the design process of 

the Sagrada Familia in Ice, structural analyses and experiments 

(Chapter 6) have been conducted to validate the design of the 

Sagrada Familia in Ice.

The concept for the design of the Sagrada Familia in Ice is 

based on the preliminary research (chapter 2,3 and 4) which 

can be divided into three main categories; 1) structural design, 

2) materialization and 3) construction method. 

structural desiGn

The design of the Sagrada Familia in Ice is, as the name implies, 

based on the design of the Sagrada Familia by Gaudí. Ice has 

relative poor structural properties and is mostly only suitable 

when subjected to compression. Therefore, the catenary 

design method used by Gaudí, in order to obtain the ideal 

shape for his cathedral, fits perfectly when using ice as a 

construction material.  

The implementation of frozen textiles and ropes has also 

greatly influenced the design of the Sagrada Familia in Ice. 

The work of Heinz Isler on frozen textiles and the pavilions 

constructed by J. Kern and T. Verberne show the potential 

of using ropes and textile fabrics in ice structures. The work 

of Heinz Isler also showed that ropes and textile fabrics are 

very suitable when designing according to catenary design 

methods.

materialization

Experimental research into reinforced-ice has shown that the 

flexural and compressive strength of the ice can be greatly 

improved when reinforcement fibers are added. 

The most well-known reinforced-ice type is called ‘Pykrete’, 

a mixture of water and sawdust. The latest research into this 

material resulted in an optimal mixture of a 10/ 90%  sawdust/ 

water (weight) ratio. This 10% mixture has been successfully 

applied in the Pykrete Dome project to construct an ice dome 

with a span of 30 meters. The 10% pykrete mixture will also be 

used as the main building material of the Sagrada Familia in Ice. 

Experimental research into a cellulose pulp mixture will be 

performed to determine if this is a possible stronger and 

suitable alternative for sawdust reinforced-ice. Also the effect 

of application of textile fabrics and ropes into the ice will be 

investigated by means of experimental research.

buildinG method

The construction method designed by T. Kokawa to construct 

ice domes uses a pneumatic formwork together with a 

reticulated rope cover. The formwork is then used to construct 

an ice shell by spraying thin layers of water onto the mold. 

Once the shell is self-supportive the inflatable mold can be 

removed, leaving only an ice-shell structure.

The ‘Pykrete Dome’ project used this same technique to 

construct the world’s largest ice dome with a span of 30 

meters. Only the method for creating the foundation was 

changed to increase the building speed and pykrete was 

used instead of plain ice. The Sagrada Familia in Ice will also 

be constructed by using the method used to construct the 

Pykrete Dome. 

The method, based on the wet shotcrete method, used for 

mixing and spraying of the pykrete mixture developed in the 

Pykrete Dome project proved to be successful. The same 

method will be used for the Sagrada Familia in Ice project.
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Fig 125. Location 
Geografical orientation of Eindhoven and Juuka. 
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Fig 124. Concept: Sagrada Familia in Ice
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location

The ‘Sagrada Familia in Ice’ has to be built in a region where it’s 

cold enough to construct an ice structure. Juuka, Finland is one 

of the coldest regions in Europe with temperatures ranging 

from -15⁰C to -30⁰C in winter. These temperatures are perfect 

for constructing an ice structure like the Sagrada Familia in Ice.

Juuka

The construction site is situated in Nunnanlahti, approximately 

13 km from the center of Juuka. Juuka is a small town in North 

Karelia, Finland. The municipality of Juuka has approximately 

5.000 inhabitants which are spread over 1.846 km². The 

community is interested to participate in the project and 

helps to provide accommodation, services, transportation and 

construction equipment.

construction site

The construction site is situated on private property owned 

by Tulikivi, world’s largest manufacturer of heat-retaining 

fireplaces. The construction site is situated on solid rock 

ground. The available accommodation is supplemented with 

additional accommodation to provide a complete and safe 

construction site.

Address of building site:

Tulikivi Oyj

Joensuuntie 1226 

83900 Juuka, Finland

orGanization

Since various parties are involved in the project, it is important 

to clarify the responsibilities of the parties. 

eindhoven university of technoloGy

The Eindhoven University of Technology mainly conducts 

research towards the structural behavior and construction 

method to create a high feasibility for the project. A small 

number of people lead the project and provide communication 

between the different parties. 

Project leaders:

N: Arno Pronk T:  +31 625080151

 Jordy Kern  +31 623325902

 Teun Verberne  +31 620009916

E: info@structuralice.com

W: www.structuralice.com

municiPality of Juuka

The municipality is mainly responsible for the accommodation, 

organization and aftercare of the project. This includes most 

non-technical aspects of the project. In addition, safety 

measurements and agreements after realizing the project are 

important for the municipality and future use of the Sagrada 

Familia in Ice.

structural ice association

The task of the association is to form a legal organization for 

annual ice events. The association will cooperate with the 

entrepreneurs, the municipality of Juuka, schools, universities 

and other organizations that like to contribute to the success 

of ice structures and ice events. There is a strong connection 

with the Tulikivi Stove factory, the Koli skiing area, educational 

institutes and the stone center. Together with them the activity 

of the structural ice association will have economical synergy 

for this region in Finland as an important side effect.

Juuka

Eindhoven
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5.2 Design

+ + +

Fig 126. Design aspects
 Aspects of the Sagrada Familia which are impemented in the design 

of the Sagrada Familia in Ice.

The design of the Sagrada Familia in Ice is based on 

Gaudí’s design philosophy. The design is not an exact 

replica of the original Sagrada Familia. Only the most 

important structural elements are implemented in 

the design without all the symbolism and ornaments. 

Although the not being an exact replica of the ori-

ginal, the design of Gaudí’s cathedral can easily be 

recognized. 

The main features of the Sagrada Familia in Ice can 

be categorized as: 1) towers, 2) nave and 3) entrance.

towerS

In total the design counts five towers. The main tower witch 

originally represents Christ and four towers witch originally 

represents 4 of the 12 apostles.

The main tower will have an height of 30 meters and an 

internal span of 11,2 meters. On top of the tower a cross will 

be placed to finish the cathedrals look. The remaining four 

towers together with the main entrance will resemble the 

‘Passion façade’ of the original Sagrada Familia. 

The four towers will have various heights. The two outer 

towers will have a height of 18 meters and the two inner 

towers will have a height of 21 meters. All four towers will 

have an internal span of 4,8 meters.

naVe

The nave of the Sagrada Familia in Ice is based on the tree-like 

column structure of the original Sagrada Familia. The columns 

of Gaudí’s cathedral are designed to optimally carry the loads 

of the entire structure. The design for the nave of the Sagrada 

Familia in Ice cannot be an exact replica of the original, but 

should also be designed to be the optimal structure for its 

own set of loads.

The columns of the nave of the Sagrada Familia in Ice are 

designed on a grid of 2 meters. The façade towers and the 

main tower are connected by the nave with a total of five rows 

of columns. The roof of the nave will be an abstracted version 

of the original, without the double layered construction. The 

nave will have a height of approximately 12 meters at its 

highest point.

entrance

The ‘Passion façade’ of Gaudí’s original design has been the 

reference for designing the entrance of the Sagrada Familia in 

Ice. The ‘Passion façade’ was the only façade finished before 

the death of Antoni Gaudí and can therefore be considered 

to be the most authentic façade of the Sagrada Familia. And 

being the first one that was finished it could also be considered 

to be the most characteristic. The height of entrance will be 

approximately 9 meters. 
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dimenSionS

The initial design of the Sagrada Familia in Ice was a 1:4 scale 

model of the original cathedral’s dimensions, this resulted in 

a total height of 37,5 meters (42,5 meters with cross). The 

dimensions of the final design are 20% smaller than the initial 

plan. This means the final design of the Sagrada Familia in 

Ice is a 1:5 scale model of the original. The design was scaled 

for various reasons, which will be discussed more briefly in 

chapter 6.

Fig 127. Drawings Sagrada Familia in Ice
Floor plan and section longitudinal.
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30m Dome
The big dome has a height of 30 meters 
(34 meters with cross). If we succeed 
constructing this tower it will the highest ice 
dome in the world! The internal span of the 
dome will be 11,2 meters and at the bottom 
of the dome the walls will reach a thickness 
of 0.8 meters. 

oVerView deSiGn

Figure 128 shows an overview of the design of the Sagrada 

Familia in Ice. The different design aspects (towers, nave and 

entrance) are easily recognizable.

Nave
The nave of the Sagrada Familia in Ice will be 
approximately 12 meters high. The columns 

will be constructed by freezing a rope 
structure and the roof will be constructed 

by freezing textile fabrics. 

18m dome
The smallest dome/ tower of the Sagrada 
Familia in Ice. Both the most left and the 
most right tower will have a height of 18 
meters. The internal span of the domes will 
be 4,8 meters and will have wall thickness of 
approximately 0,4 meter.

21m dome
The two middle towers have a height of 21 
meters.  The internal span of the domes will 
be 4,8 meters and will have wall thickness of 
approximately 1 meter.

Entrance
The main entrance of the Sagrada Familia in 
Ice is constructed by freezing textile fabrics. 

The main entrance will lead the visitor 
through the nave towards the big tower. 

Fig 128. Overview of the design
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Fig 129. Render Sagrada Familia in ice during day time

Fig 130. Render Sagrada Familia in ice during night time
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5.3 Construction Process
The Sagrada Familia in Ice will be constructed by 

using the same method used to construct the Pykrete 

Dome. Despite the similarity, the construction process 

of the Sagrada Familia in Ice is altered in order to meet 

the specific design aspects.

The construction process can be divided into 5 phases. 

Each phase can be divided into several steps. The dif-

ferent phases are as follows:

• Preparations;

• Domes;

• Nave;

• Entrance;

• Finishing.

PreParationS

1 PreParinG construction site

The first part of the construction process focuses on the 

preparations of the construction site. In order to create a solid 

building location, the construction site should be levelled and 

improved. The anchors should be drilled at the right locations 

and all technical services should be installed.

towerS

2 PlacinG inflatable structure

When all preparations are finished, the inflatable structures are 

placed on the indicated location between the anchoring points. 

3 inflation membrane

With the construction material and equipment installed, the 

inflatable mold can now be inflated. The rope cover is draped 

over the inflatables.

4 aPPlication

The main part in the construction process is the application of 

the building material (snow, water, pykrete). The material is 

created by alternately spraying water (with wood fibers) and 

snow on the inflated membrane. Each material has a different 

approach in the process and requires different equipment. Fig 134. Step 4 – Removing supporting ropes and inflatables
Once the ice has reached its correct thickness the supporting ropes and 

inflatables can be removed. The domes are now self-supportive.

Fig 132. Step 2 – Placing inflatables and rope structures
 Placing of all the membranes and ropes. The membranes and ropes are 

then secured to the existing anchors.

Fig 133. Step 3 – Supporting ropes
The supportive ropes keep the dome from moving when heavy wind loads 

are occurring.

Fig 131. Step 1 - Placing anchors for domes
 The first step of the construction process is to drill the anchors. The 

anchors are needed to secure the inflatable molds to the surface.
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naVe

5 susPendinG suPPortinG roPe structure

The next phase of the process is the construction of the nave. 

The nave is constructed by using ropes and textile fabrics. 

Before constructing the columns of the nave a suspended 

supporting rope structure is needed. The supporting ropes 

are suspended between the finished towers. The columns of 

the nave are constructed by freezing rope molds which are 

suspended under the supporting structure. Anchors are used 

to fix the ropes to the ground. 

6 aPPlication roof and columns

Once the rope molds are in place the first layers of pykrete 

can be applied. The pykrete is created by alternately spraying 

water (with wood fibers) and snow on the ropes. The material 

will grow around the ropes creating thick pykrete pillars.

The textile roof is strung between the supporting ropes 

and the columns below. The textile is made out various 

prefabricated textile sheets. 

Once the textile fabrics are in place the first layers of pykrete 

can be applied. The pykrete is created by alternately spraying 

water (with wood fibers) and snow on the fabric. This process 

can be stopped once the layer of pykrete is sufficient.

entrance

7 PlacinG textile fabrics

The next phase of the process is the construction of the 

entrance. The entrance is constructed by using ropes and 

textile fabrics. Before constructing the entrance of Sagrada 

Familia in Ice supporting rope structure is needed. The 

supporting ropes are used to place the textile fabrics which 

will act as a mold for the entrance.

Once the textile fabrics are in place the first layers of pykrete 

can be applied. The pykrete is created by alternately spraying 

water (with wood fibers) and snow on the fabric. This process 

can be stopped once the layer of pykrete is sufficient.

FiniShinG

8 PlacinG of cross and fine-tuninG

The design of the Sagrada Familia in Ice will be finished once 

the cross is placed on top of the main tower. The cross is 

prefabricated and consist of a steel frame covered with a 

textile fabric. Once the cross is placed on top of the tower 

Fig 135. Step 5 – Ropes as mold for the columns
A rope structure is suspended onto the supporting ropes to be used as an 

mold for the columns.

Fig 136. Step 6 – Application material on roof
The fabric is than rigidized by spraying thin layers of water on the fabric. 
Once the whole surface of the fabric is covered in a sufficient amount of 

ice the structure is self-supportive.

Fig 138. Step 8 – Completion Sagrada Familia in Ice
By creating the cross on top of the highest tower the Sagrada Familia in 

Ice will be completed!

Fig 137. Step 7 – Entrance
Textiles are also used to construct the entrance of the Sagrada Familia 
in Ice. Again layers of ice are created by alternately spraying water and 

snow on the textile mold.

layers of water can be sprayed onto it to create a hollow ice 

cross.
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6.  Technical Design
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6.1 Introduction
In this chapter is explained how the technical elabo-

ration of the design of the Sagrada Familia in Ice is 

done. During this phase 12 student contributed as 

part of their master project:

Joris Borsboom, Thijs van de Nieuwenhof, Lars van 

Beers, Loes Mulders, Glenn Pennings, Roel Koekkoek, 

Lieneke van der Molen, Miranda Kamphuis, Dennis 

van der Steen, Yaron Moonen, Martin Drijvers and 

Sven de Loijer.

Fig 139 . The master project team  of the Sagrada Familia in Ice
(Photo: Bart van Overbeeke)

calculationS

The calculations are made by Miranda Kamphuis and Lieneke 

van der Molen as part of their Master-project. Their report can 

be found in the appendix (Appendix A.)  and is used to clarify 

the elaboration of the technical design in this report.

Preconditions

As starting point for the calculations are used defined material 

properties and load cases. The following sources are consulted 

for the this information:

material ProPerties

• Ice (F. Janssen and R. Houben, 2013)

• Pykrete (F. Janssen and R. Houben, 2013)

• Rope: Polypropylene PP (Chr. Muller touw BV)

• Membrane (Oy Scantarp Ab)

• Cloth (Oy Scantarp Ab)

load cases 

Snow load:

• EN 1991-1-3 (2003): Eurocode 1: Actions on structures – 

part 1-3: General actions – Snow loads.

• National Annex Finland (2007)

Wind load:

• EN 1991-1-4 (2005): Eurocode 1: Actions on structures – 

part 1-4: General actions – Wind actions.

• National Annex Finland (2007)

The values used for the structural calculations can be found 

in appendix A .
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6.2 Domes
deSiGn

The towers/ domes are constructed by using a pneumatic 

formwork to spray the building material on (Pykrete). The 

formwork is made of a PVC inflatable membrane.

The inflated formworks will have a height of 30m, 21m (2x) 

and 18m (2x) and the diameter of the ground surfaces will be 

11,2m, 5,4m and 5,4m respectively. The total of 5 domes can 

be divided in three groups; the ‘small’  18m façade towers (2x), 

the ‘middle’  21m façade towers (2x) and the ‘big’ 30m tower.

Fig 140. Design of the Domes
The design of the Sagrada Familia in Ice as a total of 5 domes.
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Fig 141. Form-finding process in GSA
 Form-finding process in GSA by applying only self-weight to the model.

Fig 142. Final shape of the ‘big’ dome
Original parabola (red, inner curve) and final form-finded shape (blue, 

outer curve).

deSiGn ProceSS

form-findinG of the ideal shaPe

The shape of the towers in the original Sagrada Familia are 

designed by using the catenary principles. The shape of the 

towers is perfectly formed by the loads they have to bear. In 

order the find the ideal shape of the domes of the ‘Sagrada 

Familia in Ice’ the same principle must be applied. 

The form-finding of the domes is achieved by using the 

software ‘Oasys GSA’. The start geometry of the model was a 

simple parabola with a height of 30m and a width of 11,2m.  

By applying loads, generated by only the self-weight of the 

shell, to the model the program is able to form-find the most 

ideal shape for the applied set of loads. The first set of loads 

is derived from an estimated shell thickness and is adjusted 

according to the results of the analysis. Once the shape of the 

shell chances,  the loads change as well, so the form-finding 

process must be continued until an equilibrium is found. The 

form-finding is done for all three different domes.
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Fig 143. Thickness off shell of ‘big’ 30m dome
The thickness of the ice shell of the ‘big’ 30m dome derived from the 

calculations performed in GSA.

Fig 144. Structural analysis of ‘big’ 30m dome
The structural analysis shows the maximum compression, tension and 

bending stresses. The maximum deformation is also analyzed.

calculations/ dimensions

Design values

For the structural analyses of the domes the following 

characteristic values of pykrete are used:

• Compression:  fc,k pykrete  = 7,8 [N/mm²];

• Tension:  ft,k pykrete  = 4,7 [N/mm²];

• Bending:  fm,k pykrete  = 4,8 [N/mm²].

Applying a safety factor of 1/10 of the characteristic values 

results in the following design values, which are used to 

perform the unity check:

• Compression:  fc,d pykrete = 1/10 ∙ 7,8 = 0,78 [N/mm²];

• Tension:  ft,d pykrete = 1/10 ∙ 4,7 = 0,47 [N/mm²];

• Bending:  fm,d pykrete = 1/10 ∙ 4,8 = 0,48 [N/mm²].

30m Dome

The thickness of the dome has a gradient of 700mm to 300mm. 

The first element layer is 700mm, the second layer is 600mm, 

the third is 500mm, the fourth is 400mm and the top part of 

the dome is 300mm thick. Around the openings the thickness 

of the dome is also 700mm. It must be noted that in practice 

the ice thickness near the ground surface will increase with a 

gradient due to the construction method used to construct 

the domes.

To determine if the thickness of the shell is sufficient, a 

structural analysis is performed by applying the loads acting 

on the structure in a GSA model. The loadings that act on the 

shell structure are; self-weight of domes, self-weight of the 

cross, snow loading, wind load domes (0˚ and 90˚), wind load 

cross (0˚ and 90˚) and tension forces caused by the nave. The 

value of the loads can be found in appendix A.

A unity check is performed to compare the occurring maximum 

compression, tension and bending stresses to the design 

values. The occurring stresses are lower than the design values 

which means that the thickness of the shell is sufficient. 

0,48 < 1,0  (Does meet requirements)σVM, c 

fc,d pykrete

0,3761
0,78

= =

0,39 < 1,0  (Does meet requirements)σVM, t

ft,d pykrete

0,1855
0,47

= =

0,37 < 1,0  (Does meet requirements)σVM, m

fm,d pykrete

0,1785
0,48

= =
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Fig 145. Thickness off shell of ‘middle’ 21m domes
The thickness of the ice shell of the ‘middle’ 21m domes derived from the 

calculations performed in GSA. 

Fig 146. Structural analysis of ‘middle’ 21m dome
The structural analysis shows the maximum compression, tension and 

bending stresses. The maximum deformation is also analyzed.

21m Domes

The thickness of the dome has a gradient of 400mm to 300mm. 

The first element layer is 400mm, the second layer is 375mm, 

the third is 350mm, the fourth is 325mm and the top part of 

the dome is 300mm thick. Around the openings the thickness 

of the dome is also 400mm. The thickness is chosen due to 

the fact that the domes are connected at the bottom part. 

The completed structure thickness between the domes is 

800mm. It must be noted that in practice the ice thickness 

near the ground surface will increase with a gradient due to 

the construction method used to construct the domes.

To determine if the thickness of the shell is sufficient, a 

structural analysis is performed by applying the loads acting 

on the structure in a GSA model. The loadings that act on 

the shell structure are; self-weight of domes, snow loading, 

wind load (0˚ and 90˚), tension forces caused by the nave and 

tension forces caused by the entrance. The value of the loads 

can be found in appendix A.

 

A unity check is performed to compare the occurring maximum 

compression, tension and bending stresses to the design 

values. The occurring stresses are lower than the design values 

which means that the thickness of the shell is sufficient. 

0,81 < 1,0  (Does meet requirements)σVM, c 

fc,d pykrete

0,6335
0,78

= =

0,49 < 1,0  (Does meet requirements)σVM, t

ft,d pykrete

0,2284
0,47

= =

0,20 < 1,0  (Does meet requirements)σVM, m

fm,d pykrete

0,0939
0,48

= =
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Fig 147. Thickness off shell of ‘small’ 18m domes
The thickness of the ice shell of the ‘small’ 18m domes derived from the 

calculations performed in GSA. 

Fig 148. Structural analysis of ‘small’ 18m dome
The structural analysis shows the maximum compression, tension and 

bending stresses. The maximum deformation is also analyzed.

18m Domes

The thickness of the dome has a gradient of 400mm to 300mm. 

The first element layer is 400 mm, the second layer is 375mm, 

the third is 350mm, the fourth is 325mm and the top part of 

the dome is 300mm thick. Around the openings the thickness 

of the dome is also 400mm. The thickness is chosen due to 

the fact that the domes are connected at the bottom part. 

The completed structure thickness between the domes is 

800mm. It must be noted that in practice the ice thickness 

near the ground surface will increase with a gradient due to 

the construction method used to construct the domes.

To determine if the thickness of the shell is sufficient, a 

structural analysis is performed by applying the loads acting 

on the structure in a GSA model. The loadings that act on 

the shell structure are; self-weight of domes, snow loading, 

wind load (0˚ and 90˚), tension forces caused by the nave and 

positive and negative internal loads. The value of the loads 

can be found in appendix A.

A unity check is performed to compare the occurring maximum 

compression, tension and bending stresses to the design 

values. The occurring stresses are lower than the design values 

which means that the thickness of the shell is sufficient.

0,41 < 1,0  (Does meet requirements)σVM, c 

fc,d pykrete

0,3194
0,78

= =

0,29 < 1,0  (Does meet requirements)σVM, t

ft,d pykrete

0,1372
0,47

= =

0,24 < 1,0  (Does meet requirements)σVM, m

fm,d pykrete

0,1168
0,48

= =
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Special situations

The results as described above only occur when the real 

situation is the same as schematized in the structural 

model used for the analysis. In practice it is likely that the 

circumstances are not always the same. Therefor several 

special situations are taken into account. 

The special situations that have been taken into account are; 

a spring foundation, only local support of foundation, low 

local ice thickness in the lower part of the shell, low local ice 

thickness in the middle part of the shell, low local ice thickness 

in the top of the shell, obliquity of 3 degrees, a 75% finished 

dome, a 50% finished dome and a higher shell thickness.

These situations has been analyzed for all three different 

domes. The results never exceed the safety check, but in some 

situations the stresses do show an increase. 

Scale model experiments 

The exact shape of the inflatable is designed using form-

finding methods based on catenary design principles. The 

shape of actual inflatable used to construct the domes should 

have the exact same shape as the model derived from the 

form-finding process. Different physical models have been 

made in order to develop an easy and efficient way to produce 

the final inflatables.

The construction method designed by T. Kokawa to construct 

ice domes uses an inflatable mold together with a reticulated 

rope cover. The inflatable mold is constructed by welding two 

2-dimensional 110% oversized membranes together. The rope 

cover is designed according to its original dimensions (no 

oversize) and is placed over the inflatable. Once the inflatable 

is inflated the reticulated rope cover will give the correct 

shape to the inflatable. Between the ropes the inflatable will 

bulge, creating a rib-like structure once the ice is applied to 

the inflatable mold. This principle has been the starting point 

for the design of the inflatables used in the Sagrada Familia 

in Ice project.
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Model 1: Cone shaped 110% inflatable, with a vertical/ diagonal 

rope cover

Model 2: Sandwich 110% inflatable, with a vertical/ diagonal 

rope cover

This model is made of different cones welded together with 

a circular ground plain. The rope cover is made of wool ropes. 

Despite the 110% oversize of the inflatable there is only a little 

bulge between the rope cover. This is due to the fact that the 

wool rope cover is not rigid enough to withhold the forces of 

the inflatable.

Although the result of this model is satisfactory, the 

production of the inflatable is difficult and labor intensive. 

A different method using just two 2-dimensional membrane 

sheets, like the method used by T. Kokawa, is investigated by 

creating different physical models.

This model is made of two 2-dimensional membrane sheets 

welded together, leaving a vertical seem in the oversized 

inflatable. The rope cover is made of wool ropes. Also in this 

model the rope cover shows to much elasticity. 

Fig 149. Model 1
Cone shaped 110% inflatable, with a vertical/ diagonal rope cover.

Fig 150. Model 2
Model 2: Sandwich 110% inflatable, with a vertical/ diagonal rope cover.
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Model 3: Sandwich 110% inflatable, with a vertical/ diagonal 

rope cover

Model 4: Sandwich 110% inflatable, with a orthogonal rope 

cover

This model is made of the same inflatable used for model 2, 

except the rope cover is replaced by a non-elastic nylon rope 

cover. This model shows that the oversize of the inflatable 

influences the shape of the rope cover. This is not desirable 

because the shape of the rope cover should have the exact 

form-finded shape.

The length of the ropes of the rope cover are determined 

according to the geometry derived from the form-finding 

process. These lengths only apply to a certain curvature of the 

ropes. Model 3 shows a high degree of bulging of the ropes, 

most visible in the vertical ropes, resulting in an undesirable 

shape. Because of the high curvature the absolute height of 

the rope cover is less then desired.

Another problem is that the inflatable should have a certain 

diameter at a certain height corresponding to the rope cover. 

Because of the oversize of the inflatable the inflatable cannot 

get to the correct height, resulting in to little membrane in 

the top. Also the membrane stresses are less in top, making 

it more fragile to denting.

Fig 151. Model 3
Model 3: Sandwich 110% inflatable, with a vertical/ diagonal rope cover.

Fig 152. Model 4
Model 4: Sandwich 110% inflatable, with a orthogonal rope cover.

The previous model showed to little vertical pressure to 

correctly inflate the top of inflatable. Because of the vertical/ 

diagonal orientation of the ropes the rope cover freely 

transformed in horizontal direction. By adding horizontal ropes 

in the cover the horizontal expansion is reduced, resulting in a 

more vertical expansion. This is investigated in model 4 using 

a orthogonal rope cover and 110% oversized inflatable.

Model 4 still shows an undesirable shape. The bulging of the 

vertical ropes still influences the absolute height of the rope 

cover and inflatable. The horizontal ropes do seem to result 

in a more vertical direction of the inflatable.
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Model 5: Sandwich 100% inflatable, with a vertical/ diagonal 

rope cover

Fig 153. Model 5
Model 5: Sandwich 100% inflatable, with a vertical/ diagonal rope cover.

Model 6: Sandwich 100% inflatable, without rope cover

Fig 154. Model 6
Model 6: Sandwich 100% inflatable, without rope cover.

Previous models were all constructed using a 110% oversized 

inflatable. All these models show that the oversize of the 

inflatable influences the shape of the rope cover. This is not 

desirable because the shape of the rope cover should have 

the exact form-finded shape. Horizontal orientated ropes 

within the rope cover are not able to reduce the bulging of 

the vertical ropes. 

A 100% sized inflatable together with a vertical/ diagonal 

rope cover is investigated in model 5. The model shows a 

smooth curvature of the vertical ropes, resulting in the desired 

absolute height of the inflatable. 

The top of the inflatable seems to be pinched by the rope 

cover, resulting in a blunt shape. This is due to the fact that the 

inflatable, although not purposely, is still oversized because of 

the ground plain. This results the inflatable to creep upwards 

inside the rope cover, leaving a blunted top.

In order to secure the inflatable to stop it from creeping 

upwards it needs to be fixed directly to the ground surface 

at the correct locations. This way the oversize of the ground 

plain of the inflatable is resolved. This method is investigated 

in model 6 and results in a perfect shaped inflatable.

Due to the fact that the membrane is secured directly to the 

ground surface the rope cover is no longer needed to secure 

the inflatable. This does mean that the membrane stresses will 

be higher and a higher quality membrane is needed.
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Fig 155. Membrane pattern
The two patterns of the membrane inflatable are designed using the 

section of the form-finded shape.

Fig 156. 123D- Catch models
The form-find model, physical model and the physical model rescaled.

Fig 157. Cloudcompare
Both the scaled physical model and the form-find model are loaded 
into the software package ‘CloudCompare’ to analyze the shape of the 

physical model.

validation

Model 6 seems to show a desirable shape, although the 

shape derived from the form-finding process can’t be exactly 

achieved by welding just two 2-dimensional membrane sheets 

together. In order to match the shape perfectly multiple 

different patterns have to be welded together, like the way a 

beach ball is constructed to form the double curved surfaces. 

The more patterns are used the better the shape is matched to 

the desired double curved surface. Due to limited production 

time, the method of model 6 is validated for potential use for 

the final inflatables.

The two patterns of the membrane inflatable are designed 

using the section of the form-finded shape (Figure 154.). The 

section is scaled by a factor π/2 in the x-direction. A circular 

ground plain is drawn to minimize asymmetrical inflation of 

the membrane.

In order to validate the shape of the inflatable, that is produced 

by the pattern shown in figure 155, the physical model 6 is 

analyzed. The 3-dimensional shape of the physical model is 

digitalized into a digital 3-dimensional geometry using the 

program ‘123D Catch’ by capturing multiple photographs 

from various angles. The digitalized physical model can then 

be compared to the 3D model based on the geometry derived 

form the form-finding process. 

Figure 156.   shows the 3d model of the form-find and physical 

model. The physical model is slightly higher than the form-

find model, this will be adjusted in the patterns of the final 

inflatable. In order to validate the shape of the inflatable the 

physical model is scaled to match the height of the reference 

form-find model. 

Both the scaled physical model and the form-find model are 

loaded into the software package ‘CloudCompare’ to analyze 

the shape of the physical model. Figure 157. shows the 

deviation of the physical model compared to the reference 

form-find model. The body of the inflatable shows a deviation 

ranging from -2 to 2mm. At the foundation and the top higher 

deviation is found. The deviation at the foundation is expected, 

because of the bulging of the membrane. The deviation at the 

top is caused by the creasing of the membrane, this will have 

almost no effect on the larger final inflatables. 

Overall the shape of the physical membrane is very satisfactory. 

The 2D patterns used to construct the scale model prove to 

be suitable to create the final inflatables.
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detailS

membrane quality

The Kokawa method uses the reticulated rope cover to secure 

the inflatable, which means that a simple Polyethylene (PE) 

membrane is sufficient. Without the use of a rope cover to 

secure the inflatable to the ground surface, anchors strips 

directly placed on the membrane are needed. This results in 

high stresses in the membrane.

Instead of a PE membrane a higher quality membrane  has to 

be used to construct the inflatables of the Sagrada Familia 

in Ice. Polyvinylchloride membrane is used to make sure that 

the membrane doesn’t tear when subjected to the occurring 

stresses.

Two types of membranes are used to construct the inflatables: 

1) Vinyplan Arctic 6545 and 2) Vinyplan Arctic 6544. The 

membranes are consist of a basis 1100dtex polyester fabric 

with a coating of PVC/PU. Both types of membrane are UV, 

mildew and rot resistant. 

The Vinyplan Arctic 6545 is used fo the production of the 

inflatable of the 30m dome. The Vinyplan Arctic 6544 is used 

to construct the membranes of the 18m and 21m domes.

Vinylplan Arctic 6545  Value  

Density    0,68 [kg/m²]

Width    2,05 [m]

Tear strength   350 [N]

Tensile strength                  3000 [N/5cm]

Adhesion   100 [N/5cm]

Temperature resistance             70 to -50  [˚C]

Flame retardancy   <75 [mm/min]

Vinylplan Arctic 6544  Value 

Density    0,65 [kg/m²]

Width    2,05 [m]

Tear strength   250 [N]

Tensile strength            2300-2400 [N/5cm]

Adhesion   120 [N/5cm]

Temperature resistance             70 to -50  [˚C]

roPe cover 

Although the rope cover is not needed to secure the inflatable, 

a rope cover is still used to ensure a quick growth of ice and 

pykrete on the steep and smooth surface of the inflatable. 

The rope cover has a diamond shaped grid. The width of the 

rope cover is able to expand, to make sure that the inflatable 

will not be pinched by the rope cover. 

Fig 158. Rope Cover
The rope cover is draped over the inflatable.

The rope cover is draped over the inflatable once it is fully 

inflated. When the first layers of ice has been applied to 

the mold the rope cover is fixed and will help stabilize the 

inflatable.

anchorinG

The oversize of the ground plain and the internal pressure 

of the inflatable results in a upward force subjected to the 

anchoring of the inflatable. 

The internal air pressure of the 30m inflatable will be 

approximately 0,3kN/m². The ground plain surface of the 

inflatable is approximately 113m². The internal air pressure 

and the ground plain surface result in an upward force of 41kN 

(safety factor: 1,2 included). Figure 159. shows the anchoring 

plan of the 30m dome, in total 21 anchors are used, resulting 

in a 2kN upward force subjected to each anchor.
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Fig 159. Anchoring plan 30m Dome
The anchoring plan  of the 30m Dome, which was used  to determine the 

location of the anchor points on the building site.

Despite the fact that the rope cover will help stabilize the 

inflatables, other securing ropes are needed to help stabilize 

the inflatables especially in early stage when no ice is applied 

yet to the inflatable. 

Fig 160. Securing the inflatable
Supporting ropes were used to secure the inflatables. 

The securing ropes can be attached to the rope cover and 

the strips, which are welded to the membrane, and special 

previously drilled anchors. The ropes are designed to withhold 

wind gusts with a wind speed of up to 13,8m/s. This results 

in a 54kN load in each rope in a 45 degree angle. Bigger and 

sluices

The entrances of the domes are created by welding sluices to 

the inflatables. Ice and pykrete will form around the sluices 

and will leave an opening in the structure once the inflatable is 

deflated. The openings are used to remove the inflatable from 

inside the structure, so each dome needs at least one opening. 

Fig 161. Securing the inflatable
Supporting ropes were used to secure the inflatables. 

The 30m dome is inflated by using two air blowers which are 

connected to separate sluices. The 18 and 21m domes are 

connected to each other. All four the domes are also inflated 

by separate air blowers.

heavier anchors, compared to the anchors needed to secure 

the inflatables, are needed for this kind of wind loads. It must 

be stated that the average wind speed during the construction 

period is only 3,3m/s. When wind speeds of 13,8m/s do occur 

all construction work is paused and the construction site is 

cleared for safety reasons.
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Figure A.3 Results for “Control of ULS” for 20 milimeter diameter. 
 
 

 

  

cross

The original cross of the Sagrada Familia is approximately 16 

meters high and is orientated in three dimensions. The design 

of the cross of the Sagrada Familia in ice should have the same 

proportion as the original. When the cross is scaled to the size 

of the Sagrada Familia in Ice the height of the cross should be 

approximately 3,2 meters.

The cross is designed to be constructed out of steel rebar 

and rapped in textile fabric. Once the cross is fixed on the 

domes, the fabric is prayed with water in order to create an ice 

shell. Calculations performed in the program ‘SCIA Engineer’ 

resulted in diameter of 20mm for the rebar. 

Fig 162. Structural analysis of the Cross
The structural analysis is prformed in SCIA Engineer.
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Fig 163. Production pattern
Production drawing of one of the patterns of the 30m dome.

Fig 164. Step 1
Welding strips of PVC-membrane 

(Photo: Bart van Overbeeke)

Fig 165. Step 2
Drawing pattern on PVC-membrane.

Production

membrane

The inflatables are made of a PVC membrane and produced 

according to the patterns that were validated by the scale 

models.  Figure 163. shows one of the patterns used to 

produce the inflatable of the 30m dome. The inflatables were 

produced in a production hall at Poly-Ned BV. All production 

drawings of the inflatables can be found in appendix X.

Production steps

The inflatables are produced according to the following steps:

 

Step 1: Welding strips of membrane

The membrane comes on rolls of approximately 60 meters 

length and a width of 2,05m. Different strips of membrane are 

measured and laid out next to each other. The strips are then 

welded together, using a hot air automatic welder, to form a 

single sheet of membrane.

Step 2: Drawing pattern on membrane

Both patterns of the inflatable are drawn on two separate 

sheets of PVC membrane. The outline of the pattern is offset 

by 40mm outwards for welding the two patterns together. 

First all anchor strips and sluices are welded to the individual 

patterns.
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Fig 166. Step 1
Welding strips of PVC-membrane.

(Photo: Bart van Overbeeke)

Fig 167. Step 1
Welding strips of PVC-membrane.

(Photo: Bart van Overbeeke)

Fig 168. Step 1
Welding strips of PVC-membrane.

(Photo: Bart van Overbeeke)

Fig 169. Welding equipment
Top: Automatic hot air welder - Leister Varimat V2, Middle: Manual hot 

air welder - Leister Triac S, Bottom: Leister pressure roller 40mm.

Equipment

The equipment used to weld the membranes is shown in 

figure 169. 

Step 3: Welding both patterns together

The two separate patterns are welded together by using an 

automatic hot air welder. For the parts with high curvature the 

patterns are manually welded. The patterns are placed with 

the external sides (side with anchor strips and sluices) facing 

each other. The half circular bottom of the membrane is left 

open, in order to flip it inside out.

Step 4: Flipping inflatable inside out

Once the patterns are welded to each other the membrane is 

flipped inside out. This way the rough seam of the weld is on 

the inside of the inflatable and can’t get stuck in the ice shell 

during construction. Once the inflatable is flipped the bottom 

half of the inflatable is also welded.

Step 5: Folding inflatable for transport

Once the inflatable is completely welded it is folded into a 

small package, making it easy to transport.
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Fig 172. Testing of weld and membrane material
The membrane and weld were tested , in order to make sure the material 

and weld were strong enough to withhold the predicted stresses.

Fig 170. Used weld
This is the weld used to connect the inflatables together. This weld is 

likely to peel when subjected to high stresses.

Fig 171. Favorable weld
This weld is structurally more favorable, because this seam is mainly 

subjected to just shearing.

Due to the production process a seam like shown in figure 170. 

has been used to weld the patterns of the inflatable  together. 

Structurally this kind of seem is not favorable, because the 

seam is mainly  subjected to peeling. A weld as shown in figure 

Y. is structurally more favorable, because this seam is mainly 

subjected to just shearing. Due to limited production time the 

easier and quicker weld has been applied.

anchor striPs

As mentioned before the anchors will be subjected to a 2kN 

load to secure the inflatable to the ground surface. Anchor 

strips are welded on the inflatable and will be made of a PVC 

membrane material. The strength of the weld and the tensile 

strength of the anchor strip is tested by doing experiments.

Figure 172. shows the setup of the experiments. The anchor 

strip is made of a white PVC membrane material which has 

less tensile strength as the base material of the inflatable. 

This is done to prevent the actual inflatable from tearing when 

subjected to high unexpected loads. 

The test sample consists of the white anchor strip material 

with on both sides a piece of yellow base material welded on 

to it. The sample has a width of 25mm. 

The result of the experiment was that the white anchor 

strip teared first at a load of 2,4kN. The base material of the 

inflatable and the weld where still intact. The actual anchor 

strip that is used to secure the inflatable to the ground surface 

has a width 120mm, resulting in a theoretical tensile strength 

of 11,5kN, which is sufficient to withhold the occurring forces.
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Fig 173. Rope cover
The plan for creating the rope cover. The colors indicate the continuity 

of the ropes.

Fig 174. Connection of the ropes
The ropes are connected with aluminium clamps.

roPe cover

The rope cover is produced according to the production 

drawings as shown in figure 173. Ropes made of polypropylene 

are cut to the correct lengths. Aluminum rings are then 

alternately laced over the ropes to form the diamond shaped 

pattern. The aluminum rings are then pinched at the correct 

position by using a bolt cutter.
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6.3 Nave
As described in Chapter 5 The nave of the Sagrada Fa-

milia in Ice is based on the tree-like column structure 

of the original Sagrada Familia. The columns of Gaudí’s 

cathedral are designed to optimally carry the loads of 

the entire structure. Due to the size and complexity 

of the Sagrada Familia, this is simplified in the design 

of the Sagrada Familia in Ice. 

deSiGn

The columns of the nave of the Sagrada Familia in Ice are 

designed on a grid of 2 meters. The façade towers and the main 

tower are connected by the nave with a total of five rows of 

columns. The roof of the nave will be an abstracted version of 

the original, without the double layered construction. 

 

Figure 175. shows the starting point of the design of the nave. 

It is totally based on arches were the outer columns will bear 

against the domes. This principle is drawn in an Autocad model.

Fig 177. The sketch in AutocadFig 175. Sketch of the starting point of design of the nave.

Fig 176. 3D autocad model of the sketch.
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Form-FindinG

However this model was based on arches, some columns were 

too long. Buckling has much more influence on longer columns, 

so a new physical model was made using elastic bands in order 

to reduce the length of the columns. The elastic band model 

gives an indication of the form-finded shape. Some ropes were 

added to create a more logical shape with shorter beams. 

Based on the elastic band model an Autocad model was made 

which was used to perform the structural calculations in GSA.

Fig 178. The elastic model
The shape gets more catenary

Fig 181. Form  find Autocad model front view

Fig 180. Form find Autocad model 3D

Fig 179. The elastic model
The shape gets more catenary
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Fig 182. Predicted  measurements  for calculations

column Structure

The final Autocad model was used for the form-finding process 

in GSA. By varying force densities for certain ropes or parts 

and testing impacts of changing force density an Autocad 

line structure was form-find.  Once the design had a proper 

shape to go on with, it is loaded by its pre-stress to be able to 

test it on self-weight. Many small design changes have been 

made to optimize the structure. After changing the support 

points, which have been decided with help of an iterative 

model, force densities and included design wishes, the final 

model was found.

rooF

The design of the roof was form-find by the design of the 

columns. The roof should be an ice plate that is placed on top 

of the column-beam structure.

reSult

What was assumed is that the columns/beams will be tapered 

from bottom to top, because of the applied building method. 

The columns will be build up from the bottom so more ice 

growth will occur on the lower parts of the columns. Water 

that is sprayed on the higher parts will flow downwards so 

water will pile up more in the lower construction, resulting in 

a tapered column structure.

The roof will be made out of textile fabric that is connected to 

the top nodes of the beams. The textile fabric must form an ice 

plate, once the fabric is sprayed on with water and snow. The 

assumed measurements of the nave are shown in figure 182.  

load caSeS

To calculate the structure of the nave, different load cases 

were analyzed. The characteristic shape of the roof is likely to 

have a unevenly divided snow load. Snow can easily accumulate 

between the curvature of the roof. This has to be taken into 

account for the structural analysis. For wind loading the nave is 

tested on both internal wind load and external wind load. The 

full structural analysis of the nave can be found in appendix A.

calculationS/teStinG

The nave is calculated with an user defined material that 

contains the Young’s modulus of ice with the density and 

strengths of pykrete. During construction, ropes will also 

be integrated in the columns. These ropes are not taken 

into any consideration for the structural properties of the 

building, however the ropes will have a positive effect on the 

structural properties of the columns. The column and beam 

elements are constructed in GSA as beams, while the ropes 

are modelled as ties. 
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deSiGn ValueS

For the structural analyses of the nave the following 

characteristic values of pykrete are used:

• Compression:  fc,k pykrete  = 7,8 [N/mm²];

• Tension:  ft,k pykrete  = 4,7 [N/mm²];

• Bending:  fm,k pykrete  = 4,8 [N/mm²].

Applying a safety factor of 1/5 of the characteristic values 

results in the following design values, which are used to 

perform the unity check:

• Compression:  fc,d pykrete = 1/5 ∙ 7,8 = 1,56 [N/mm²];

• Tension:  ft,d pykrete = 1/5 ∙ 4,7 = 0,94 [N/mm²];

• Bending:  fm,d pykrete = 1/5 ∙ 4,8 = 0,96 [N/mm²].

Final Situation

For the final situation the nave is divided into two parts: the 

roof and the column-beam structure. 

the roof

The values for compression, tension, and bending stresses, 

derived from the structural analysis in GSA, are compared 

with the design values: 

The GSA model did simulate the catenary shape, but is not 

fully correct resulting in bending moments under dead-load. 

Therefore, the results of the bending stresses under external 

load will be lower than reported. The maximum values 

of tension stresses above 0,96N/mm² are very local. They 

only occur in de top vault of the membrane. By increasing 

the thickness of the ice at the vaults those stresses can be 

absorbed.

column-beam structure

The values for compression, tension, and bending stresses, 

derived from the structural analysis in GSA, are compared with 

the design values:

 Wind and snow will always cause an asymmetrical load and 

hereby the displacements are also asymmetrical. The diameter 

of the beams and columns decreases near the top. This causes 

less self-weight and surface area, but more local stresses, 

which also depends on the angle of the beam. The tensile 

stresses are only higher than 0,94N/mm² at the connection 

to the large dome. The connections itself will also help 

release those stresses, but this is not taken into account in 

the structural analysis.

Fig 183. Overview stresses in the roof of the nave

Fig 184. Overview stresses in the column-beam structure of the nave

0,67 < 1,0  (Does meet requirements)σVM, c 

fc,d pykrete

1,05
1,56

= =

1,53 > 1,0  (Does not meet requirements)σVM, t

ft,d pykrete

1,44
0,94

= =

1,0 = 1,0  (Does meet requirements)σVM, m

fm,d pykrete

0,98
0,96

= =

0,87 < 1,0  (Does meet requirements)σVMc, c 

fc,d pykrete

1,37
1,56

= =

1,11 > 1,0  (Does not meet requirements)σVMc, t

ft,d pykrete

1,05
0,94

= =

1,0 = 1,0  (Does meet requirements)σVMc, m

fm,d pykrete

0,96
0,96

= =
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What can be concluded from the calculations is that cantilevers 

are effecting the structural properties negatively and should 

be prevented during process. The ropes should be pre-stressed 

before spraying water. When there is not enough tension 

on those ropes, they will deform when water and snow is 

applied onto them. Due to the deformation the columns will 

get another shape which is unfavorable for the structural 

properties of the nave. This should be avoided as much as 

possible. (Appendix A)

Fig 185. Calculations during process: model 1
Open tops upper layer beams

Fig 188. Calculations during process: model 4
Open tops middle layer beams

Fig 187. Calculations during process: model 3
Finished middle layer beams

Fig 189. Calculations during process: model 5
Half beams middle layer beams

Fig 190. Calculations during process: model 6
Finished bottom layer beams

durinG ProceSS

Ropes are suspended between the towers and sprayed with 

water. Ice will form around those ropes, but before the final 

situation is reached unfavorable situations will occur. When 

the ropes are not sprayed totally, the arches which are formed 

in the final situation, will act as cantilevers. The following 

situations where cantilevers may occur are calculated: 

Fig 186. Calculations during process: model 2
half beams upper layer beams 
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exPerimentS

ice GrowinG

Experiments where conducted to gain more insight in the way 

ice grows around suspended ropes. Three different variants 

has been tested.

1) Single rope;

2) Single rope with a surrounding net structure;

3) Single rope covered with textile fabric.

The models were suspended in a giant freezer inside a  

warehouse and where sprayed with water. The net structure 

worked the best increasing the ice growth. This method was 

used to create the actual columns of the nave. 

Another experiment was performed to test if a freely shaped 

net structure could be fixated by spraying it with water. 

The net structure was suspended between the racks of the 

warehouse, creating a less then optimal shape. The net 

was then sprayed with water for a few days, resulting in a 

self-supportive structure. Within a week the structure was 

collapsed due to creep. No melting could have been occurred, 

because the temperature inside the warehouse was kept at 

a constant of -18˚C.

Fig 192. Beam principles suspended in freezer warehouse
Placing the foundation panels with rope anchoring.

Fig 193. Net  structure suspended in freezer warehouse

Fig 191. Sketch of the different types of beams

1 2 3
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detailS

anchor Points

Because the anchor points of the nave can be in the way 

during the realization of the domes, they are made just before 

construction on the nave starts. At that time, the ground 

surface will be covered with a thick layer of ice, making it 

possible to create anchors by freezing ropes in the soil. Four 

buckets of ice with rope were made and were  tested on the 

tensile capacity of the connection. The test resulted in a tensile 

strength of 32,84kN. At some samples even the rope snapped 

instead of the ice.

columns

As previous tests indicate,  a net structure around a central 

rope results in the fastest ice growth. Instead of a net structure 

around the central rope, multiple parallel ropes are used in the 

final design of the columns. The ice grows around the rope, 

which eventually forms a solid ice column.  Cardboard tubes 

are placed between the parallel rope to act as spacers. 

conStruction Finland

During construction in Finland it became clear that the ice 

grew more rapid then predicted. Due to this the spacers 

were not necessary, because a single rope was sufficient for 

the ice growth. 

The textile fabric roof was also not connected during 

realization. When the roof was ready to be installed, time 

was too short to create something aesthetically pleasing and 

structurally safe.

 

Fig 194. Experiment with frozen anchorpoints

Fig 196. Detail of  how the column-beam structure is built up

Fig 195. Connection principle of the textile fabric to the rope structure

textile fabric roof

The textile fabric roof should be connected to the rope 

structure. First a rope was rolled in the textile fabric to 

reinforce the edge so it could handle some forces. 
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Production

column beam

The Nave is divided in two parts, one left and one right and 

both are each other’s reflection. Each part consist out of 5 

segments which are all unique because of the form finding of 

the nave. A segment is supported by a rope which is suspended 

between the three main supporting ropes in-between the 

domes. Each segment is fragmented into six lengths of rope 

(Figure 198.). All lengths are a combination of four ropes that 

are tied together so that they will work as one. Hereby it is 

possible to place the tube in between the ropes (Figure 196.).

Materials:

Poly propylene rope;

Labels (ductape);

Steel thread;

Ductape;

Measurement tools.

conStruction Finland

During construction in Finland the plans slightly chanced. 

The supporting ropes could not be connected to the domes, 

because they were not finished yet. Seven tree trunks were 

arranged and placed against the unfinished domes. The 

supporting ropes were connected to those trunks, to make it 

possible to build the nave without finishing the domes first.

Fig 197. Nave divided in 5 segments

Location nodeRope dimensions  Red

1/40

001

A3

10-12-2014

First segment Red

Fig 198. Production drawing of the lengths of the ropes

Fig 199. The lengths of the segments were made
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makinG seGments

To find all the points that must be connected to each other, 

a 3-dimensional coordinate system was used. The 6 different 

ropes in each segment were made four times and connected 

at the intersections to be able to create the beam structure.

The fragments of the segments have a relative complex 

structure, because they are stacked onto each other. Therefore 

a creation-plan was made to assemble the segments. In this 

plan is explained  that the segments can be build up in 7 steps 

(Figure 201-203). In the creation-plan most ropes can easily be 

placed over the earlier placed ropes. There are two exceptions 

were the ropes needed to go under the already placed ropes.

Fig 200. Different ropes in one segment

Fig 202. Producing the segments
Step 4 and 5 of the production process

Fig 203. Producing the segments
Step 6 and 7 of the production process

Fig 201. Producing the segments
Step 1, 2 and 3 of the production process
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One of the segments was assembled in the Netherlands to test 

if the creation-plan worked. Important was to establish that 

the segment was assembled correctly when it was suspended 

in its 3-dimensional shape. Due to the risk of ropes getting 

tangled during transport it was decided to produce the other 

9 segments in Finland. 

When all segments were joint in pairs they needed to be 

prepared for transport to the construction site. The two 

connected segments were wrapped in pieces of cloth to 

separate the two segments but also to prevent them from 

tangling during transport. The packages where coded to 

make sure that they would be placed at the correct location 

in the nave.

Fig 204. One segment finished
(Photo: Bart van Overbeeke)
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roof Production

In the Netherlands there was not enough time to produce the 

roof of the nave before going to Finland. The textile fabric 

was brought to Finland and in the first week the roof of the 

nave was made in a sports hall. About 10 people worked on 

the production of the roof for three days straight.

Over every segment of the nave a textile fabric was  planned. 

Each segment consisted out of four sheets because the roll 

if textile fabric was not width enough to make it out of one 

piece. And the because of the double curved surfaces of the 

segments, the segments needed to patterned.

The shape of those sheets is modelled in Rhino and drawn over 

on a 2-dimensional piece of fabric. Curves could  be drawn 

with a long bendable tent pole, by indicating and placing 

it over several points of the curve. The tent pole will than 

automatically follow the curve of  design.

When the sheets are cut out,  the pieces are sewed together. 

This was done with a professional sewing machine in a sports 

hall in center of Juuka. To prevent tearing out of the edges, 

the fabric is reinforced by a rope rolled in the sheets and 

afterwards connected with tie-raps. 

Materials:

Measurement tools;

Sewing machine;

Scissors;

Bendable tent poles.

Fig 205. Overview of the roof panel

Fig 206. One roof panel
One roof panel is divided into 4 pieces
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Fig 207. Cutting the pieces
(Photo: Bart van Overbeeke)

Fig 208. Ordening of the pieces textile fabric
(Photo: Bart van Overbeeke)

Fig 209. Sewing the pieces of fabric
(Photo: Bart van Overbeeke)
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6.4 Entrance
As described in Chapter 5, The ‘Passion façade’ of 

Gaudí’s original design has been the reference for 

designing the entrance of the Sagrada Familia in Ice. 

The entrance will be realized in an ice shell. It is con-

structed with a textile fabric formwork supported by 

two columns in the middle, made of ropes.

deSiGn

The design of the entrance was based on arches like in the 

original design, but was not form-finded like the domes and 

nave. At first a model was made, based on the original design 

of the Sagrada Familia. This model acted as the base for 

the calculations. In contrary with the nave and the domes, 

the design of the entrance was derived by testing different 

building methods first. Afterwards the structural analysis has 

been conducted.

The entrance will be built last, this makes it possible to connect 

the entrance directly to the domes. But, it could also be 

possible that the domes are not yet finished at that time, so 

it should also be possible to build the entrance independently. 

Different variants were made and tested in a freezing cell, to 

see what the effect of ice growth will be.

Variant 1
The ridges are pulled around rigid beams supported with 

large poles at the tops and pulled downwards with rope at the 

bottoms. The other side of the beams is fixed into the domes. 

The cloth is pulled around the beams to get it on tension and 

has to be pulled and fixed at the outer sides. At those outer 

sides the cloth is sew around a beam where it can be pulled 

down. Some support ropes can be installed to stabilize the 

tops of the entrance.

After freezing the model and spraying it with water, the 

supporting beams and ropes can be removed. The ropes that 

pull the bottoms down, form supporting columns of ice and 

will stay in the structure. More and thicker ice growth will occur 

at the bottom of the entrance, because of the dripping of the 

water. Due to this also stalactites will form.

Fig 210. Design of the Entrance

Fig 211. Variant 1 of the Entrance
Design supported with beams and columns
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Variant 2
In variant two is chosen to replace the beams with rope. Those 

ropes are supported by other ropes suspended around the 

domes and to the supporting ropes, as shown in figure X. The 

edges are curved this way and in the outer sides triangular 

cuts are made. By doing this the structure gets more organic 

shape which fits perfectly within the design philosophy of the 

Sagrada Familia in Ice.

Final deSiGn

The final design is based on the prior variants. The main 

difference is that the cloth is fixed to the ridges to assure that 

the cloth will not flip of and folds somewhere in the middle. 

Fig 212. Detail of Variant 2 of the Entrance
The curvature caused by the rope connections

Fig 213. Final design of the Entrance
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calculationS

measurements

In figure 214 and 215 the dimensions of the entrance are 

shown. The entrance should be 9,6 meters at the highest point. 

Thicknesses are assumed and tested by calculations.

durinG Process

During process the entrance should not give too much 

problems. The most important thing is to keep the entrance 

in balance, which means that during process the left and right 

side should be the same thickness. 

final situation

The structural analysis is performed by the self-weight and 

external loadings onto the model. For the wind-load three 

situations are taken into account. Wind-loading from the side 

and wind-loading from the front, downwards and upwards. 

(Appendix A.) The design values for the entrance are the same 

as for the nave. The results of the maximum compression, 

tension and bending stresses for the roof are: 

Fig 215. Predicted measurements for calculations
 Heights of the Entrance

Fig 214. Predicted measurements for calculations
 Thickness of the shell

Fig 216. Overview stresses in the roof of the entrance

Fig 217. Overview stresses in the columns of the entrance

0,2 < 1,0  (Does meet requirements)σVM, c2

fc,d pykrete

0,32
1,56

= =

0,18 < 1,0  (Does meet requirements)σVM, t2

ft,d pykrete

0,1855
0,94

= =

0,18 < 1,0  (Does meet requirements)σVM, m2

fm,d pykrete

0,1785
0,96

= =

The results of the maximum compression, tension and bending 

stresses for the columns are: 

0,85 < 1,0  (Does meet requirements)σVM, c2

fc,d pykrete

1,33
1,56

= =

1,0 = 1,0  (Does meet requirements)σVM, t2

ft,d pykrete

0,95
0,94

= =

1,0 = 1,0  (Does meet requirements)σVM, m2

fm,d pykrete

0,96
0,96

= =
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Production

Six sheets of textile fabric, all made of several sheets, were put 

together for the entrance. The production process is the same 

as of the roof of the nave, described in Chapter 6.4. 

conStruction Finland

Unfortunately there was not enough time at the end of the 

process to realize the entrance. The domes were not finished 

at the end of week three, so the focus was put on finishing 

the domes.

Fig 219. The 6 pieces the entrance is made up of.

Fig 218. One of the 6 pieces

Fig 220. Finished sheet of the Entrance
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6.5 Construction Technology
This paragraph describes the construction technology 

used to construct the Sagrada Familia in Ice. The de-

sign of the construction is introduced in this chapter 

including a description of all its components.  The 

construction method as described in chapter 5.3 is 

discussed in more detail including an overview of the 

needed equipment. Safety measures and transport is 

also discussed in this paragraph.

conStruction Site
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Figuur 34. Inrichting van de bouwplaats en omgeving bij de bouw van de Sagrada Familia in Ice.Fig 221. Construction site
An overview of the construction site with the different components.

The Stone Centre is directly located at the border of the 

construction site, therefor it is a perfect facility to act as the 

main entrance of the building site once the project has been 

finished. 

The office space of the Stone Centre is used as an the main 

office, kitchen and canteen by the crew of the Sagrada Familia 

in Ice. The office space has facilities like internet connection, 

private rooms, restrooms, showers and a meeting room. The 

kitchen and canteen is used for restoring energy and warming 

after the shifts.

Inside the Stone Center a workshop is located which is available 

for work that needs to be performed inside a warm climate. 

Frozen or clogged equipment can be taken to the workshop 

to get it defrost or cleaned. The workshop also acts as a small 

storage for equipment and material that needs to be stored 

in temperatures above zero.

 

Exhibitions 
and tourist 

shop

Laboratory

Storage

stone centre

The building site is located on the property of heat-retaining 

fireplace manufacturer Tulkikivi Oy. Although the Stone Centre 

is also located on their property it is owned by a separate 

organization. The Stone Centre facilitates a permanent 

exhibition of natural stone, a professional laboratory for 

natural stone experiments, a  temporary exhibition space and 

rentable office spaces. 

Studyroom
Office and 

canteen
Auditorium

Fig 222. Floorplan Stone Centre
An overview of the facilities located in the ‘Stone Centre’.

Ground floor

First floor
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office container

Although an office is located inside the Stone Centre another 

office is needed directly on the construction site. The trailer 

must be equipped with electricity and heaters in order to have 

a quick availability for the construction workers to warm up 

and drink a cup of coffee during their shift.

technical cabin

The technical cabin is to be located right next to the office 

container. Inside the cabin the electricity point for the 

construction site should be located. Inside the cabin, room 

should be available for aggregates, which should be used as 

a electricity backup. The water point should also be accessible 

through the cabin and a drainage system should be available 

near the water point.

Pykrete 

Two 15 m³ watertight waste containers are needed to act 

as basins for the pykrete mixing process. The containers are 

centrally placed on the construction site, in order to cover 

the whole structure with a minimum amount of hoses. The 

sawdust, needed to create the pykrete mixture, should be 

stored directly next to the pykrete containers for a quick and 

smooth mixture process.

charGinG Points equiPment

Diesel fueled engines need to be heated when not in use 

in cold temperatures. A predefined location for storing and 

heating of the heavy equipment, like boom lifts and forklift 

trucks, is needed for an efficient process. 

electricity Plan

Figure 223. shows the electricity plan for the construction site. 

All electrical equipment is powered by the electricity point 

which is connected to the power grid.
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Power outages are a big problem in the region of Juuka in 

winter time. The power grid is of electricity wires is located 

above ground. After a period of heavy snow fall a large amount 

of snow gets stuck on the these wires. When it starts to thaw, 

the snow will start melting, resulting in catapulting the wires. 

When the wires hit each other it will cause a short circuit 

resulting in a power outage.   

The inflatable molds should always keep pressurized by the 

electrical air blowers during construction. A power outage 

could cause serious problems regarding the construction of 

the domes and the safety of the construction workers. 

Because of the high probability of n power outage, a second 

power resource should always be ready for use. Right next 

to the electricity point on the construction site, multiple 

aggregates are needed to act as an emergency backup. 

Because of the cold climate the aggregates should be turned 

on every two hours to make sure that they work properly 

when needed.

Fig 223. Electricity plan
An overview of the electrical equipment on the construction site with 

the different components.

The laboratory facilitated inside the Stone Centre is used 

for testing of materials. The lab is mainly used for structural 

experiments on fiber-reinforced ice samples.

The temporary exhibition space inside the Stone Centre is used 

as an exhibition space for work related to Sagrada Familia in 

Ice after the official opening. 
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PreParationS

All preparations on the groundwork and anchoring have to 

be finished prior to the start of the realization on the 29th of 

December 2014.

Groundwork

The best spot, on the building site, for the construction of the 

Sagrada Familia in Ice has been investigated by doing ground 

analyses. The first choice was to build the ice structure directly 

near the road (for visibility), but the ground analysis indicated 

that the soil on this location was not suitable for building 

a structure the size of the Sagrada Familia in Ice. Another 

location, slightly more to south, was more suitable, because 

of the rock bedding underneath, although it still needed some 

improvement.

The construction site of the Sagrada Familia in Ice has been 

improved in order to make it suitable for the construction of 

such an ice structure.  The location of the Sagrada Familia in Ice 

was a landscape overgrown with trees and bushes. In order to 

make it suitable for construction the site had to be prepared. 

The trees and bushes are removed and a layer of blasted rock is 

placed to secure a solid foundation for the future ice structure. 

On top of the rocks a layer of gravel is placed to make sure that 

the construction site is completely levelled and flat.

Fig 224. Levelling construction site
The trees and bushes are removed to secure a levelled construction site.

Fig 226. Finished construction site
On top of the rocks a layer of gravel is placed to make sure that the 

construction site is completely levelled and flat.

Fig 225. Soil improvement
The soil of construction site is improved by applying a layer of blasted 

rocks. This provides a solid foundation for the future ice structure.
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drillinG anchors

In order to start working immediately on the ice structure 

when the construction group arrives in Finland on the 28th of 

December 2014 all work on the anchoring has to be conducted 

previously. Secondly the soil will be frozen completely in 

December making it impossible to drill the anchors at that 

time.

From the 26th of November till the 3rd of October the 

preparations for the anchoring of the Sagrada Familia in Ice 

were conducted. In total a number of 79 ground anchors are 

drilled in the blasted rock bedding of the construction site. 

Special earth anchors are driven into the ground, providing a 

safe and environmentally sensitive installation. An upward pull 

on the anchor tendon rotates the anchor into a perpendicular 

"anchor lock” position in the soil, resulting in a excellent 

holding capacity.

The positioning of the anchors has been indicated according 

to figure 227. The center of the domes have been used as a 

reference to pinpoint the exact location of the anchors. 

The anchor points indicated in figure 227. are used to secure 

the inflatables. Small ground anchors with a depth of 1 m will 

suffice for this purpose. The blasted rock foundation is too 

hard to directly drill the anchors manually. Pilot holes have to 

be predrilled using a tractor loader with a hydraulic hammer 

drill attached. After the predrilling the anchors can be drilled 

manually with a pneumatic/ hydraulic drill. (Figure 228.)

The anchors meant to secure the inflatables against heavy 

wind load are bigger and need to be drilled to a depth of 3 

meters. This is done by using the tractor loader with a hydraulic 

hammer drill attached.

After all the anchors are correctly, placed water is pored over 

the anchor points to secure an even tougher foundation.

Fig 227. Anchoring plan
The anchor plan for the Sagrada Familia in Ice.

Fig 228. Predrilling
The anchor points had to be drilled, because of hard soil.

Fig 229. Drilling anchors
The small anchors are drilled with a manual pneumatic drill. The bigger 

anchors are drilled with a hydraulic drill attached to an excavator. 
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conStruction ProceSS

The Sagrada Familia in Ice will be constructed by using the 

same method used to construct the Pykrete Dome. Despite 

the similarity, the construction process of the Sagrada Familia 

in Ice is altered in order to meet the specific design aspects.

During the construction process, many workers, material and 

equipment is required on the construction site. However, all 

these machines and materials are not all required at the same 

time. Therefore, a description of the construction process is 

needed to provide a good indication of the amount and time 

certain equipment, machines and workers are required on 

location.

After the preparations of the construction site has been 

finished, the construction process can be divided into 4 

phases. Each phase can be divided into several steps, which 

each describe the type of work and required equipment. The 

different phases are as follows:

• Preparations;

• Domes;

• Nave;

• Entrance;

• Finishing.

PreParations

1 Preparations of construction site

It is essential that all technical installations are installed 

correctly and on the right location. In order to work 24/7 it 

is important to have sufficient lighting on the construction 

site. Lighting is placed on every corner of the site to ensure a 

completely illuminated work space.

Water supply is another important aspect. Initially there was no 

water access point located on the construction site. The water 

supply on the construction site had to come from a nearby 

mine. With a big submersible pump the water is transported 

from the mine to the construction site. Another 50 bar pump is 

installed on the construction site to provide sufficient pressure 

for spraying water and making snow.

The power supply is also installed with sufficient power to 

supply all electrical equipment, like air pumps and lighting. 

To minimize the effect of a power outage, aggregates are 

installed and should always be ready for use.

To completely prepare the construction site an office, storage 

and other accommodation should be placed to provide the 

workers with proper accommodation during the construction 

period. In addition, the construction site is surrounded with 

construction fences to provide extra safety.
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Fig 230. Step 2 – Placing inflatables and rope structures
 Placing of all the membranes and ropes. The membranes and ropes are 

then secured to the existing anchors.

domes

2 Placing inflatable structure

When all preparations are finished, the inflatable structures 

are placed on the indicated location between the anchoring 

points. The opening of the membranes are placed towards 

the desired direction and are then unfolded. The center of the 

inflatables should match the center of the anchoring circles. 

At last the attached anchor strips on the membrane should 

be secured to the anchors in the ground with a separate rope 

which should be adjustable. 

Equipment

Type: Mobile crane

Amount: 1

Work: Guiding 30m inflatable

Time: 4 hours

Type: Boom lift

Amount: 3

Work: Guiding 18 and 21m inflatables

Time: 4 hours

Type: Construction worker

Amount: 8

Work: Positioning and anchoring  
 inflatables

Time: 4 hours
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Fig 232. Step 3.2 – Fully inflated membranes
The membranes are fully inflated. The mould are now ready to be sprayed 

on.

Fig 231. Step 3.1 – Inflating membranes
Once the inflatables and ropes are correctly placed the inflation of the 

membranes can start.

3 Inflation membrane

With the construction material and equipment installed, the 

inflatable mold can now be inflated. 

To inflate the structure, a relatively low pressurized air blower 

is required. It is recommended to use an adjustable air blower 

to inflate the mold at high speed and keep the pressure low 

in the end. 

The inflatables can be divided into two groups; 1) the big 

inflatable and 2) the four smaller inflatables. Each group is 

inflated by two air pumps in order to have a backup if one of 

the pumps is shut down by technical difficulties. Each air inlet 

is implemented with a return-valve to prevent air leakage when 

a shutdown occurs. The four smaller inflatables are connected 

in order to inflate all four with just two pumps. 

Due to the shape of the inflatables help is needed to inflate 

them. The large surface of the membrane should be held 

up during the first phase of the inflation. The four smaller 

inflatables are held up by several boom lifts to guide the 

membrane when inflating. For the support of the big inflatable 

a small mobile crane is needed.

Equipment

Type: Mobile crane

Amount: 1

Work: Guiding 30m inflatable

Time: 4 hours

Type: Air blower

Amount: 4

Capacity: 45 [m³/min]

Pressure: 0,686 [kN/m²]

Type: Construction worker

Amount: 12

Work: Positioning and anchoring  
 inflatables

Time: 4 hours

Type: Boom lift

Amount: 3

Work: Guiding 18 and 21m inflatables

Time: 4 hours
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Fig 233. Step 4 – Draping rope cover
 The ropes cover is needed to secure a quick growth of ice and pykrete on 

the steep smooth surface of the inflatable.

4 Draping rope cover over inflatable membrane

Once the inflatables are fully inflated the rope cover can be 

draped over them. The ropes cover is needed to secure a quick 

growth of ice and pykrete on the steep smooth surface of the 

inflatable. Once the ropes are covered in ice they will also help 

stabilize the inflatable.

Equipment

Type: Polypropylene rope cover

Pattern: Diamond/ rhombus

Amount: 5

Length: 1600m (in total)

Type: Boom lift

Amount: 1

Work: Draping rope cover

Time: 3 hours

Type: Construction worker

Amount: 2

Work: Draping rope cover

Time: 3 hours
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Fig 234. Step 5 – Supporting ropes
The supportive ropes keep the dome from moving when heavy wind loads 

are occurring.

5 Securing supporting ropes

Despite the fact that the rope cover will help stabilize the 

inflatables, other securing ropes are needed to help stabilize 

the inflatables especially in early stage when no ice is applied 

yet to the inflatable. 

The securing ropes can be attached to the strips, which are 

welded to the membrane, and special previously drilled 

anchors. The ropes are designed to withhold wind gusts with 

a wind speed of up to 13,8 m/s. 

Equipment

Type: Boom lift

Amount: 1

Work: Securing ropes

Time: 3 hours

Type: Construction worker

Amount: 2

Work: Securing ropes

Time: 3 hours

6 Application

The main part in the construction process is the application of 

the building material (snow, water, pykrete). The material is 

created by alternately spraying water (with wood fibers) and 

snow on the inflated membrane. Each material has a different 

approach in the process and requires different equipment. 

Snow

The snow is applied on the inflatable with a snow canon. The 

snow is applied in thin layers (<1cm) onto the membrane, after 

which water and sawdust is added to the snow creating thin 

layers of ice and pykrete. The canon can be secured to the 

boom lifts to be able to reach the higher parts.
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Water

Water is mainly applied on the top of the inflatable structure. 

This results in a translucent top of ice in contrast to the pykrete 

layers, which are non-translucent. In order to reach the top of 

the inflatable, high pressurized water supply is required. With 

an adjustable nozzle the water is then sprayed in thin layers 

onto the membrane using a boom lift for the high parts.

Pykrete

The processing of pykrete has a more complex approach. First, 

large waste containers (10m³) are filled with water. Next, the 

sawdust is added to the container, creating a mixture of liquid 

pykrete. The sawdust is supplied in large cubic sacks and is 

poured into the container with a forklift truck. To prevent the 

sawdust from sinking and freezing after it is saturated, the 

mixture must be kept in constant motion. This can be achieved 

by placing submergible pumps inside the container, creating 

a continuous mixing process. At last, the pykrete is sprayed 

onto the inflatable structure using a centrifugal pump which 

is connected to mixing container. Again a boom lift is used to 

reach the higher parts.

Fig 236. Step 6.2 – Finished towers
The towers will be completely covered in ice by repeating the process of 

alternately spraying water (and sawdust) and snow on the inflatable.

Fig 235. Step 6.1 – First layers of pykrete
First a foundation is created with snow and water. Once the foundation 

is completely frozen the first layers of pykrete can be applied.

Equipment

Type: Boom lift

Amount: 3

Work: Spraying water, snow, pykrete on  
 inflatable, from 10m to 30m

Type: High pressure pump

Amount: 1

Capacity: 50 bar

Time: Spraying water, deliver pressure  
 for snow canon

Type: Waste container

Amount: 1

Work: Mixing of pykrete

Capacity: 15m³

Type: Pumps

Amount: 7

Capacity: 30-50 m³/h

Work: 4x Submersible: Mixing pykrete    
 3x Centrifugal: Spraying pykrete

Type: Forklift truck

Amount: 1

Work: Adding pykrete

Type: Snow canon

Amount: 1

Work: Spraying snow directly on dome

Type: Fire hose and adjustable nozzle

Amount: 4

Diamter: 60/ 120mm

Length: 4x 80m

Capacity: 240 l/min

Work: Application of water and pykrete

Type: Construction worker

Amount: 8

Work: 2x 2 boomlift, 2x1 guiding hoses,  
 1x pykrete mixing, 1x supervising
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7 Removing supportive structures

Once the ice has reached its correct thickness the supporting 

ropes and inflatables can be removed. The domes are now 

self-supportive.

Fig 237. Step 7 – Removing supporting ropes and inflatables
Once the ice has reached its correct thickness the supporting ropes and 

inflatables can be removed. The domes are now self-supportive.

Type: Tractor

Amount: 1

Length: 1600m (in total)

Type: Boom lift

Amount: 1

Work: Removing supporting structure

Time: 3 hours

Type: Construction worker

Amount: 8

Work: Pooling inflatable out of dome

Time: 3 hours

Equipment
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nave

8 Suspending supporting rope structure

The next phase of the process is the construction of the nave. 

The nave is constructed by using ropes and textile fabrics. 

Before constructing the columns of the nave a suspended 

supporting rope structure is needed. The supporting ropes 

are suspended between the finished towers.

Fig 238. Step 8 – Suspending supporting ropes structure
The next step will be the construction of the nave. Supporting ropes are 
suspended between the towers to create a base for the construction of 

the columns.

Type: Polypropylene rope

Amount: 150m

Diameter: 24mm

Type: Boom lift

Amount: 2

Work: Suspending supporting ropes

Time: 6 hours

Type: Construction worker

Amount: 4

Work: Suspending supporting ropes

Time: 6 hours

Equipment
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Fig 239. Step 9 – Ropes as mould for the columns
A rope structure is suspended onto the supporting ropes to be used as an 

mould for the columns.

9 Suspending rope segments

The columns of the nave are constructed by freezing rope 

molds which are suspended under the supporting structure. 

Anchors are used to fix the ropes to the ground. 

Type: Polypropylene rope

Amount: 3250m

Diameter: 12mm

Type: Boom lift

Amount: 2

Work: Suspending rope segments

Time: 6 hours

Type: Construction worker

Amount: 4

Work: Suspending rope segments

Time: 6 hours

Equipment

Fig 240. Step 10 – Application material on columns
The columns are created by spraying water on the ropes. Layer for Layer 

ice will grow around the ropes creating thick ice pillars.

10 Application columns

Once the rope molds are in place the first layers of pykrete 

can be applied. The pykrete is created by alternately spraying 

water (with wood fibers) and snow on the ropes. The material 

will grow around the ropes creating thick pykrete pillars.

Equipment

Equipment see step 6.
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Fig 241. Step 11 – Placing textile roof
The textile roof is strung between the supporting ropes and the columns 

below.

Fig 242. Step 12 – Application material on roof
The fabric is than rigidized by spraying thin layers of water on the fabric. 
Once the whole surface of the fabric is covered in a sufficient amount of 

ice the structure is self-supportive.

11 Placing roof

The textile roof is strung between the supporting ropes 

and the columns below. The textile is made out various 

prefabricated textile sheets. 

12 Application roof

Once the textile fabrics are in place the first layers of pykrete 

can be applied. The pykrete is created by alternately spraying 

water (with wood fibers) and snow on the fabric. This process 

can be stopped once the layer of pykrete is sufficient.

Equipment

Equipment see step 6.

Type: Textile fabric

Amount: 166 m²

Type: Boom lift

Amount: 2

Work: Placing textile fabric

Time: 6 hours

Type: Construction worker

Amount: 4

Work: Placing textile fabric

Time: 6 hours

Equipment
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Fig 243. Step 13 &14 – Entrance
Textiles are also used to construct the entrance of the Sagrada Familia 
in Ice. Again layers of ice are created by alternately spraying water and 

snow on the textile mould.

entrance

13 Placing textile fabrics

The next phase of the process is the construction of the 

entrance. The entrance is constructed by using ropes and 

textile fabrics. Before constructing the entrance of Sagrada 

Familia in Ice supporting rope structure is needed. The 

supporting ropes are used to place the textile fabrics which 

will act as a mold for the entrance.

14 Application

Once the textile fabrics are in place the first layers of pykrete 

can be applied. The pykrete is created by alternately spraying 

water (with wood fibers) and snow on the fabric. This process 

can be stopped once the layer of pykrete is sufficient.

Equipment

Equipment see step 6.

Type: Textile fabric

Amount: 130 m²

Type: Boom lift

Amount: 2

Work: Placing textile fabric

Time: 6 hours

Type: Construction worker

Amount: 4

Work: Placing textile fabric

Time: 6 hours

Equipment
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finishinG

15 Placing of cross and Fine-tuning

The design of the Sagrada Familia in Ice will be finished once 

the cross is placed on top of the main tower. The cross is 

prefabricated and consist of a steel frame covered with a 

textile fabric. Once the cross is placed on top of the tower 

layers of water can be sprayed onto it to create a hollow ice 

cross.

After finishing the design of the Sagrada Familia in Ice by 

placing the cross the process is not yet fully finished. The 

construction site and the actual structure have to be prepared 

to safely accommodate the first visitors. 

All openings in the structure should be fine-tuned in order 

to have safe entrances. In some cases stairs are needed to 

cover different height levels which have occurred during 

the construction. Also all surfaces should be made rough by 

applying sawdust, sand or gravel to reduce the slipperiness 

of the ice.

At last, when the shell structure is cleared and finished, the 

lights can be installed. For an optimal effect, powerful lights 

(color changing) are installed to light the Sagrada Familia in Ice. 

Fig 244. Step 15 – Completion Sagrada Familia in Ice
By creating the cross on top of the highest tower the Sagrada Familia in 

Ice will be completed!

Type: Chainsaw

Amount: 2

Work: Fine-tuning structure

Type: Boom lift

Amount: 1

Work: Placing cross, application cross

Time: 12 hours

Type: Construction worker

Amount: 8

Work: Fine-tuning and cross

Equipment
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PlanninG & ShiFtS

PlanninG

The realization of the Sagrada Familia in Ice takes place in 

January 2015. A total of four weeks are required in order to 

prepare and construct the project. The construction team will 

be active in Juuka, Finland from the 28th of December 2014 

till the 25th of January 2015.

The construction process describes a certain order of 

construction steps. The most important step is the realization 

of the domes. When the construction of the domes has 

completed the work on the nave and entrance is able to start. 

A period of three weeks is preserved in the planning for the 

construction of the 30 m, 21 m and 18 m domes. Based on an 

optimal and continual building process the construction of 

the domes could be finished in a period of two weeks. Based 

on the experience of the ‘Pykrete Dome’ project, weather 

conditions are unpredictable and could lead to a delay in the 

construction process. 

The construction of the nave and entrance can take place at the 

same time and should take no longer then four days to finish.

28/12 29/12 30/12 31/12 01/01 02/01 03/01 04/01 05/01 06/01 07/01 08/01 09/01 10/01 11/01

January 2015December 2014

New years eve

Realization 
30m dome

Realization
21m & 18m domes

Realization Nave

Realization Entrance

Journey
 to Juuka

Prepera-
tions

Building 
site

In-
flation

Application Pykrete & Ice ---

Application Pykrete & Ice ---

In-
flation
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--- Application Pykrete 
& Ice

--- Application Pykrete & Ice Deflation

Istallation
Supporting 

Columns

Suspending 
Column-beam 

Structure
Application Ice & Pykrete

Journey
Home

Deflation

Istallation
Textiles Application Ice & Pykrete

12/01 13/01 14/01 15/01 16/01 17/01 18/01 19/01 20/01 21/01 22/01 23/01 24/01 25/01 26/01

Opening
Ceremony

Highest top party
(Topless party)

Fig 278. Overview realizationFig 245. Overview Planning
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ProJect team

The construction team consists of 80 volunteers. The project 

group is led by Teun Verberne, Jordy Kern and Arno Pronk and 

is assisted by a group of 12 master students of the Eindhoven 

University of Technology. Other volunteers who help 

during the realization are concerned with the organization, 

accommodation and media of the Sagrada Familia in Ice 

project.

shift work

A 24 hour process has been applied to avoid storage and 

cleaning of equipment. This results in more available 

construction time and in a more efficient use of the 

construction time. 

4:00h

16:00h

4:00h

6:00h

20:00h

0:00h

Shift 1

Shift 2

Shift 1

Shift 2

Shift 3

Shift 4

Shift 3

Shift 4

8:00h

12:00h

16:30h
Central meeting

2:00h

Fig 246. Shifts schedule
The schedule of the shifts. This way a 24 hour workflow is generated.
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7.  Material
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7.1 Introduction
This chapter describes and analyses  the results of several 

material experiments. Chapter 7.2 describes the investigation 

of the structural strength of ice by adding textile fabric and 

ropes. In chapter 7.3 a new material is introduced; Cellulose. 

The structural strength and the processability of the material 

are investigated in order to validate if it is suitable as a possible 

future ice composite material. 
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7.2 Experiment: Fabrics & Ropes
aim

The aim of this experiment is to gain more knowledge about 

the structural properties of reinforced ice by adding various 

textile fabrics or ropes. The experiments can give an indication 

of the potential structural gains of the ice structure when using 

textile fabrics and ropes. 

conStantS and VariaBleS

constants

• Molds

• Temperature during making specimen (-18˚C)

• Testing temperature (-18˚C)

• Storage temperature (-18˚C)

• Dimensions after demolding

• Testing equipment

• Testing set up

variables

• Reinforcement (Textile/ ropes)

• Thickness of sample

• Weight of sample

• Time between layers

• Time between applying loads

equiPment

• Scale

• Caliper

• Ruler

• Weights/ loads 

hyPotheSiS

The addition of textile fabrics or ropes to ice as a reinforcement 

increases the flexural tensile strength.  

method

makinG samPles

• Making molds  ( Text i le :  700x200x100,  ropes: 

700x100x100).

• Pre-stressing the reinforcement material.

• Levelling molds.

• Filling molds with water for textile samples (3 layers of 

1cm).

• Filling molds with water for rope samples (5 layers of 1cm).

• Demolding of samples.

• The exact weight and dimensions of the sample have to 

be determined.

testinG flexural strenGth

• The test setup is installed (span of 500mm).

• The samples are tested manually with weights. Which are 

added one by one on to a special frame.

• Soft board is used to prevent direct contact between 

the frame and the sample and smoothen the surface of 

the sample.

• The results give an indication of the flexural strength of 

the sample and can be compared to plain ice samples.
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With:

f’f  = Flexural tensile strength [N/mm²];

F = Breaking load [N];

l = Span length [mm];

b = Width of specimen [mm];

h = Thickness of specimen [mm].

f’f = 3 F ∙ l
2 b ∙ h²

Fig 248. Testing samples 
 

Fig 247. Making samples 
 

exPeriment

makinG samPles

Plywood molds are prefabricated for making samples with 

dimensions: 700mm x 200mm x 100mm (for textile plate 

samples) and 700mm x 100mm x 100mm (for rope beam 

samples). 

The textile samples are made by pre-stressing textile sheets 

inside the mold on various heights. The molds are then filled 

with water in layers of 1cm. In total 3 layers are created, 

resulting in samples of 700mm x 200mm x 30mm.

The rope samples are made by pre-stressing ropes inside the 

mold on various heights. The molds are then filled with water in 

layers of 1cm. In total 5 layers are created, resulting in samples 

of 700mm x 200mm x 50mm.

The molds were filled during the daytime. Just before closing 

time of the warehouse the last layers are poured into the mold 

and have to freeze during the night. The warehouse is cooled 

by only night-cooling, which results in an air flow inside the 

warehouse at night. The airflow caused the top of the layers 

to be rough and uneven.  

The molds can be disassembled by unscrewing the plywood. 

This way the samples can be safely demolded. Before reusing 

and reassembling the molds they are heated (to clear of 

any excessive ice) and dried, in order to secure a watertight 

reassembled mold.

testinG flexural tensile strenGth

A testing setup is placed inside a conditioned environment 

with an indoor temperature of -18˚C. The test setup is created 

by stacking pallets creating a 500mm span. Steel cylindrical 

beams are used for the support of the samples to perform a 

3-point bending test.

The samples are placed on the cylindrical supports of the 

test setup. A steel frame (self-weight: 4kg) for manually 

applying loads to the specimen is installed. The force is applied 

perpendicular to the layer structure of the sample. To remove 

imperfections in the sample, a soft board is placed between 

the sample and the steel frame. Weights are manually placed 

on the frame to increase the load on the samples.  When the 

critical value of the sample has been reached, the sample 

breaks and the end value is notated. The flexural tensile 

strength can be derived through the following formula:
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analySiS

textile reinforcement

Various types of textile fabrics are tested to get an indication 

of the potential structural gains when incorporated inside an 

ice structure. The types of textile fabrics that were tested are: 

fleece, polyester, denim, burlap and lycra. The fabrics were 

incorporated in the bottom of the sample.

The samples are tested, analyzed and compared to previous 

calculations of the theoretical properties of ice. None of the 

samples come close to the theoretical value of 3,4 N/mm² 

(R. Coble and W. Kingery, 1963). However, the result of the 

tested ice samples show practically no difference with the 

value derived from the experiments in Venlo, Netherlands (R. 

Houben and F. Janssen, 2013).

The experimental results of the different samples provide a 

flexural tensile strength ranging from 2,13 N/mm² to 2,74 N/

mm². The highest scoring sample is the one with Burlap fabric. 

The plain ice sample has an flexural tensile strength of 1,80 N/

mm². Compared to the ice samples a maximum compression 

strength improvement of 52% is achieved by adding textile 

fabric as a reinforcement material.

variation of Position in section of the samPle

The influence of the position of the textile fabric in the sample 

on the flexural tensile strength is investigated by varying the 

position using the same fabric (denim). The variations which 

are tested are: 1) bottom position, 2) 1cm from bottom and 

3) both on the bottom position and at 1 cm from the bottom 

(double layered).

The experimental results of the different samples provide a 

flexural tensile strength ranging from 1,70 N/mm² to 3,88 N/

mm². The highest scoring sample is the one with the double 

layer. The plain ice sample has an flexural tensile strength 

of 1,80 N/mm². Compared to the ice samples a maximum 

compression strength improvement of 116% is achieved by 

adding a double layered textile fabric as a reinforcement 

material.

Not only the values of the different samples are noteworthy, 

the way in which the samples broke also showed interesting 

possibilities. Definitely in the samples with textiles at different 

positions.
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Fig 249. Flexural tensile strength 
 The flexural tensile strength of samples with various textile fabrics.

Fig 250. Ratio of the flexural tensile strength 
 Ratio of the flexural tensile strength of samples with various textile 

fabrics compared with the plain ice samples.
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Fig 251. Flexural tensile strength 
 The flexural tensile strength of samples with textile fabrics at various 

positions.

Fig 252. Ratio of the flexural tensile strength 
 Ratio of the flexural tensile strength of samples with textile fabrics at 

various positions compared with the plain ice samples.
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Fig 253. Plain ice sample
 The plain ice samples broke at an average load of 44kg.

Fig 254. Textile fabric in bottommost position
 The sample with a textile fabric in the bottommost position broke at an 

average load of 64kg.
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Fig 255. Textile fabric 10mm above the bottom
 The sample with a textile fabric 10mm above the bottom broke at an 

average load of 39kg.

Fig 256. Double layered textile fabric
The sample with a double layered textile fabric didn’t break. It shows a 

large deflection at a load of 95kg.
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The plain ice sample broke just as expected. The applied load 

causes the sample to exceed its maximum flexural tensile 

strength and break. This is indicated by the shattering and 

cracking of the ice in the bottom middle of the sample. (Figure 

253.)

When applying an textile fabric in the bottommost position 

of the sample, the flexural tensile strength of the sample is 

increased by approximately 50%. The textile fabric is able 

to with take the tensile stresses, leaving the ice almost only 

subjected to compression in the top part of sample. The 

sample breaks when the flexural tensile strength of the 

fabric is exceeded, or when the compressive strength of the 

ice is exceeded. In this situation the latter is the case, which 

is indicated by the scattering at the top side of the samples 

(Figure 254.).

sample shatters when the maximum flexural tensile strength 

is exceeded. Leaving a sample of 20mm thickness with a textile 

fabric at the bottom position. The beam acts the same as 

shown in figure 255., but with a lesser height.

When applying a textile fabric in the bottommost position 

of the sample and a textile fabric 10mm above, the flexural 

tensile strength of the sample is increased by approximately 

116%. The textile fabrics are able to with take the tensile 

stresses, leaving the ice almost only subjected to compression 

in the top part of sample. Theoretically the sample breaks 

when the flexural tensile strength of the textile is exceeded 

or when the compressive strength of the ice is exceeded. In 

this situation the latter is the case, which is indicated by the 

cracking at the top side of the samples, but the sample does 

not collapse because scattering is prevented by the double 

layered textile. Although the maximum compression strength 

is exceeded the ice is still able to whit take some compression. 

Due to this the sample is able to show very large deflection 

(Figure 256.).

When applying a textile layer at 10mm above the bottommost 

part of the sample a combination of the first two situations 

occurs. The 10mm of ice at the bottommost part of the 
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roPe reinforcement

Various ropes made from various materials were used to make 

the samples, like: Manilla, Spleitex, Sisal and Polypropylene. 

The materials range from synthetic to all natural. 

The demolding of the rope samples did not go as smoothly 

as the textile samples. Many samples were cracked and could 

not be tested. Because of lack of data no valuable  analysis 

could be performed.

However, it can be concluded that best position for 

incorporating rope reinforcement is at the bottom of sample. 

Which is to be expected, because of the high tensile forces in 

the bottom part of the sample’s section.

reView

The performed experiments only give an indication of  the 

potential of textile fabrics used as reinforcement in ice 

structures. Both the type of textile fabric and position of the 

fabric have influence on the flexural tensile strength of the ice. 

Addition of textile fabrics show potential for increasing safety 

of ice structures. This is important because the effect of creep 

in ice structures is not yet fully identified. Especially the double 

layered fabric variant can improve the safety greatly, because 

it is able to show large defection before collapsing. This way it 

can give a warning and possibly create extra evacuation time.

 

Previously done research, by P. Jarret and K. Biggar (1979)  

showed similar results. It was concluded that the textile 

fabric resulted in better post failure strength to prevent 

complete breakthrough. The textile fabric may be of practical 

significance as a form of a safety net.

Further reSearch

This experiments shows potential for future use of textile 

reinforced ice structures. However, the specific relation of 

different characteristics of the textile fabric and the potential 

increase of flexural tensile strength of the ice sample has to be 

further investigated.  The textile fabrics must be chosen based 

on specific characteristics, like; tensile strength, elasticity, 

water absorption, stringiness, etc.
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7.3 Cellulose : Structural Strength
aim

The aim of this experiment is to gain more knowledge about 

the structural properties of cellulose reinforced ice. Both the 

compressive strength and the split strength are investigated.

conStantS and VariaBleS

constants

• Freezer temperature

• Type of reinforcement (Cellulose)

• Sample molds

• Resting device

variables

• Dimensions, weight and density samples

• Weight ratio reinforcement (Different ratios)

• Testing temperature (18˚C)

• Outside temperature (-6˚C)

equiPment

• Saw table

• Molds

• Freezer

• Testing device (Satec systems instron 500 600RD-E1 + 

Satec systems instron 5500 600RD-E1)

hyPotheSiS

The split and compressive strength of cellulose reinforced ice 

is 2 or 3 times the value of plain ice.

method

makinG samPles

• A PVC-pipe with an inner diameter of 100mm is used to 

make cylindrical samples. 

• The samples are filled with different fiber weight ratios: 

0% (plain ice), 0.5%, 1.0%, 1.5%, 2.0%, 4.97% and 9.89%.

• At least 4 samples per different ratio are needed to 

determine the compressive and split strength.

• The samples have to be sawn to have dimensions of 

100mm x 100mm (D x H).

• The exact weight and dimensions of the sample have to 

be determined.

• The samples are marked to define the ratio and number.

testinG structural strenGth

• The samples are tested with a testing device (Hydraulic 

compression device).

• Soft board is used to prevent direct contact between the 

steel and the sample and smoothen the surface of the 

sample (compression test).

• Pieces of triplex are used to perform the split test.

• The testing device has to be set to zero before testing.

• The results are analyzed and compared to the theoretical 

values of the structural material.

exPeriment

makinG samPles

A PVC-pipe with an inner diameter of 100mm is sawn in tubes 

with a height of 150mm. These tubes are then pressed in a 

Styrofoam base plate and filled with a 5mm layer of water. 

The mold is then placed inside a freezer with a temperature 

of -18˚C. When the layer of water is frozen a watertight mold 

is created to make the cellulose samples.
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f’c = F
A

With:

f’c  = Compressive strength [N/mm²];

F = Breaking load [N];

A = Area of pressure surface [mm²].

Fig 257. Cellulose samples
 The cylindrical cellulose samples with different fibre weight ratios.

The cellulose material comes in sheets weighing 500 grams. 

The cellulose sheets are derived by dehydrating a liquate 

cellulose pulp mixture which is used for fabrication of high 

quality paper materials. By adding  90% (in weight) of water 

to the sheets, the original cellulose pulp is obtained. The 

initial determination of the different fiber percentages of the 

cellulose reinforced ice samples is based on this original pulp 

mixture, which was set as the 100% mixture. 

Mixtures of 0% (plain ice), 5%, 10%, 15%, 20%, 50% and 100% 

cellulose are tested. These mixtures have a fiber weight ratio 

of respectively; 0.00%, 0.50%, 1.00%, 1.50%, 2.00%, 4.97% 

and 9.89%.

The different fiber ratios are mixed in an several eight liter 

buckets. The cellulose sheets are dissolved by soaking them 

in the water and mixing it with an handheld cement/ mortar 

mixer. The mixtures are then poured in the PVC molds in layers. 

Five samples of each mixture are placed outside (average 

temperature: -6˚C) and five samples of each mixture are 

positioned in a freezer with a constant temperature of -18˚C.

 

When the samples are completely frozen the mold is removed 

and the samples are sawn to a height of 100mm. Both ends of 

the samples are sawn to secure a flat and levelled surface. The 

samples are then stored outside or in the freezer until right 

before performing the test.

testinG structural strenGth

Compression test

After cutting the samples, the cubes were labelled and 

marked. A minimal of 8 samples (5x outside conditions and 3x 

refrigerated conditions) were tested for each mixture.

The hydraulic compression device inside the laboratory of 

the Stone Centre is used to conduct the experiments. The 

indoor temperature inside the laboratory was 18˚C. This is an 

unfavorable testing environment, because the quality of the 

samples rapidly decreases in this kind of temperatures. The 

samples are stored outside in a temperature of -6˚C  or in 

refrigerated conditions (-18˚C) and are taken inside, one at the 

time, right before performing the compression test. This way 

the samples are least effected by the high indoor temperature. 

The samples are placed on the testing device. The force is 

applied perpendicular to the layer structure of the sample. 

To remove imperfections in the sample, a soft board is placed 

between the sample and the steel device. Next, the sample is 

clamped between the steel plates and the device is calibrated 

and set to zero. Then, the pressure is increased carefully to 

increase the compression forces on the sample. When the 

critical value of the sample has been reached, the sample 

breaks. The end value is notated and the deformation of the 

sample is measured. The compressive strength can be derived 

through the following formula:
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f’b = 2 F
π ∙ l ∙ d

With:

f’b  = Split strength [N/mm²];

F  = Breaking load [N];

l = Average length pressure line of sample [mm];

d = Average height of sample at pressure line [mm].

Fig 258. Cellulose split test
A cylindrical sample just before performing the brazil split test.

Fig 259. Cellulose split test
A cylindrical sample just after performing the brazil split test.

Brazil split test

Because of little time and space, a minimal of 2 samples of 

each mixture were tested. The focus of the cellulose testing 

was set on the compression test, leaving just a few samples 

left for the brazil split test. Because of the lack of quantity of 

tested samples, the test results only provide an indication of 

the split strength. 

The same hydraulic compression device that is used to conduct 

the compression tests is used for the brazil split testing. The 

samples are stored in refrigerated conditions (-18˚C) and are 

transported to the testing device, one at the time, right before 

performing the compression test. This way the samples are 

least effected by the high indoor temperature. 

The samples are placed on the testing device. The force is 

applied parallel to the layer structure of the sample. The 

sample is placed on its side and is softly clamped between 

two triplex batten with dimension of 150mm x 15mm x 3mm 

(L x W x H). Once the sample is clamped between the battens 

the device is calibrated and set to zero. Then, the pressure 

is increased carefully to increase the compression forces on 

the sample. When the critical value of the sample has been 

reached, the sample splits. The end value is notated. The 

compressive strength can be derived through the following 

formula:

analySiS

comPression test

The results of the experiment contain the calculations and 

properties of the cellulose samples.  An overview of the test 

results has been documented in appendix C. 
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Samples (frozen in outside conditions)

The samples are tested, analyzed and compared to previous 

calculations of the theoretical properties of ice. The 

experimental results of the different cellulose mixtures 

provide an average strength ranging from 3,87 N/mm² to 

7,41 N/mm². The highest scoring cellulose mixture is the one 

with a fiber weight ratio of 4,97%. The plain ice samples have 

an average of 2,91 N/mm². Compared to the ice samples a 

maximum compression strength improvement of 155% is 

achieved by adding cellulose as a reinforcement material in 

uncontrolled outdoor conditions.

Refrigerated samples 

The experimental results of the different cellulose mixtures 

provide an average strength ranging from 4,62 N/mm² to 

9,79 N/mm². The highest scoring cellulose mixture is the one 

with a fiber weight ratio of 4,97%. The plain ice samples have 

an average of 2,18 N/mm². Compared to the ice samples a 

maximum compression strength improvement of 350% is 

achieved by adding cellulose as a reinforcement material under 

controlled refrigerated conditions.

Average results

The experimental results of all the different cellulose mixtures 

provide an average strength ranging from 5,20 N/mm² to 8,34 

N/mm². The highest scoring cellulose sample is the mixture 

with a fiber weight ratio of 4,97%. The plain ice samples have 

an average of 2,60 N/mm². Compared to the ice samples a 

maximum compression strength improvement of 224% is 

achieved by adding cellulose as a reinforcement material.

The test results show a lower compressive strength of the 

10% cellulose mixture. Somewhere between the 5% and 

10% mixture there is a turning point. The exact percentage 

on which the turning point occurs is not clear, which indicates 

that the compressive strength of a cellulose mixture with a 

fiber weight ratio between 5% and 10% could even be higher.

 

The results of cellulose reinforced ice samples show a lot 

of potential. The average improvement of the compressive 

strength compared to pykrete is significantly higher, with only 

a fiber weight ratio of approximately 5%.

Fig 260. Compressive strength cellulose (outside conditions)
 The compressive strength of the tested cellulose samples.

Fig 263. Ratio compessive strength cellulose samples
The compressive strength of the tested cellulose samples compared to the 

average compressive strength of the tested plain ice samples.

Fig 261. Compressive strength cellulose (refrigerated conditions)
 The compressive strength of the tested cellulose samples.

Fig 262. Average compressive strength cellulose 
 The compressive strength of the tested cellulose samples.
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brazil sPlit test

The results of the experiment contain the calculations and 

properties of the cellulose samples.  An overview of the test 

results has been documented in appendix C.

Samples (frozen in outside conditions)

The samples are tested, analyzed and compared to previous 

calculations of the theoretical properties of ice. The 

experimental results of the different cellulose mixtures 

provide an average split strength ranging from 0,33 N/mm² 

to 0,77 N/mm². The highest scoring cellulose mixture is the 

one with a fiber weight ratio of 2, 00%. The plain ice samples 

have an average of 0,33 N/mm². Compared to the theoretical 

value of split strength of approximately 0,1 N/mm² of ice at a 

temperature of -20˚C (W. Nixon & E. Schulson, 1987), this is a 

relative high value.   Compared to the ice samples a maximum 

split strength improvement of 133% is achieved by adding 

cellulose as a reinforcement material in uncontrolled outdoor 

conditions.

Note: The tests of the 5% and 10% mixtures frozen in outdoor 

conditions failed to obtain a valuable value for split strength.

Refrigerated samples 

The experimental results of the different cellulose mixtures 

provide an average split strength ranging from 0,43 N/mm² 

to 1,07 N/mm². The highest scoring cellulose mixture is the 

one with a fiber weight ratio of 9,89%. The plain ice samples 

have an average split strength of 0,2 N/mm². Compared to the 

ice samples a maximum split strength improvement of 435% 

is achieved by adding cellulose as a reinforcement material 

under controlled refrigerated conditions.

Average results

The experimental results of all the different cellulose mixtures 

provide an average split strength ranging from 0,43 N/mm² 

to 1,07 N/mm². The highest scoring cellulose mixture is the 

one with a fiber weight ratio of 9,89%. The plain ice samples 

have an average of 0,26 N/mm². Compared to the ice samples 

a maximum split strength improvement of 312% is achieved 

by adding cellulose as a reinforcement material.
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Fig 267. Ratio split strength cellulose samples
The split strength of the tested cellulose samples compared to the average 

split strength of the tested plain ice samples.

Fig 266. Average split strength cellulose 
 The split strength of the tested cellulose samples.

Fig 265. Split strength cellulose (refrigerated conditions)
 The split strength of the tested cellulose samples.

Fig 264. Split strength cellulose (outside conditions)
 The split strength of the tested cellulose samples.
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reView

The results of cellulose reinforced ice samples show a lot 

of potential. The average improvement of the compressive 

strength compared to pykrete is significantly higher, with only 

a fiber weight ratio of approximately 5%.

The highest split strength of the cellulose samples is obtained 

in the mixture with a fiber weight ratio of approximately 10%.

Compared to the ice samples a maximum compression 

strength improvement of 224% and a maximum split strength 

improvement of 312% is achieved by adding cellulose as a 

reinforcement material.

Further reSearch

The highest compressive strength of the  cellulose samples 

is obtained in the mixture with a fiber weight ratio of 

approximately 5%. The test results show a lower compressive 

strength of the 10% cellulose mixture. Somewhere between 

the 5% and 10% mixture there is a turning point. The exact 

percentage on which the turning point occurs is not clear, 

which indicates that the compressive strength of a cellulose 

mixture with a fiber weight ratio between 5% and 10% could 

even be higher. This should be investigated more thoroughly 

by testing different samples with a fiber weight ratios 

between  5 and 10%. The most ideal fiber weight ratio most be 

investigated by also conducting flexural strength experiments.
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7.4 Cellulose : Spray Test

Fig 268. Submersible pump
Model: Capeda GXV 25

The structural benefits of cellulose reinforced ice is one 

important aspect of the material. The processability of the 

material might be even more important. To get insight on the 

processability of cellulose, a spray test is performed testing 

different fiber ratios.

aim

The aim of this experiment is to test if a centrifugal pump can 

process and spray a mixture of up to a 2% fiber ratio cellulose 

mixture.

conStantS and VariaBleS

constants

• Submersible pump

• Type of reinforcement

• Hose

variables

• Water/ Cellulose weight ratio (Up to 98%/ 2%)

• Outside Temperature 

• Mixture temperature

equiPment

• Pump (Submersible Capeda GXV 25)

• Compressor (Centrifugal)

• Power (600 W)

• Pump capacity (220 L/ min)

• Max grain size (25mm)

• Hose

• Material

• Diameter

• Length

• Nozzles

hyPotheSiS

Spraying a mixture of up to 2% cellulose and water can be 

pumped with the aid of a small centrifugal pump.

method

• Test the functionality of the pump with pure water. Fill a 

cubic container with approximately 800L of water.

• Take an amount of approximately 5L out of the cubic 

container with an 8L bucket and pre-mix a cellulose sheet 

of 500gr in the bucket.

• Pour the cellulose mixture into the cubic container. 

Repeat this process until a desired fiber weight ratio is 

obtained inside the cubic container.

• The content of the cubic container is always kept in motion 

by using the submersible pump.

• Percentages are tested for spraying with the submersible 

pump attached with  different nozzles at every 0,25% 

gain.

• While spraying, check the hose for any buckling or 

obstructions to prevent the pump from clogging.
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Fig 269. Mixing inside the cubic container
The mixture inside the cubic container is kept in motion by the submersible 

pump.

Fig 270. Spraying a1,75% mixture
Spraying without a nozzle.

Fig 271. Spraying a1,75% mixture
Spraying with an adjustable nozzle, set on jet.

Fig 272. Spraying a1,75% mixture
Spraying with a spiral nozzle.

exPeriment

The functionality of the pump was tested with water. The 

pump was placed in a cubic container filled with 800L of 

water. The outlet hose, attached to the output of the pump, 

was led back to the container to prevent water from getting 

out of the circuit.

When the functionality of the pump was confirmed, the 

cellulose mixture could be created in the cubic container. To 

create the mixture a 8L bucket is filled with water/ cellulose 

mixture from the cubic container and is used to pre-mix the  

cellulose sheets. The content of bucket is then poured back 

into the cubic container, creating an evenly distribution of 

cellulose fibers in the mixture. The mixture was mixed up to a 

fiber weight ratio of 2%. This means that approximately 17,8 

kg of cellulose sheets are added to the 800 liters of water. 

The mixture inside the cubic container is kept in motion by the 

submersible pump (without the hose attached). 

 

The spraying of the mixture was tested at different fiber 

weight ratio’s. The testing was performed by installing an 

hose to the submersible pump and redirecting the hose to 

the cubic container. Different nozzles were attached to the 

hose and were tested.



Fig 273. Spraying a 2,0% mixture
Spraying without a nozzle.

Fig 274. Spraying a 2,0% mixture
Spraying with an adjustable nozzle, set on jet.

Fig 275. Spraying a 2,0% mixture
Spraying with a spiral nozzle.

Fig 276. Spiral nozzle
Perfect nozzle for creating a wide mist spray.

analySiS

Although using a relatively small submersible pump the 

spraying of mixture turned out positive. The pump did not 

show any problems concerning clogging. The different nozzles 

that were tested also did not show any difficulties. 

It must be stated that the sheets have to be pre-mixed before 

it can be handled by the pump. Larger pieces of cellulose sheet 

could eventually clog the pump. The premixing of the sheets is 

very time consuming. The sheets have to be teared into smaller 

pieces to secure an evenly distributed mixture.

reView

The centrifugal pump was able to pump the 2% mixture of 

cellulose and water. The pump and nozzles did not show any 

problems concerning clogging. The different nozzles that were 

tested also did not show any difficulties.

Further reSearch

The structural strength experiments show an optimal fiber 

weight ratio of approximately 5%. The spraying experiment 

only tested a fiber weight ratio of up to 2%. Further testing 

with bigger and more powerful pumps is needed to establish 

if spraying of a 5% mixture is also achievable.
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8.  Realization
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8.1 Introduction

Fig 277. The group of volunteers
(Photo: Bart van Overbeeke)

On December 28 the first group of volunteers travel-

led to Juuka, Finland for the realization of the Sagrada 

Familia in Ice. The goal was to realize the Sagrada 

Familia in Ice in four weeks time, with the help of in 

total 80 volunteers from The Netherlands, Belgium, 

Switzerland, Spain and even Ethiopia. 

Every week Volunteers came and went with the flight 

connection between Weeze-Düsseldorf and Lappeenranta. 

Between Lappeenranta and Juuka a bus drove, every 

Wednesday and Sunday, that took people to and  from the 

airport. 

The volunteers staid at the accommodation of Tulikivi: Tulikivi 

Klubi. For the volunteers this was their home for the entire four 

weeks. Besides building on the Sagrada Familia in Ice, there 

were plenty of opportunities to relax; like going in the sauna 

an play some billiard. Tulikivi Klubi was located at a distance  of 

approximately 300 meters from the building site, so everybody 

was able to go there by foot.  
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Fig 278. The Careteam
(Photo: Bart van Overbeeke)

care team

The organization around Tulikvi Klubi was done by the care 

team. This team was responsible for doing shopping’s and 

taking care of dinner. When the school in Juuka was open it 

was also possible to eat there during lunchtime. 

In cooperation with the people from Juuka, several activities 

were possible to do during free time. Activities that could be 

done, were:

• Ice fishing / net fishing;

• Riding snow scooter;

• Day trip to Koli (Ski resort);

• Day trip to Bomba Spa;

• Husky tour.

During the building period the community of the municipality 

of Juuka also organized some events for the volunteers, like:

• New Year’s eve party

• International singing event

• Baking Karelian pie (typical snack from the region)
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8.2 Support
The project is mostly organized with the help of 

sponsoring. Without the support of the municipality 

of Juuka and several companies the Sagrada Familia 

in Ice would not have been possible. 

The municipality facilitated in the location, materials and 

equipment with the help of local companies:

Pekkaniska;

Tulikvi;

Turva Aidad;

Pielisenmaanrakenus;

Tuujanranta;

Sanders Projectadviesen.

The building materials were organized from Eindhoven 

University of Technology with the help of sponsors:

Eindhoven University of Technology;

Chr. Muller Touw;

Polyned;

Scantarp;

Bart van Overbeeke Fotografie;

Transfennica;

JLD International;

Universiteitsfonds Eindhoven;

Easycool;

Eurofrigo;

Ten Cate;

Bouwkundig Bureau Verberne;

AON;

Continu;

Philips.

The project team of the Sagrada Familia in Ice worked in 

collaboration with several Universities:

Ghent University;

ETH Zürich;

University of Twente;

Fontys;

Aalto University;

KU Leuven;

RusHydro.
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8.3 Overview Realization
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8.4 Experiments

Fig 279. 3 meter high scale model of the towers
(Photo: Bart van Overbeeke)

Fig 280. Ice pavilion
Inflating the inflatable

(Photo: Bart van Overbeeke)

Because of the predicted warm weather in the first 

week it was decided to work the first day on some 

pavilions as experiment. A scale model of the towers, 

an ice shell with the use of an inflatable of an earlier 

project of A.D.C. Pronk and a 3m dome were built. 

Also some experiments were performed with covering 

tents with ice.

Scale model oF the domeS

The scale model of the domes has a height of approximately 

3m. The inflatable was inflated and placed in a bowl made of 

snow. The inflatable mold had no anchor points to secure the 

inflatable to ground surface, but the mold could be secured by 

creating a plinth in which the inflatable was placed. By using 

a little snow thrower and a water hose, the shell of the dome 

could be realized by alternately applying layers of powder 

snow and water. was created. Because of the steep surface 

of the inflatable it was interesting to see how the ice grew 

on the surface. the powder snow sticks to the wet surface of 

the previous layer, resulting in a quick ice growth. The water 

amount that is sprayed on the inflatable has to be applied in 

a controlled manner, otherwise the previous created layers 

could slip of surface.

inFlataBle oF earlier Project   
The inflatable of an earlier project from A. Pronk was used to 

make a piece of art at the Eindhoven University of Technology 

and looks like multiple nested spheres. This inflatable was also 

used to construct an ice structure in Finland. The inflatable was 

inflated and by throwing a lot of snow against the foundation 

the inflatable could be secured. Some ropes were strung over 

it to anchor it and the shell was made by alternately applying 

layers of powder snow and water. The top was growing much 

faster than the sides, because the steepness of the surface. 

In the end this grew to each other and the top layers of ice 

and the foundation were connected. This little pavilion was 

used by Tulikivi by placing a stove inside, to show that it can 

be warm in an ice pavilion. 
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Fig 282. Ice pavilion
End result from the inside

(Photo: Bart van Overbeeke)

Fig 283. Ice pavilions
scale model and pavilion

(Photo: Bart van Overbeeke)

Fig 284. Experiments tents
Spraying water and snow on the tent

(Photo: Bart van Overbeeke)

Fig 281. Ice pavilion
Spraying water and snow on the inflatable

(Photo: Bart van Overbeeke)

little dome

A little dome with a span of 3 meters was made similar as the 

pykrete dome. A rope net was anchored to the ground and an 

inflatable was inflated under it. This was sprayed with snow 

and water to create a shell, but because the air blower shut 

down twice the shell collapsed. To finish it before the thaw set 

in a lot of snow was thrown over the inflatable and sprayed 

with water. This was enough to create a dome but it wasn’t 

a nice thin shell. 

tentS

Some camping tents were brought from the  Netherlands and 

set up. The question was if those tents could work the same 

way as the inflatables. By throwing little layers of snow and 

spraying this with water, it was tried to create an ice shell. This 

didn’t work at all, because the tents were not strong enough 

to carry enough weight. By a certain amount of snow and 

water the tents showed some deflection and gradually the 

tents collapsed completely.
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8.5 Construction Technology
To have control over the building site, fences were 

placed around the building terrain. This prevents 

people from entering the building site without per-

mission. The fences were also used to hang flags and 

banners of sponsors.

The construction site was divided into two areas. The front area 

close to the main road was used to make some little pavilions 

and a market. The area further from the main road was the 

building site of the Sagrada Familia in Ice. 

The building site could be accessed through the Tulikivi Stone 

Centre. The stone center functioned as the head office, 

facilitating the office, laboratory, study room, exposition room 

and workplace for reparation. Meetings with local companies 

or the municipality of Juuka where mainly organized here.
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Figuur 34. Inrichting van de bouwplaats en omgeving bij de bouw van de Sagrada Familia in Ice.Fig 285.  Overview of the building site  

PerSonal SaFety 
During building time it was required that all the builders wear 

a helmet, (insulated) safety shoes and a working suit. Those 

working suits were provided by Tulikivi and normally used for 

working in the mine. To stay warm it was also recommended 

to use insulated working gloves and wear several layers of 

thermal clothing under the working suit to prevent freezing. 

When working in the boom lifts it was required to wear a 

safety harness.

Visitors of the building site, who just want to take a look, were 

only allowed under supervision of one of the construction 

workers while wearing a yellow safety jacket and helmet.

To prevent slipperiness on the building site, sawdust was 

thrown to provide more grip. When this was not sufficient 

gravel was scattered.

Area 1

Area 2

Fig 286. A construction worker
It was required to wewar  a working suit, helmet and safety shoes

(Photo: Bart van Overbeeke)
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Fig 287. The shed on the building site
People warming up themselves with koffie  

continueS ProceSS

shifts

To have a continues process the construction team worked in 

day and night shifts, with a team of approximately 8 members. 

The shift plan is shown in chapter 6.5. When it was too warm 

for making ice (above -8˚C) it was only necessary to guard at 

the building site with two members. This had to be done to be 

able to act accordingly when a power shut occurs.

shed

This trailer was warmed so small equipment that was frozen 

could be laid in the trailer to thaw. This was also the location 

where the small building equipment was stored. The shed also 

functioned as a small office for a quick break.

electricity, air blowers, Pykrete PumPs

The electricity is divided into eight groups and two connections 

for the power flow. One power flow is connected to another 

distributer which was located near the pykrete container. This 

distributer also had several groups. In total four air blowers 

were installed to the inflate the balloons. The four small domes 

are connected and fed by two air blower and the big dome is 

also fed by two separate air blowers. The air blowers are all 

connected to a different group, to prevent deflating of all the 

domes when one group shuts down.

Fig 288. Elektricity
Overview of the elektricity connections at the pykrete container

Fig 290. Aggregates
When there was a power shut down these should be truned on immediatly

Fig 289. Electricity
Overview of the electricity connections at central electricity supply

Power Shut down

The lights around the building site were also connected to the 

main electricity point. When a total power shut down occurred, 

the lights also turned off. This acted as a warning that the air 

blowers needed to be connected to an aggregate. 

When a power shut down occurs, all electrical equipment stops 

working. Some of the processes which require electricity can’t 

afford to be shut down. When there is a power shutdown, 

the aggregates must be turned on immediately and the most 

important equipment should be connected to the aggregates.

The air blowers are the most important, because they prevent 

the inflatables from deflating and with that, the collapse of the 

domes. The second step is to turn on the submergible pumps 

again to prevent freezing of the pykrete container. There was 

an aggregate with a power flow connection, so it was possible 

to install all the aggregates at the main electricity point. 
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When the power outage takes longer than 10 minutes, the 

water connection at the river should be turned. So the water 

will flow to the river instead of the building site. This way a 

continues water flow is achieved to prevent the water from 

freezing. The hoses used for spraying pykrete and water should 

be emptied immediately and the centrifugal pumps for the 

pykrete should be taken inside. 

The frozen equipment could be taken to the stone center 

to defrost and also for cleaning. The firehoses with pykrete 

could be emptied and flushed to make sure the hoses were 

ready for use again.

BuildinG terrain

To prevent ice growth against the air blowers, they were 

covered with a cut IBC container or with pallets. This was 

then covered with the PVC textile which was left over from 

the inflatables. 

During construction the building site was sometimes cleaned 

with a loader to improve the movability and space around the 

building site.  Electric cables where dug into the ice preventing 

that a loader would break a cable. This still happened by 

cleaning the building site with the bobcat. The bucket of the 

bobcat was too low at the ground and ripped the cables off 

of the air blowers twice. 

Diesel fueled engines need to be heated when not in use in 

cold temperatures, to prevent freezing of the engines. Those 

heaters work on electricity, so they need to be connected to 

the electricity point.

Fig 291. Electricity
Everything placed on a pallet to prevent freezing of the cables

water PumP/ water SuPPly

The water supply came from the mine that was filled with 

water. A big submergible pump was placed in the mine to 

pump the water to the building site through a heated pipe (to 

prevent freezing). On the building site a pump was placed that 

could produce a pressure of 50 bars. This pressure was needed 

because only the snow lance already needed a pressure of 25 

bar. There were two connections at the end of the pump. One 

was used for the snow lance and on the other one a T-splitter 

was placed. Two hoses were connected to this T-splitter, one 

to fill the pykrete container and one for spraying water on 

the domes, but when it was not needed to fill the pykrete 

container, it was possible to spray with two water hoses on 

the domes.

Fig 292. Water source
The water for construction came from an old mine filled with water
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Fig 294. Sawdust
Delivering Sawdust in bags

Fig 293. Centrifugal pumps for spraying the pykrete
Stored inside for cleaning

Pykrete

Pykrete containers

Two containers were placed on the building site to mix the 

pykrete. A special connection was welded to the container 

just above the bottom. This to connect the centrifugal pumps. 

Those pumps had no suction power so the water pressure of 

the container had to be enough to feed the pumps. When the 

level of the pykrete in the container got lower the spraying 

distance of the pykrete pump also decreased.

centrifuGal PumPs

When there was a good feed to the centrifugal pumps a height 

could be reached of approximately 12 meters. At some point it 

was tried to spray with two centrifugal pumps, by connecting 

a T-splitter to the pykrete container. 

It is important that the correct ratio of the pykrete is mixed in 

the container. With addition of every bag of sawdust (200kg), 

2m³ of water needed to be added to maintain an 10% fiber 

weight ratio of the pykrete. To measure the amount of water 

added, a wooden board with volume indications was placed 

in the container. 

sawdust deliverinG

The sawdust was delivered in big bags that could be opened 

at the bottom. After a few days the pykrete in the bags froze 

and it costed too much time to get the sawdust out of the 

bags using the opening. The bags were cut at the bottom and 

the sawdust fell out in one big piece. This costed a lot of time 

and after two weeks the sawdust was not delivered in bags 

anymore, but just as a big pile. With a bobcat, and later with 

a tractor the sawdust was put in the container.
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Fig 295. Pykrete 
Installing the submergible pumps to keep the water moving to prevent 

freezing. (Photo: Bart van Overbeeke)

Fig 297. Pykrete
Filling the pykrete container with a bag of sawdust

(Photo: Bart van Overbeeke)

Pykrete mixinG

The submergible pumps were not able to pump all the sawdust 

around in the container and after a while there arose heaps 

of sawdust inside the container. With a rake the mixing of 

the sawdust with the water was improved. This way it was 

prevented that the sawdust clogged the submergible pumps. 

Another big problem were the big particles in the delivered 

sawdust. This particle caused the centrifugal pumps to get 

stuck. It costed lots of valuable time and manpower to clean 

the pumps. Fig 296. Filling the pykrete container with sawdust with a loader
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Snow lance

With a firehose which could handle a pressure of 25 bar, 

the snow machine was provided with water and sufficient 

pressure. The snow machine is built up out of two parts: the 

frame with an air compressor and the lance itself. The water 

supply is connected to the frame and from there it is connected 

to the lance with water hoses and an air hose. Together this 

works as a big nebulizer and due to the cold temperature 

and high pressure snow is created. It is possible to connect 

three high pressure water hoses depending on the outside 

temperature. When it is colder, more water could be sprayed 

to create more snow. When during spraying one of the water 

supplies is switched off it is needed to empty it immediately, 

otherwise it freezes very fast. When the snow machine was 

on, it was not possible to turn it off again. The hose from the 

frame to the lance was so small in diameter that it would 

freeze immediately.

When this happened the total snow machine should be taken 

inside, because of the many little frozen tubes in the machine. 

It was faster to take it inside and check it completely, instead 

of trying to fix it on the building site. When the snow lance 

was turned on, it was not shut down anymore. When snow 

wasn’t needed on the domes or nave, the lance was turned 

to the side so it would not affect the building. 

Fig 299. The frame of the snowcanon on the pick-up truck

Fig 298. Carying the fire hoses for the snowcanon
(Photo: Bart van Overbeeke)

Fig 300. Spraying snow with the snow lance
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Fig 301. Spraying nozzles for pykrete
The middle one was mostly used, the right one was used at the beginning 

and the left one is a selfmade sprayin nozzle.

aPPlication ice

lower construction

The first time the snow lance was used, it seemed to be 

working well, but the air hose was frozen so the lance was 

only spraying water. The first layer that was made by the snow 

lance froze very quickly, but after that it created no new layers 

of ice. The water only poured down the dome.

When the lance was working properly the same happened 

when it was placed too close to the structure. Then the 

nebulized water had not enough time to change into snow and 

was sprayed as water onto the structure. It was also important 

not to spray too long on the same spot, this causes bumps of 

snow on the surface of the dome which had to be removed. 

The frame of the snow machine and the lance were fixed on a 

trailer that was attached to a pickup truck. The water hose that 

was connected the trailer had to be guided by a few people 

when the snow lance was moved. This hose was very heavy to 

lift so a rope was made around it to make it a little bit easier 

to handle. It remained hard work, what caused that the snow 

lance was moved not that often as was probably  necessary.

water and Pykrete

When spraying water and pykrete a vaporized spray must be 

used and not a single hard yet. Different nozzles for spraying 

pykrete and water were available. For water it was possible to 

use an adjustable nozzle, which could be set to a misted spray. 

For the pykrete this was not possible because the sawdust 

got stuck in the nozzle. For the pykrete a bigger less sensitive 

adjustable nozzle was used. 

Because this nozzle still froze sometimes two of these nozzles 

were used. When a nozzle froze it was needed to fix this 

problem fast, before the hoses also froze. First the pump must 

be switch off. Then it was possible to remove the frozen nozzle. 

Very often this was also frozen to the water hose and was it 

difficult to disconnect it. Then the pump should be switched 

on for a moment, to make sure that the water in the hose 

was not frozen. After a few seconds the pump could already 

be switched off to place the new nozzle. After that the pump 

could be switched on again to spray further on the structure. 

The frozen nozzle should laid in the shed, so it could be defrost 

and was ready for use when the other nozzle froze.

To solve the problem of freezing of the nozzles a new nozzle 

was made with a small metal pip. This was working very well, 

but because of the high capacity of the nozzle it was not able 

to get as much spraying distance.

The hose used to spray pykrete and water should be lifted and 

moved by at least two persons. The person who is operating 

the nozzle shouldn’t have to lift too much weight, to make it 

more easy to point the nozzle in the right direction.  A kink 

in the hose could be best removed by the last person in the 

row. This has the least influence on the one whose spraying.
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Fig 302. Spraying water on the domes

Fig 303. Spraying pykrete from a boom lift

Fig 304. Check the ice with a boom lift

uPPer construction

The lower construction can be built up by spraying from the 

ground. For the higher parts of the construction boom lifts 

are used. A big company from Finland, Pekkaniska, sponsored 

three boom lifts, with heights of 41.15m, 36.58m and 15.18 

meters. With those boom lifts it was possible to spray on the 

top of the 30 meter dome. 

snow

A frame was made to connect the snow lance to a boom lift 

cabin. This way it was possible to spray snow to the upper 

construction, without someone standing in the cabin. The 

boom lift could be operated from the ground. 

water and Pykrete

Water hoses were connected with ropes to the cabin. 

Important was to predict that the hose could kink. Because 

the hose gets heavier the higher the boom lift goes, those 

kinks were not easy to get out at a height. Also the water 

was standing still in the hose and this could cause freezing of 

the hoses and nozzles. When there was a kink, the pump was 

switched off to make it more easy to handle the hose. When 

the kink was out the pump was switched on again with the 

hope the nozzle was not frozen already.

Fig 305. Applying snow to the upper construction
(Photo: Bart van Overbeeke)
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8.6 Domes

Fig 308. Inflating the 30 meter dome 
 (Photo: Bart van Overbeeke)

Fig 306. Unrolling the membrane
(Photo: Bart van Overbeeke)

Fig 307. A connetced anchorpoint laying on the ground
(Photo: Bart van Overbeeke)

inFlation

The dome that was 30 meters tall was rolled out. To make 

it more easier to handle, it was partially inflated. The net 

structure was put over the inflatable when it is was still 

horizontal on the ground and the supporting ropes were 

installed, because it was not possible to do this afterwards. 

Steel pipes with a rope through it with a length of 8 meters 

were connected to the anchor points. A loop was welded to 

the top of the dome to be able to lift the inflatable at the top. 

With a boom lift the inflatable was take on its correct location. 

And it was also held up with a boom lift. 

anchor Points

Now it was possible to connect the anchor points on the 

inflatable with the anchor points in the ground with the 8m 

long rope. By using several loops on the anchor points a pulley 

was created which makes it easier to adjust the inflatable.

wind

During the inflation a little wind was blowing, but because of 

the large surface of the inflatable and the relative low weight, 

the wind had a lot of influence on the inflatable. The wind 

caused that the welded strip on top of the inflatable teared, 

but the net structure, that was also connected to the boom 

lift held the inflatable in the air. It was decided to make a loop 

around the top of the inflatable and lift it like that.

People were guiding the inflatable with ropes connected to 

the anchor points on 2/3 of the inflatable. For about 2 hours 

it was tried to inflate the inflatable at once, but the wind had 

too much influence. A powerful wind gust made that some 

anchor points and one supporting rope teared. The Inflatable 

was deflated and had to be repaired.  
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Fig 311. Preparing for inflation small domes
(Photo: Bart van Overbeeke)

Fig 309. Inflating small dome
Test to see if it works with the method of the knots

(Photo: Bart van Overbeeke)

Fig 310. Schematic representation of the weld what broke

Because of the cold weather it was decided to go further with 

the smaller domes immediately. It was clear that the wind has 

a big influence on the inflation process.  Because of this it was 

decided to do the inflation in multiple steps. Before inflation, 

several knots were made in the inflatable, resulting in only 

inflating the lower part. Hereby the inflatable catches less wind 

and is able to get on pressure. The same night this was tested 

with an 18 meter dome and proved to work sufficient. It was 

necessary to control the air blower to prevent overpressure, 

but this went wrong later on and the seam peeled.

PrePare small domes

Later all the small inflatables were prepared to inflate. The 

domes are connected with pipes so the domes can be inflated 

with only two pumps. When everything was ready, only the 

bottom of the inflatables were inflated and the tops were 

held up by the boom lifts. Because the next step was covering 

the anchor points with ice to fix them, it was very important 

that the inflatables were exactly set vertically. This was hard 

to see, because the inflatables were not fully inflated yet. The 

ground plane was drawn on the inflatable and this was used 

to position the inflatables.

Fig 312. Inflation bottom
(Photo: Bart van Overbeeke)
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Fig 314. Total inflation
(Photo: Bart van Overbeeke)

Fig 316. Rope cover attached to inflatables
(Photo: Bart van Overbeeke)

Fig 315. Small domes inflated
(Photo: Bart van Overbeeke)

total inFlation

When the first layers of ice on the lower 4 meters of the 

inflatables had a thickness of approximately 5 cm, it was 

possible to fully inflate the inflatables. The knots were tried 

to detached smoothly so the bottom part would not lose 

pressure. This also meant that the tension was kept on the 

knots, so they were almost impossible to remove. Therefore 

it was chosen to release the pressure by switching off the 

air blowers for a short period of time.  The inflatable came a 

little bit loose from the shell, but the shell was already strong 

enough to stand on its own. When all the knots were detached 

the domes were fully inflated.  

roPe coVer 
At last, the rope covers were placed over the domes. The rope 

structures were lifted with a boom lift and draped over the 

tops. The bottom ends of the rope cover should be frozen in 

the bottom part of the domes.

Fig 313. Detachment of the knots of the small domes
(Photo: Bart van Overbeeke)
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Fig 317. Schematic how the weld is reinforced to prevent collapsing

Fig 318. Detachement of the knots of the big dome to inflate it in total
(Photo: Bart van Overbeeke)

inFlation 30 meter dome

The 30 meter dome was inflated similar. Because the seam 

of the small dome was peeled of, and the pressure in the big 

dome is higher, the seam of the big dome was strengthened by 

welding an extra strip on the seam with a length of 10 meter.

Fig 320. Big dome totally inflated
(Photo: Bart van Overbeeke)

Fig 319. Collapsed big inflatable hanging over the edge
(Photo: Bart van Overbeeke)
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Fig 323.Spraying to the top.
The ropes are still visible in the surface of the ice

(Photo: Bart van Overbeeke)

Fig 322. Foundation domes covered with pykrete
(Photo: Bart van Overbeeke)

creatinG ice

first layer

The first layer of ice was created at the bottom and was the 

most difficult layer to create. The surface of the inflatable is 

always a little bit unstable and with the first layers of ice this 

can be enough to crack it. As the scale model experiment 

showed, the water amount that must be sprayed has to be 

just enough to infiltrate the snow. When more water was 

sprayed, plates of snow can slip downwards and also take the 

created ice with it. When a certain thickness is reached the risk 

of ice plates slipping down gets lower. In that phase it is more 

difficult to see when it is needed to stop spraying. The signal to 

stop spraying was when the water stream reached the bottom 

of the dome. With the use of a heat camera it was possible 

to see the temperatures of the domes. This could be very 

interesting to use with deciding when to spray water again.

When working with the snow lance it was important to spray 

not too long on the same spot. Because this could cause a 

bump of snow against the dome which could turn into a weak 

spot in the structure. When this happened it was needed to 

remove the excessive snow.

Fig 321. First layer of pykrete applied
(Photo: Bart van Overbeeke)

roPes

When the foundation was finished the rope covers were 

placed over the inflatables. Those ropes were to promote 

the ice growing on the domes. In the beginning the sprayed 

pykrete got stuck behind the ropes and after a few layers it 

was noticeable that the ice grew faster on the ropes. At the 

place of the ropes a thicker shell was created and those ropes 

remain visible in the final structure. However the ropes grew 

faster, the structural properties are lower at the location of 

ropes. Because the ropes creates locally a thicker layer of 

ice, stalactites arise at the bottom of this ticker layer. Those 

stalactites grow downwards and in between those stalactites 

open spaces occur. Those hollow spaces have a negative 

influence on the structural properties of the ice shell.
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Fig 324. Everything almost covered with ice
A day before collapsing of the inflatable

(Photo: Bart van Overbeeke)

Fig 325. Big inflatable inflated again
(Photo: Bart van Overbeeke)

Fig 326. Surface of the domes

surface

The surface of the ice also gets rougher after a while. This 

was caused because the layers of ice that were built up by a 

water stream that will go its own way. Little bumps in the ice 

will grow and those grow faster because of sawdust that can 

get stuck behind it, snow piles up more easily and the water 

streams slower at those points. The bumps will grow bigger 

and create a rough surface.
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Fig 328. Spraying water to create the white colour
(Photo: Bart van Overbeeke)

creatinG white domes

To give the domes a more natural ice color, the domes were 

sprayed on with pure water for the two days. Hereby the 

domes were covered with a layer of, white, clear ice of 5 cm 

thickness.

Location  Height [mm]  Thickness [mm]

1  16000   55

2  16300   100

3  16500   160

4  16000   240

5  20800   155

6  20800   110

7  16000   240

8  16000   220

9  15000   175

10  17000   40

thickness

The thickness of the shell has been measured on different 

locations in the structure one day before the opening. By 

drilling holes in the shell, the thickness could be defined (figure 

327.). The domes were the thinnest in between the domes 

but because only the small boom lift was available this places 

couldn’t be measured. The thickness what was measured was 

not enough to deflate the inflatable so it was needed to create 

more thickness during the last day. 

Fig 327. Location of the drilled holes to measure the thickness
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Fig 329. Deflating the inflatables
Pulling out the inflatable (Photo: Bart van Overbeeke)

deFlation

18 and 21 meter domes.

By shutting down the pumps and opening the sluices of the 

inflatable the first air was let out. At a certain moment the air 

pressure was almost the same outside as inside the inflatable 

so no air was coming out anymore. Thereby the top of the 

inflatable was stuck in the ice, so the inflatable was suspended 

in the ice. 

The anchor points were cut loose from the inflatable so it was 

possible to knot a rope around the inflatable. By pulling this 

rope the inflatable moved and after a few minutes it came 

loose and fell down. Because it fell down the sluices were 

blocked and no air was coming out anymore. Therefore two 

cuts were made in the inflatable, till it was possible to pull the 

inflatable out of the dome. After pulling out the inflatables 

they were folded to storage them. 

30 meter dome

This inflatable was not stuck at the top, because this dome was 

not finished. The pumps of this dome were also shut down, 

but this dome deflated immediately. The top was dented due 

to the large snow amount that was sprayed on top. When the 

inflatable was deflating the top was moving down fast. The 

weight of the snow in the top pulled the rope structure down 

and pulled several layers of ice with it. In the lower shell of 

the dome these ropes were pulled out of the shell and this 

stopped when the top of the inflatable reached the ground.

When the inflatable was down, it was covered with pieces of 

ice that fell down from the broken shell. The inflatable was too 

heavy to pull it out with all the ice on it. A loader was driven 

close to the entrance to remove the pieces of broken ice. This 

was done several times and when enough ice was removed 

the loader pulled the inflatable out of the dome.

cross

The cross was constructed by Finnish people and made of 

foam. At the bottom, steel rebar came out to connect it to the 

top of the dome. Because this dome was not finished, it was 

decided to place the cross inside the big open tower. Some 

holes were drilled in the ground in the middle of the open 

dome to place some rebar’s. The cross was placed over those 

rebar’s to secure it in place.

Fig 330. Cross in the middle of the big dome.
(Photo: Bart van Overbeeke)
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8.7 Nave

Fig 331. Suspend segments of the nave
(Photo: Bart van Overbeeke)

Fig 332. Connecting segments of the nave
(Photo: Bart van Overbeeke)

inStall roPeS

columns

After week three the realization of the nave was started. 

Because the domes were not finished yet, 7 wooden poles 

were delivered for hanging the nave. The poles were placed 

against the unfinished domes and connected with rope. At 

the top of the poles a V-shape was cut to prevent the ropes 

from sliding of the poles. 

hanGinG seGments

The supporting ropes were suspended between the poles. 

These ropes were constructed out of two separate tangled 

ropes, because thicker and stronger rope was not available.

The segments were brought to the building site in pairs, 

which were already connected. Those pairs were lifted over 

the middle support rope with a boom lift. At this rope the top 

of the segments were fixed at the correct place on the rope.  

From this fixed point, another supporting rope was taken 

under the tops of the segments to lift them all at once. This 

supporting rope was connected to the opposite supporting 

rope. This was done for all segments. 

connect seGments

The next step was to connect all the segments with steel 

thread and connect the outer segments to the domes by 

freezing them. When everything was connected, the ropes 

needed to be tensioned. The columns were tensioned with 

anchors, which were made by freezing a rope loop into the 

ground. By connecting the segments to the anchors, it was 

possible to tension the segments. 
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anchorinG

The ground surface was elevated due to the excessive snow 

and ice on the building site. Because of this, the lowest part of 

the columns almost disappeared completely after tensioning 

them. Some beams could not be successfully tensioned. 

With placing some sawdust bags at the side of the nave it 

was possible to tension the nave to the side, by connecting 

supporting ropes to the sawdust bags.

Many things changed comparing to the original design of the 

nave, so it was not possible to place it exactly as designed. This 

way some ropes still hang loose. Because there was so little 

time left it was decided to start creating ice around the ropes.

roof

A day before the opening, it was attempted to place the textile 

fabric roof panels on top of the column-beam structure. The 

shape of the column-beam structure was changed that much, 

it was unsure if it would be safe. Because of this, it was decided 

to not install the roof.

Fig 333. Suspended ropes of the nave
(Photo: Bart van Overbeeke)
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Fig 334. The nave after one day spraying of pykrete
(Photo: Bart van Overbeeke)

Fig 335. The nave one day before opening
(Photo: Bart van Overbeeke)

Fig 337. Remove stalactites
(Photo: Bart van Overbeeke)

SPrayinG roPeS

ice GrowinG

At the beginning only water was sprayed on the column-beam 

structure, because the pykrete pumps were frozen due to the 

cold temperatures. The bottom of the column-beam structure 

was sprayed first to make sure that the columns could carry 

the upper structure. After a few layers the total column-beam 

structure was sprayed with water and later on with pykrete. 

The water that was sprayed higher in the construction, 

automatically poured down. There was also still sprayed 

water only on the lower construction. This way the lower 

construction stays thicker and is able to carry the weight of 

the upper structure. 

The spraying could be done with the boom lifts or just from the 

ground. With the boom lift it was easier to spray the middle 

part of the structure, this was mostly done when enough water 

was sprayed on the domes. By spraying the nave for a moment, 

the domes had time to freeze and after spraying the nave the 

dome could be sprayed again.

stalactites

After a while stalactites arose. Especially at the front, at the 

entrance of the nave, those were dangerous and removed 

before they fell down. Two ropes suspended above each 

other also formed beam structures together. The stalactites 

of the top rope grew to the lower rope. With removing the 

stalactites of the lower rope a beam profile can be created, 

based on profiles used in the steel industry. 

Fig 336. Schematic beam profile with ropes and ice 
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8.8 Entrance
Unfortunately it was not possible to construct the entrance. 

Because it was necessary to spray continually on the domes 

for the last week, there was no team left that could take care 

of the entrance. The entrance would also take a lot of space, 

which was used for spraying the domes. So was decided to 

not realize the entrance.

Fig 338. The design of the not realized entrance
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8.9 Finishing 
To make the building accessible to the public the ter-

rain had to be safe and cleaned. For the domes the 

entrances were made bigger with a chainsaw and were 

made steps to get in and out of the domes. The ground 

surface elevated during construction, but the ground 

surface of the domes stayed the same. 

To be sure that there were no pieces falling down of the big 

open dome, the edge was sawn at a height were the dome 

was thick enough. The rope cover that hanged insight the 

dome, was cut to fine-tune the aesthetic look of the interior.  

With the pieces of ice, that came out of the stairs of the domes, 

a safe path was created through the nave. This was to prevent 

people from going in through the nave at the side, because 

there were still stalactites that could fall down. The sawdust 

bags and the supporting ropes at the side of the nave were 

removed.

At the end all the equipment was moved to the side and 

covered to finish the building terrain. A stair was made in 

the ice in front of the building to create a path to the main 

entrance. Also lights were installed for the lightshow during 

the opening and for lightening all the elements of the building. 

Fig 338. Front view of the four lightened front domes during the opening
(Photo: Bart van Overbeeke) 

Fig 339. Cut the edge of the big dome
(Photo: Bart van Overbeeke)

Fig 340. The cross in the middle of the big dome
(Photo: Bart van Overbeeke)
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Fig 341. The finished Sagrada Familia in Ice
(Photo: Bart van Overbeeke)

Fig 342. Inside the nave
(Photo: Bart van Overbeeke)
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8.10 Opening
bishoP

With the opening ceremony the Sagrada Familia in Ice was 

officially opened as a church by a Bishop. After some words 

of the mayor, who thanked all the participants, a lightshow 

started. An opera singer ended the ceremony dressed as a 

snow angel. After the opening ceremony the Sagrada Familia 

in Ice was opened for public.

Besides the Sagrada Familia in Ice there were also made tracks 

for children to play, slide and drive on little snowmobiles. The 

exposition and gift shops about the project were opened 

inside the Tulikivi Stone Centre and it was possible to buy 

some typical Finnish food. 

triP home

The day after the opening the accommodation was cleaned 

and all the volunteers went home. The opening weekend, 

the Sagrada Familia in Ice was already visited by 2000 people. 

In the next few weeks in total 10.000 people would visit the 

Sagrada Familia in Ice.  

media

In different newspaper the project was mentioned, even 

Discovery channel Canada sent a camera crew to make an 

item of the project.

Fig 343. Playing children during the opening
(Photo: Bart van Overbeeke)

Fig 345. Speech by the Major of Juuka during the opening
(Photo: Bart van Overbeeke)

Fig 344. Opening by a Bishop
(Photo: Bart van Overbeeke)

Fig 346. Opera singing
(Photo: Bart van Overbeeke)

Fig 346. Opera singing
(Photo: Bart van Overbeeke)
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Fig 347. The total project team during the opening
(Photo: Bart van Overbeeke)
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9.  Validation
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9.1 Introduction

Fig 348. Locations of measurements
 The different locations of the measurements. The holes were drilled on 

heights ranging from 16 to 20,8 meters.

The design of the Sagrada Familia in Ice is compared with the 

actual constructed structure. Data assumed out of theoretical 

research has been used to create the Sagrada Familia in Ice 

design. The realized structure is analyzed and tested to validate 

the theoretical data input.

This chapter is divided into the validation of dimensions of the 

final structure, a description of the collapse and an analysis 

of the structural strength of the pykrete from the structure. 

1 2 3 4 5 6

7

8 9

10

11
12

Dome 1 Dome 2 Dome 3 Dome 4

Dome 5
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9.2 Results
Shell thickneSS

The thickness of the shell has been measured on different 

locations in the structure (figure 348.). By drilling holes in the 

shell, the thickness could be defined.

dome 1 (18m)

  Value [mm] Design value [mm]

Span:  4800  4800

Height:  18050  18000

dome 2 (21m)

  Value [mm] Design Value [mm]

Span:  4670  4800

Height:  20800  21000

dome 3 (21m)

  Value [mm] Design Value [mm]

Span:  4900  4800

Height:  21100  21000

dome 4 (18m)

  Value [mm] Design Value [mm]

Span:  4750  4800

Height:  18000  18000

dome 5 (30m)

  Value [mm] Design Value [mm]

Span:  11200  11200

Height:  20000  30000

To learn about realization of Sagrada Familia in Ice, different 

analyses and structural experiments have been conducted 

to validate the design. First, the exact dimensions of the ice 

structure have been measured. 

dimenSionS

The dimensions of all domes have been measured to gain a 

clear sight of the realization compared to the designed model. 

The exact dimensions also provide the official record data.

The exact shape of the Sagrada Familia in Ice (Catenary 

parabola) is hard to determine. However, the internal 

dimensions are measured with a laser device. 

Location  Height [mm]  Thickness [mm]

1  17000   150

2  20000   60

3  20000   100

4  20000   40

5  20000   40

6  17000   130

7  18000   20

8  1000   550

9  1000   600

10  1000   400

11  1000   500

12  1000   550

The structural calculations of the 21m and 18m domes were 

performed with a thickness of 300mm from a height of 

approximately 10m to the top. The measurements in the top 

of the 18 and 21 m domes show a thickness ranging from 

40mm to 150mm, meaning the design values were not met. 

Although, it must be stated that the measurements were taken 

from the thinnest locations in the domes.

During the construction phase this was already perceived. 

Structural calculations were performed with lower shell 

thickness to make sure the realized shell thickness would be 

sufficient. Stresses in the higher part of the domes were found 

to be larger, however the results still meet the requirements.
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March February

Fig 349. January 24 
th 

Fig 350. February 13 
th 

Fig 351. February 25 
th 

Fig 352. March 21 
st 

0

10

20

30

-10

-20

-30

After the official opening of the Sagrada Familia in Ice on the 

24th of January 2015, the structure has been functioning as 

a tourist attraction. In order to secure a safe environment for 

the public the melting and the effect of creep is monitored. 

The responsibility of the structure’s safety, after the official 

opening, was in hands of the municipality of Juuka. 

The melting and collapse of the Sagrada Familia in Ice has been 

divided into the collapse of the nave and the collapse of the 

domes. January 1st 

domeS

In the months after the opening the outside temperature has 

been relatively high. The high temperatures accelerates the 

melting process of the structure, which also increases the 

effect of creep. On the 12th of February the melting of the 

structure was so severe that visitors were no longer allowed 

inside the structure. The complete melting of the domes took 

about four months. 

timeline

The timeline gives an overview of the melting process of 

the domes. An overview of the temperatures of this period 

is also included, which indicates the relation between the 

temperature and the melting process.

[˚C]
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April May June 

Fig 353. April 18 
th 

Fig 354. April 18 
th 

Fig 355. April 23 
th 

Fig 356. June 4 
th 








































































































































































































































































































































































































































     





Fig 357. Weather: Temperatures (January to June)
The high and low  outside temperatures  in Juuka, Finland from January to 

June. (data: www.wunderground.com)

observations

Because of the lower shell thickness on the top of the domes 

and the higher shell thickness of the foundation, the melting 

process of the domes happened very gradually. The vertical 

shape of the shell kept the domes from collapsing. The domes 

just melted away from the top.

The outside temperature during the melting process can be 

directly linked to the velocity of the melting. The orientation 

towards the sun also has a big influence on the melting 

process. The south facing side of the domes melted more 

rapid then the north facing side.

evaluation

No actual collapse was recorded during the evaluation of the 

melting process of the domes of the Sagrada Familia in ice, 

which can be attributed to the vertical shape and gradually 

applied thickness of the shell.

The reason of the relative quick melting process can be 

attributed to the weather during the construction process. Due 

to warm weather, the construction was behind on schedule. 

The designed shell thickness could not be achieved due the lack 

of construction time. Therefor the melting rate was increased.
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Fig 358. Unfavourable shape of the nave
The unfavourable structural shape caused an unsafe structure. The nave 
started to crack due to its self-weight. For safety reasons the nave was 

demolished a few days after the official opening.

naVe

The delay of the construction of the domes caused the nave 

to be constructed in just a few days. Due to lack of time the 

molds for the nave were not precisely placed as was designed. 

This resulted in an unfavorable structural shape.

The day after the official opening the columns and beams 

of the nave started to crack and deform by its self-weight. 

At that time it was decided to demolish the nave, to prevent 

unsafe situations. 
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9.4 Structural Strength Pykrete
The quality and strength of the material used to construct the 

Sagrada Familia in Ice are determined from theoretical data. 

This data is used in the calculations and analyses of the design. 

The exact dimensions of the design have also been defined 

according to the data output. A structural strength experiment 

should determine the quality and strength of the construction 

materials of the Sagrada Familia in Ice.

aim

The aim of this experiment is to gain more knowledge about 

the properties of the structural materials used to construct 

the Sagrada Familia in Ice. The results are compared with the 

design values used in the structural calculation of the Sagrada 

Familia in Ice.

conStantS and VariaBleS

constants

• Reinforcement material (Sawdust)

• Testing device (Satec systems instron 500 600RD-E1 + 

Satec systems instron 5500 600RD-E1)

• Obtaining samples

• Testing temperature (18˚C)

variables

• Fiber weight ratio 

• Ice composition

• Dimensions, weight, density of  samples

• Freezing conditions

equiPment

• Chainsaw

• Saw table

• Testing device (Satec systems instron 500 600RD-E1 + 

Satec systems instron 5500 600RD-E1)

hyPotheSiS

The structural properties of the construction material are 

assumed to be stronger than the values used for the structural 

analysis, but lower than the values found in the conditioned 

environment of the experiment in Venlo.

method

takinG samPles

• A chainsaw has been used to cut the samples out of the 

ice structure.

• The samples have to be sawn from various locations in 

the structure.

• At least four samples per location are needed to define 

the strength of the structural material at that specific 

location

• The samples have to be sawn to have dimensions of 80mm 

x 80mm x 80mm (L x W x H).

• The exact weight and dimensions of the sample have to 

be determined.

• The samples are marked to define the location of where 

the sample is taken.

testinG structural strenGth

• The samples are tested with a testing device (Hydraulic 

compression device).

• Soft board is used to prevent direct contact between 

the steel and the sample and smoothen the surface of 

the sample.

• The testing device has to be set to zero before testing.

• The results are analyzed and compared to the theoretical 

values of the structural material.
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f’c = F
A

With:

f’c  = Compressive strength [N/mm²];

F = Breaking load [N];

A = Area of pressure surface [mm²].

4O

4B

1O

1B

5O

Fig 359. Sample locations
 The locations  of the derived samples. 

Fig 360. Pykrete samples
 The samples derived from the Sagrada Familia in Ice.

exPeriment

takinG samPles

The samples are sawn out of the structure using a chainsaw. 

Large blocks of ice/ pykrete are cut out of the structure with 

a chainsaw (Figure 340). The samples are cut in two different 

locations of the three different domes.

Location     Height [m]

1O Foundation 18m Dome 1

1B Top  18m Dome 16

4O Foundation 18m Dome 1

4B Top  18m Dome 16

5O Foundation 30m Dome 1

At each location, samples are cut out of the shell structure. 

With a chainsaw, large rough samples are obtained. Next, these 

samples were cut to the exact dimensions (80mm x 80mm x 

80mm) with the use of a saw table. At last, the samples are 

weighed and measured before testing the samples.

testinG structural strenGth

After cutting the samples, the cubes were labelled and marked 

according the principle shown in figure 360. A minimal of four 

samples were tested for each location.

The hydraulic compression device inside the laboratory of 

the Stone Centre is used to conduct the experiments. The 

indoor temperature inside the laboratory was 18˚C. This is an 

unfavorable testing environment, because the quality of the 

samples rapidly decreases in this kind of temperatures. The 

samples are stored outside in a temperature of -6˚C and are 

taken inside, one at the time, right before performing the 

compression test. This way the samples are least effected by 

the high indoor temperature. 

The samples are placed on the testing device. The force 

is applied parallel to the layer structure of the sample to 

resemble the situation inside the ice structure. To remove 

imperfections in the sample, a soft board is placed between 

the sample and the steel device. Next, the sample is clamped 

between the steel plates and the device is calibrated and set 

to zero. Then, the pressure is increased carefully to increase 

the compression forces on the sample. When the critical 

value of the sample has been reached, the sample breaks. 

The end value is notated and the deformation of the sample is 

measured. The compressive strength can be derived through 

the following formula:
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analySiS

The experiment has been conducted successfully after several 

adjustments to the method. 

results

The results of the experiment contain the calculations and 

properties of the construction material of the Sagrada Familia 

in Ice. An overview of the test results has been documented 

in appendix C. The results of the calculations provide the 

structural properties of the ice and pykrete samples.

Ice samples

The ice sample has been obtained from various locations in 

the domes. The samples are tested, analyzed and compared to 

previous calculations of the theoretical properties of ice. The 

structural analysis of the domes conducted in GSA maintained 

a maximum absorbable compressive strength value of 0,34 

N/mm². This is a low estimation derived from the theoretical 

value multiplied by 0,1 (safety factor: 1/10). The experimental 

results provide an average strength of 2,03 N/mm². This is 

than the average theoretical strength of 3,45 N/mm² and it is 

definitely lower than the values resulting from the conditioned 

experiment in Venlo (6,55 N/mm²).

Pykrete samples

The pykrete samples are tested similar to the previous 

examples. Different results were obtained from the different 

locations in the domes. This is partly due to the different fiber 

weight ratios of the samples. The average strength of 4,58 N/

mm² obtained from the results of the experiments, is much 

lower than the values resulting from the experiment in Venlo 

and the theoretical value; 12,45 N/mm² and 7,45 N/mm² 

respectively. This can be attributed to the composition of the 

samples. The samples in the Sagrada Familia in Ice do no consist 

of a 10% fiber weight ratio. The ratios of the samples range 

from a 2,66% to a 4,75% ratio with an average of 3,43%.  The 

deformation of the pykrete sample with a height of 80mm is 

approximately 10% before cracking. 

Considering the lower pykrete samples of the two 18m domes 

(Dome 1 and 4, figure 359.) a difference is noticeable between 

the first applied layers and the later applied layers. The first 

layer (sample A) has an average compressive strength of 2,9 N/

mm². The middle layer (sample B) has an average compressive 

strength of 5,9 N/mm². The last applied pykrete layers (sample 

C) have an average compressive strength of 6,1 N/mm². This 

indicates that the quality of the applied pykrete got better 

overtime.

The average strength obtained from the results of the 

experiments, is much lower than the values resulting from the 

experiment in Venlo and the theoretical value. Theoretically 

an improvement of 200% of the compressive strength is easily 

obtained comparing a 10% sawdust pykrete mixture to plain 

ice. Compared to the theoretical value of plain ice the tested 

samples show an average improvement of only 33%. 

When the pykrete samples are compared to the average 

compressive strength of the ice samples obtained from the 

Sagrada Familia in Ice, an average improvement of 126% is 

achieved. (Figure 361-363.) 

Fig 363. Ratio compessive strength pykrete samples
The compressive strength of the tested pykrete samples compared to the 

average compressive strength of the tested plain ice samples.

Fig 362. Compressive strength pykrete
 The compressive strength of the tested pykrete samples. Organized by 
fibre weight ratio, together with results of the tested samples from the 

Pykrete Dome project.

Fig 361. Compressive strength ice
The compressive strength of the tested plain ice samples.
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reView

Five different locations in the shell structure have been tested, 

calculated and analyzed. At each location, at least four samples 

were tested on the structural properties of the material.

Both the pykrete and ice samples did not meet the theoretical 

values. This could have been caused by different aspects, like; 

warm testing conditions, low fiber ratio, too large sawdust 

particles, different test orientation of the layer structure of the 

sample or unfavorable weather conditions during construction 

of the pykrete layers. 

The pykrete samples did show a higher compressive strength 

compared to the plain ice samples derived from the Sagrada 

Familia in Ice structure. The pykrete samples are 126% stronger 

than the ice samples. However, the samples only consisted 

of a 3,43% fiber to weight ratio instead of the desired 10%. 

Hypothesis stated earlier has been confirmed by the test 

results of the experiments. The structural properties of the 

construction material are stronger than the values used for 

the structural analysis, but lower than the values found in the 

conditioned environment of the experiment in Venlo.

Further reSearch

Because of the construction method each location of the 

dome is unique. Therefore, it could be interesting for further 

research to take more samples on different locations for 

better results. This could lead to increased knowledge of the 

behavior and structural strength of the construction material.

The highest fiber weight ratio of the pykrete samples that 

has been measured had only 50% of the aimed sawdust in 

it. A better understanding of the application of the pykrete 

is needed to achieve the aimed 10% fiber weight ratio inside 

the actual construction material. 

Other reinforcement materials could be investigated to 

achieve a fiber weight ratio closer to the aimed percentage. 

Smaller fibers, like cellulose, result in a more homogeneous 

mixture, which could make the construction process more 

controllable.  
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10.  Evaluation
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10.1 Conclusion
The goal of the research was to investigate the structural 

properties of a reinforced ice structure using ropes, textile 

fabrics or inflatables as a building method. This is investigated 

by means of a case study; the Sagrada Familia in Ice.

The ambition of constructing the Sarada Familia in Ice was 

to create world’s largest ice dome. On the 24th of January 

2015 the project team realized an ice structure with a height 

of 21,1m, resulting in a new officious record for highest one-

surfaced ice dome. The design implemented the use of fiber 

reinforced ice, by adding sawdust, textile fabric and ropes. 

Mainly due to the unfavorable weather conditions during 

the construction process, the Sagrada Familia in ice was not 

completely finished. Because of powerful wind gusts the 30m 

inflatable collapsed and deflated prematurely, resulting in an 

unfinished 30m dome. Due to warm weather there was too 

little time to finish the roof of the nave and entrance. But, 

despite these setbacks the world record has been achieved.

The research conducted to realize the Sagrada Familia in Ice, 

can be categorized into three main subjects; The structural 

design, building technology and materialization. The 

evaluation of the project is also divided into these categories.

Structural deSiGn

The design of the Sagrada Familia in Ice is based on Gaudí’s 

design philosophy; Catenary. The design is not an exact replica 

of the original Sagrada Familia designed by Gaudí. Only the 

most important structural elements are implemented in the 

design, without all the symbolism and ornaments. The main 

features of the Sagrada Familia in Ice are the domes, the nave 

and the entrance.

domes

The shape of the towers in the original Sagrada Familia are 

designed by using the catenary principles. The shape of the 

towers is perfectly formed by the loads they have to bear. In 

order the find the ideal shape of the domes of the ‘Sagrada 

Familia in Ice’, the same principle must be applied. 

The form-finding of the domes is achieved by using the 

software ‘Oasys GSA’. The start geometry of the model was 

a simple parabola.  By applying loads, generated by only the 

self-weight of the shell, to the model the program is able to 

form-find the most ideal shape for the applied set of loads. 

Off course the loads change once the shape changes, so the 

form-finding process must be continued until an equilibrium is 

found. The form-finding is done for all three different domes.

The catenary shape and the graduation of the thickness of 

the shell showed a desirable melting process. The top of the 

domes slowly melted gradually, which decreased the influence 

of creep in the structures.

inflatable

The shells of the ice domes are created by using a pneumatic 

formwork. The shape of the formwork should have the 

exact same shape as derived from the form-finding process. 

Experiments indicate that the method of T. Kokawa, using an 

oversized inflatable shaped by a reticulated rope structure is 

not applicable for the desired shape of the Sagrada Familia in 

Ice. The oversize of the inflatable deforms the rope structure, 

resulting in a undesired shape.

The final molds for the domes are constructed using an 

inflatable (without the oversize and rope cover), which is 

directly secured to the ground surface. The inflatable is made 

of two 2-dimensional patterns welded together. The shape of 

the inflatable validated by measuring a scale model. The scale 

model shows very little deviation compared to the structural 

ideal shape. By using this method the final inflatables could 

be produced in an easy and time efficient manner.
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nave

The nave was designed as a pre-stressed suspended rope 

structure. Despite the fact that the shape was form-finded 

by performing structural analyses in the program ‘GSA’, the 

shape derived by suspending ropes is always based on tensile 

stresses in the structure.  There will always be a compromise in 

the design. The nave was not properly realized as the design 

showed and this led to highly curved beams and columns. This 

already caused ruptures only a day after the opening of the 

Sagrada Familia in Ice.

 

BuildinG method

The building method used by T. Kokawa to construct his ice 

domes and the realization of the pykrete dome, were both 

designed to create an ice structure of a maximum height of 

10m. To be able to build the 30m high dome of the Sagrada 

Familia in Ice, the method has to be altered. 

By using more powerful pumps, the spraying distance for the 

application of water and pykrete has been greatly enhanced. 

Together with the use of boom lift, as a spraying platform, 

the 30m inflatable could be covered with the pykrete mixture. 

To increase the growth of the ice on the inflatable, snow is 

also needed to be sprayed on the mold. By using a snow lance 

to spray directly on the balloon’s surface, a thin layer of snow 

could be applied. For the top part of the domes, the snow lance 

was secured to the platform of a boom lift, using a specially 

designed mount. This proved to be a very effective method, 

especially because the boom lift could be operated from the 

ground by just one person.  

Pykrete mixinG

A continues process is essential to prevent freezing of the 

equipment. With cold temperatures it is important to keep 

machines in motion, because it is unsure if the machines 

will work again when they stop working for a while. The size 

of the sawdust has proven to be an important aspect for 

the continuity of the process. Too big particles will clog the 

pump, resulting in possible frozen water hoses and nozzles. 

In the worst case the pump itself could even get frozen. The 

unfreezing and cleaning of the pump could lead to a delay of 

several hours.

domes

When the inflatables were fully inflated, they catch much 

wind. This made it difficult to inflate the inflatables in once. 

By knotting the inflatable at several heights, it was possible 

to first make the bottom and then inflate it totally when the 

inflatable is anchored at the bottom with ice. Because of the 

partial inflation it was difficult to make sure the inflatable was 

straight up. The line on the inflatable, that indicates the surface 

of the ground plane, was used to orientate the inflatable.

ice GrowinG

The ice grows on a steep surface. At the beginning the ice is 

slowly build up in very thin layers. Later on, the temperature 

of the first ice layer is able to cool down the ice as well as the 

air temperature. The first ice layer is also very weak, so it can 

easily be sprayed of with a hard yet. The first layers should be 

added with a vaporized nozzles. Ropes on the surface of the 

dome can increase the growth of the ice on the dome, but the 

ropes caused weak spots in the structure later on. Air cavities 

in the ice arose, because of the stalactites which were formed 

by the ropes. The surface was also very rough, mostly because 

it is formed by a stream of water that freezes to the domes, 

but the sawdust also accelerated this process. 

The snow lance should not be sprayed too long on the same 

location. It will cause bumps of snow which form weak spots 

in the structure. Removing the excessive snow costs a lot of 

extra work and time. So the bulges of snow should always be 

avoided. 
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roPes

The installation of the rope structure for the nave was 

cumbersome. Many things that happened during the 

construction, were not taken in consideration beforehand. The 

construction of the nave acted as a field experiment, because 

of the lack of knowledge and experience of this kind of building 

methods. The lack of construction time, also didn’t gave the 

opportunity to handle all difficulties accordingly. This resulted 

in a shape, that was not exactly as designed. However, the 

growing of the ice around the ropes did show a lot of potential. 

Due to the unfavorable shape of the nave, a lot of stalactites 

arose and for safety reasons some stalactites were removed.

Installation of the textile fabric for the roof of the nave, was 

too difficult because of the little construction time left. It was 

also difficult because the prefabricated textile fabric sheets 

would not precisely fit on the improvised shape of the column 

structure. 

Pykrete ratio

After performing tests on the construction material derived 

from the shell of the Sagrada Familia in Ice. It could be 

concluded that the pykrete layers did not have the correct 

fiber ratio. A 10% fiber weight ratio of sawdust is proven to 

have the most structural benefit. The samples derived from 

the Sagrada Familia in ice had an average ratio of only 3,43%. 

This indicates that the building method of the mixing and 

application of pykrete is not yet fully optimized.

material

Pykrete

Pykrete samples were obtained from the finished Sagrada 

Familia in Ice structure and were tested. The average 

compressive strength obtained from the results of the 

experiments, is much lower than the values resulting from the 

experiment in Venlo and the theoretical value. Theoretically 

an improvement of 200% of the compressive strength can 

be easily achieved. Compared to the theoretical value of 

plain ice the tested samples show an average improvement 

of only 33%. When the pykrete samples are compared to the 

average compressive strength of the ice samples obtained 

from the Sagrada Familia in Ice, an average improvement of 

126% is reached.

Considering the lower pykrete samples of the two 18m domes, 

a difference is noticeable between the first applied layers and 

the later applied layers. The first applied layer has a lower 

average compressive strength than the middle layer. The last 

applied pykrete layers has an even higher average compressive 

strength. This indicates that the quality of the applied pykrete 

got better overtime.

cellulose

The results of cellulose reinforced ice samples show a lot 

of potential. The average improvement of the compressive 

strength compared to pykrete is significantly higher, with only 

a fiber weight ratio of approximately 5%.

The highest split strength of the cellulose samples is obtained 

in the mixture with a fiber weight ratio of approximately 10%.

Compared to the ice samples a maximum compression 

strength improvement of 224% and a maximum split strength 

improvement of 312% is achieved by adding cellulose as a 

reinforcement material.

Although using a relatively small submersible pump the 

spraying of a cellulose mixture of 2% turned out positive. 

The pump did not show any problems concerning clogging. 

The different nozzles that were tested also did not show any 

difficulties.

roPes and textile fabrics

Although the use of textile fabric in the construction of the 

Sagrada Familia in ice was obstructed, the experimental 

testing showed a lot of potential.  Addition of textile fabrics 

show potential for increasing safety of ice structures. This is 

important because the effect of creep in ice structures is not 

yet fully identified. Especially the double layered fabric variant 

can improve the safety greatly, because it is able to show large 

deflection before collapsing. The post failure strength of the 

ice is improved by the addition of textile fabrics. This way it 

can give a warning and possibly 
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10.2  Recommendations
deSiGn

The design and construction of the domes functioned very 

well. However, due to the rope cover, weak spots were created 

because of air cavities in the shell. The ice does grow faster 

due to the ropes, but a method should be designed to prevent 

or to fix the cavities. 

The ropes stay visible in the shell of the domes, so perhaps 

it is possible to create a certain façade appearance with help 

of ropes. This was an observation after realizing the Sagrada 

Familia in ice, further investigation could give more insight of 

the possibilities.

The rope design of the nave was not adjustable enough to 

suspend it properly in between the domes. Because it was not 

suspended properly, this was fatal for the realization of the 

nave. The ropes should be designed more flexible, giving room 

to create the desired shape in less than perfect circumstances. 

The problem of buckling and cantilevers was already indicated 

by the structural calculations. These problems were confirmed 

in practice.

conStruction method

What also can be improved, is the application of the pykrete 

and snow. Because of the heavy equipment and the cold 

climate, it is not possible to perform this work for a very 

long time. Moving the snow canon was also a difficult and 

hard activity, which led in too little moving of the lance. By 

creating an automated process for the snow lance, a more 

evenly distributed snow layer can be achieved on the domes. 

Large particles in the sawdust can cause a lot of delay in the 

building process and has a negative influence on the quality of 

the mixture. This makes it important to prevent large particles 

in the sawdust at any time.

material

The experiments with cellulose showed a lot of potential. 

Not only the structural properties can be greatly increased, 

but also the processability of the cellulose mixture shows 

great potential. The small fibers are easily processed by a 

small submergible pump. Aesthetically, the cellulose mixture 

is more pleasing then pykrete, because of the white color, 

which is more favorable when it comes to the experience of 

ice constructions.

The highest compressive strength of the  cellulose samples 

is obtained in the mixture with a fiber weight ratio of 

approximately 5%. The test results show a lower compressive 

strength of the 10% cellulose mixture. Somewhere between 

the 5% and 10% mixture there is a turning point. The exact 

percentage on which the turning point occurs is not clear, 

which indicates that the compressive strength of a cellulose 

mixture with a fiber weight ratio between 5 and 10% could 

even be higher. This should be investigated more thoroughly 

by testing different samples with a fiber weight ratios 

between  5 and 10%. The most ideal fiber weight ratio most be 

investigated by also conducting flexural strength experiments.

Experiments with textile reinforced ice shows potential for 

future use in ice structures. However, the specific relation of 

different characteristics of the textile fabric and the potential 

increase of flexural tensile strength of the ice sample, has to be 

further investigated. The textile fabrics must be chosen based 

on specific characteristics, like; tensile strength, elasticity, 

water absorption, stringiness, etc.

At the horizontal ropes that were sprayed in the nave a lot of 

stalactites arose. This is interesting because ice growth around 

two separate ropes could form a single beam structure. By 

removing the stalactites of the lower rope the stalactites of 

the upper rope will grow to the lower rope, creating a beam 

profile.
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